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PROPOSED RULES
Before an agency may permanently adopt a new or amended section or repeal an existing section, a proposal
detailing the action must be published in the Texas Register at least 30 days before action is taken. The 30-
day time period gives interested persons an opportunity to review and make oral or written comments on the
section. Also, in the case of substantive action, a public hearing must be granted if requested by at least 25
persons, a governmental subdivision or agency, or an association having at least 25 members.
Symbology in proposed amendments. New language added to an existing section is indicated by the use of
bold text. [Brackets] indicate deletion of existing material within a section.
TITLE 10. COMMUNITY DEVELOP-
MENT
Part I. Texas Department of Housing and
Community Affairs
Chapter 9. Texas Community Development Pro-
gram
Subchapter A. Allocation of Program Funds
10 TAC §§9.1–9.4, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9, 9.10
The Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs (TD-
HCA) proposes amendments to §§9.1-9.4, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9,
and 9.10, concerning the allocation of Community Develop-
ment Block Grant (CDBG) non-entitlement area funds under the
Texas Community Development Program (TCDP). The amend-
ments are being proposed to establish the standards and pro-
cedures by which TDHCA will allocate fiscal year 1997 commu-
nity development, Young v. Cisneros, planning/capacity build-
ing, urgent need, economic development, colonia, and, housing
funds. The amendments are being proposed to make changes
to the application and selection criteria for the program fund
categories.
Ruth Cedillo, director of the Texas Community Development
Program, has determined that for the period that the sections
are in effect there will be no fiscal implications for state or
local government as a result of enforcing or administering the
sections.
Ms. Cedillo also has determined that for the period that
the sections are in effect, the public benefit as a result of
enforcing the sections will be the equitable allocation of CDBG
non-entitlement area funds to eligible units of general local
government in Texas. There will be no effect on small
businesses. There are no anticipated economic costs to
persons who are required to comply with the sections as
proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Anne Paddock,
Deputy General Counsel, Texas Department of Housing and
Community Affairs, 507 Sabine, Austin, Texas 78711-3941.
The amendments are proposed under Texas Government
Code, Chapter 2306, §2306.098, which provides TDHCA with
the authority to allocate Community Development Block Grant
non-entitlement area funds to eligible counties and municipali-
ties according to department rules.
Texas Government Code, Chapter 2306, §2306.098 is affected
by the proposed amendments.
§9.1. General Provisions.
(a) Definitions and abbreviations. The following words
and terms, when used in this subchapter, shall have the following
meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
(1) Applicant-A unit of general local government which
is preparing to submit or has submitted an application for Texas
Community Development funds to the Departmentor to the Texas
Department of Commerce.
(2)-(5) (No change.)
(6) Contract-A written agreement, including all amend-
ments thereto, executed by the Department, or by Commerce, and
contractor which is funded with community development block grant
nonentitlement area funds.
(7) Contractor-A unit of general local government with
which the Departmentor Commerce has executed a contract.
(8)-(19) (No change.)
(b) Overview-Community Development Block Grant nonen-
titlement area funds are distributed by the Texas Community Devel-
opment Program to eligible units of general local government in the
following program areas:
(1) (No change.)
(2) Texas Capital fund.[;] The Texas Capital Fund is
administered by Commerce under an interagency agreement with
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the Department. Applications for the Texas Capital Fund shall
be submitted to Commerce.
(3)-(6) (No change.)
(7) Young v. Cisnerosfund;[. The Texas Capital Fund
is administered by Commerce under an interagency agreement with
the Department. Applications for the Texas Capital Fund shall be
submitted to Commerce.]
(8) housing [demonstration ]fund;[.]
(9) small towns environment program fund.
(c) Types of applications.
(1) Single jurisdiction applications. An applicant may
submit one application per Texas Community Development Program
fund, as outlined in subsection (b) of this section, on its own behalf
, or as a participant in a multi-jurisdictional application, per
funding cycle (except as specified for the Texas Capital Fund,
community development fund, housing fund, colonia fund, and
small towns environment program fund).
(A) A city may submit a single jurisdiction application
that includes beneficiaries located within the extraterritorial jurisdic-
tion of the city. However, the applicant must document that each
activity benefitting persons located in its extraterritorial jurisdiction
is meeting its community and housing development needs, including
the needs of low and moderate income persons. A city cannot submit
a single jurisdiction application that includes beneficiaries located in-
side the corporate city limits and outside of the city’s extraterritorial
jurisdiction. In this instance, the city and county in which the ben-
eficiaries outside of the city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction are located
must submit the project as a multi-jurisdiction application.
(B) A county may submit an application on behalf
of an incorporated city when the proposed application activities
provide improvements to a public facility or service that is not
owned or operated by the incorporated city and the persons
benefitting from the application activities are located within
the city’s corporate city limits or the city’s extraterritorial
jurisdiction. If a county submits an application on behalf of an
incorporated city, then the county and that city cannot submit
another single jurisdiction application or be a participating
jurisdiction in a multi-jurisdiction application submitted under
the same Texas Community Development Program fund category.
(C) A county may submit a single jurisdiction
application for a housing rehabilitation program that includes
the rehabilitation of housing units in unincorporated areas and
incorporated cities located in the county. The housing units
that are rehabilitated under the county program must be located
in unincorporated areas and in each incorporated city that is
included as a participant in the county housing rehabilitation
program. If a county submits a housing rehabilitation program
application that includes the rehabilitation of housing units in
incorporated cities, then the county cannot submit another single
jurisdiction application or be a participating jurisdiction in a
multi-jurisdiction application submitted under the same Texas
Community Development Program fund category.
(2) Multi jurisdiction applications. Subject to each par-
ticipating community satisfying the application requirements of the
Texas Community Development Program fund under which the appli-
cation is submitted and this paragraph, an application will be accepted
from two or more units of general local government if the applica-
tion clearly demonstrates that the proposed activities will mutually
benefit the residents of the communities applying for funds. A multi-
jurisdiction application solely for administrative convenience will not
be accepted. Any community participating in a multi-jurisdiction ap-
plication may not submit a single jurisdiction application under the
project fund for which the multi-jurisdiction application was submit-
ted. One of the participating communities must be primarily account-
able to the Department and Commerce, in instances where the Texas
Capital Fund is accessed, for financial compliance and program per-
formance. Only one unit of general local government may be the
official applicant and this applicant must enter into a legally binding
cooperation agreement with each participant that incorporates Texas
Community Development Program requirements. A proposed project
which is located in more than one jurisdiction or in which beneficia-
ries from more than one jurisdiction will be counted must be sub-
mitted as a multi-jurisdiction application (except as specified for the
Texas Capital Fund and single jurisdiction applicationsde cribed in
subparagraphs (A)-(C) of paragraph (1) of this subsection[which
include beneficiaries located in a city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction]).
[(3) Applications for the Texas Capital Fund shall be
submitted to Commerce.]
(d) Eligible location. Only projects or activities which are
located in the nonentitlement areas of the state are eligible for
funding under the Texas Community Development Program.The only
exception is Hidalgo County, an entitlement county, which is
eligible for the colonia fund.
(e) Ineligible activities. Any type of activity not described
or referred to in the Federal Housing and Community Development
Act of 1974, Section 5305(a) (42 United States Code Section 5301
et seq.) is ineligible for funding under the Texas Community
Development Program. Specific ineligible activities include, but are
not limited to, construction of buildings and facilities used for the
general conduct of government (e.g., city halls and courthouses);
new housing construction, except as described as eligible under
the current Texas Community Development Program application
guides; the financing of political activities; purchases of construction
equipment; income payments, such as housing allowances; most
operation and maintenance expenses; pre-contract costs, except
for costs incurred prior to submittal of an application and paid
with local government or other funds for administrative consultant
and engineering/architectural services; prisons (unless the prison
is located on a federal military installation closed by the federal
government since 1989);state-supported facilities (unless the
activity addresses job creation/retention by a state-supported
facility located on a federal military installation closed by the
federal government since 1989);and racetracks.
(f) Citizen Participation.
(1) (No change.)
(2) Application requirements. Prior to submitting a
formal application, an applicant for Texas Community Development
Program funding shall satisfy the following requirements.
(A) At least one public hearing shall be held prior to
the preparation of[ preparing] its application anda public notice
shall be published in a newspaper having general circulation in
the city or county notifying the public of the availability of the
application for public review [at least one additional public hearing
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shall be held] prior to submitting its completed application to the
Department and, in the case of Texas Capital Fund applications, to
Commerce.
[(B) The public hearings must be held at least seven
days apart.]
[(C) At least one of the public hearings must be held
in the proposed project area, except for incorporated cities with a
population less than 5,000 persons and applications which include
multiple project areas.]
(B)[(D)] An applicant shall retain documentation of
the hearing notices, a list of attendees at each hearing, minutes of the
hearings, and any other records concerning the proposed use of funds
for a period of three years or until the project, if funded, is closed
out. Such records must be made available to the public in accordance
with Texas Government Code , Chapter 552.
(C)[(E)] The [first ]public hearing must include a dis-
cussion with citizens on the development of housing and community
development needs, the amount of funding available, all eligible ac-
tivities under the Texas Community Development Program,the plans
of the applicant to minimize displacement of persons and to assist
persons actually displaced as a result of activities assisted with
Texas Community Development Program funds,and the use of
past Texas Community Development Program contract funds, if ap-
plicable. Citizens, with particular emphasis on persons of low and
moderate income who are residents of slum and blight areas, shall
be encouraged to submit their views and proposals regarding com-
munity development and housing needs. Local organizations that
provide services or housing for low to moderate income persons, in-
cluding but not limited to, the local or area Public Housing Authority,
the local or area Health and Human Services office, and the local or
area Mental Health and Mental Retardation office, must receive writ-
ten notification concerning the date, time, location, and topics to be
covered at the first public hearing. Citizens shall be made aware of
the location where they may submit their views and proposals should
they be unable to attend the public hearing.
(D) The notice announcing the availability of the
application for public review must be published five days prior to
the submission of the application and the published notice must
include the fund category for which the application is submitted,
the amount of funds requested, a description of the application
activities, the location or locations of the application activities,
and the location and hours when the application is available for
review.
[(F) he second public hearing must include a discus-
sion of the proposed project (including the locations of the proposed
activities), the amount of funds being requested, the estimated amount
of funds proposed for activities that will benefit low-and moderate-
income persons, and the plans of the applicant to minimize displace-
ment of persons and to assist persons actually displaced as a result
of activities assisted with Texas Community Development Program
funds, if applicable. The notice must include the location and hours
when the application is available for review.]
(E)[(G)] The public hearing held prior to submis-
sion of the application[At least one of the two required application
public hearings] must be held after 5:00 p.m. on a weekday or at a
convenient time on a Saturday or Sunday.
(3)-(5) (No change.)
(g) Appeals. An applicant for funding under the Texas
Community Development Program may appeal the disposition of its
application in accordance with this subsection.
(1) (No change.)
(2) The appeal must be submitted in writing to the Texas
Community Development Program of the Department no later than
30 days after the date the announcement of community development
fund and planning/capacity building fund contract awards is published
in the Texas Register. In addition, timely appeals not submitted in
writing at least five working days prior to the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the state review committee will be heard at the subsequent
meeting of the state review committee. The Department staff will
evaluate the appeal and may either concur with the appeal and make
an appropriate adjustment to the applicant’s scores, or disagree with
the appeal and prepare an appeal file for consideration by the state
review committee at its next regularly scheduled meeting. The state
review committee will make a final recommendation to the executive
director of the Department. The decision of the executive director of
the Department is final. If the appeal concerns a Texas Capital Fund
application, the appeal must be submitted in writing to Commerce no
later than 30 days following the date of the notification letter of the
denial. If the appeal concerns asmall towns environment program
fund, disaster relief fund, or urgent need fund application, the appeal
must be submitted in writing to the Department no later than 30 days
following the date of the notification letter of the denial. If the appeal
concerns a housing [demonstration ]fund, colonia fund orY ung v.
Cisnerosfund application, the appeal must be submitted in writing to
the Department no later than 30 days after the date the announcement
of contracts awards is published in the Texas Register. The staff of
either the Department or Commerce, when appropriate, evaluates the
appeal and may either concur with the appeal or disagree with the
appeal and prepare an appeal file for consideration by the appropriate
xecutive director. The executive director, of the agency with which
the appeal was filed, then considers the appeal within 30 days and
makes the final decision.
(3) In the event the appeal is sustained and the corrected
scores would have resulted in project funding, the application is
approved and funded. If the appeal concerning a community
development fund or planning/capacity building fund application
is rejected, the department notifies the applicant of its decision,
including the basis for rejection after the meeting of the state review
committee at which the appeal was considered. If the appeal
concerns aYoung v. Cisnerosfund, Texas Capital Fund, housing
[demonstration ]fund, colonia fund, disaster relief fund,.small towns
environment program fund, or urgent need fund application, the
applicant will be notified of the decision made by the appropriate
executive director within 10 days after the final determination by the
executive director.
(4) (No change.)
(h) Threshold requirements. An applicant must satisfy each
of the following requirements in order to be eligible to apply for or to
receive funding under the Texas Community Development Program:
(1)-(3) (No change.)
(4) demonstrate satisfactory performance onpreviously
warded[ existing and prior] Texas Community Development Pro-
gram contracts;
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(5) resolve all outstanding compliance and audit findings
related topreviously awarded[existing and prior] Texas Community
Development Programcontracts and any other Department con-
tracts;
(6) (No change.)
(7) Texas Community Development Program funds can-
not be expended in any county that is designated as eligible for the
Texas Water Development Board Economically Distressed Areas Pro-
gram unless the county has adopted and is enforcing the Model Sub-
division Rules established pursuant to Section 16.343 of the Water
Code.[ Counties affected by this threshold requirement that are des-
ignated as eligible for the Texas Water Development Board Econom-
ically Distressed Areas Program are included in a notice published
in the Texas Register on November 14, 1995.] An incorporated city
that is located in a Texas Water Development Board Economically
Distressed Areas Program eligible county that has not adopted, or is
not enforcing, the Model Subdivision Rules, may submit an applica-
tion for Texas Community Development Program funds. However,
in lieu of county adoption of the Model Subdivision Rules, the in-
corporated city must adopt the Model Subdivision Rules prior to the
expenditure of any Texas Community Development Program funds
by the incorporated city.
(i) (No change.)
(j) False information. If an applicant provides false informa-
tion in its community development fund or planning/capacity build-
ing fund application which has the effect of increasing the applicant’s
competitive advantage, the number of beneficiaries, or the percentage
of low to moderate income beneficiaries, the Department refers the
matter to the state review committee for disciplinary action. If the ap-
plicant provides false information in aYoung v. Cisnerosfund, colo-
nia fund, disaster relief fund, housing [demonstration ]fund,small
towns environment program fund, or urgent need fund application,
the Department staff shall make a recommendation for action to the
executive director of the Department. If the applicant provides false
information in a Texas Capital Fund application, Commerce staff
shall make a recommendation for action to the appropriate executive
director. The state review committee makes a recommendation The
state review committee makes a recommendation for action to the
executive director of the Department at its next regularly scheduled
meeting. Documentation of false information must be submitted at
least ten business days prior to the next regularly scheduled meeting
of the state review committee to be considered at that meeting. Rec-
ommendations that the state review committee or executive director
may make include, but are not limited to:
(1)-(3) (No change.)
(k)-(m) (No change.)
(n) Performance threshold requirements. In addition to the
requirements of subsection (h) of this section, an applicant must
satisfy the following performance requirements in order to be eligible
to apply for program funds. A contract is considered executed for
the purposes of this subsection on the date stated in Section 2 of such
contract.
(1) Obligate at least 50% of the total funds awarded under
a contract (except for Texas Capital Fund contracts, housing fund
contracts, and small towns environment program fund contracts
) executed at least 12 months prior to the current program year
application deadline. This paragraph does not apply to disaster relief
fund applicants.
(2) Expend all but the reserved audit funds, or other
reserved funds that are pre-approved by Texas Community
Development Program staff,awarded under a contract (except for
Texas Capital Fund contracts) executed at least 24 months prior
to the current program year application deadline and submit to
the Department a certificate of completion required by the most
recent edition of the Texas Community Development Program Project
Implementation Manual which documents the expenditure of all
contract funds with the exception of any contract funds reserved for
auditsand other reserved funds that are pre-approved by Texas
Community Development Program staff.[ For the 1996 program
year, this threshold applies to all Texas Community Development
Program contractors, except for Texas Capital Fund contractors, with
a contract start date on or prior to March 31, 1994.] This paragraph
does not apply to disaster relief fund applicants.
(3) Expend all but the audit funds for a Texas Capital
Fund contract [funded prior to the 1995 program year] that has
been in effect for at least 36 months and submit toC mmerce[the
Department] the close-out documents [(and any close-out document
revisions requested by the Department) ]required by the most recent
edition of the Texas Community Development Program Project
Implementation Manual prior to submitting an application for the
[1995 or 1996 program year ]Texas Capital Fund program.[ The
Department may direct that certain 1993 and 1994 program year
Texas Capital Fund program contracts be submitted to Commerce
rather than the Department.]
(4) Expend all but the reserved audit funds or other
reserved funds that are pre-approved by Texas Community De-
velopment Program staff, awarded under a contract (except for
Texas Capital Fund contracts and colonia demonstration fund
projects) with a contract period of 36 months and that has been
in effect for at least 36 months prior to the current program year
application deadline, and submit to the Department a certificate
of completion required by the most recent edition of the Texas
Community Development Program Project Implementation Man-
ual which documents the expenditure of all contract funds with
the exception of any contract funds reserved for audits and other
reserved funds that are pre-approved by Texas Community De-
velopment Program staff. This paragraph does not apply to dis-
aster relief fund applicants.
(o)-(p) (No change.)
§9.2. Community Development Fund.
(a) General provisions. This fund covers housing, public
facilities, and public service projects. Eligible units of general local
government may apply for funding of a single purpose project such
as housing assistance, sewer improvements, water improvements,
drainage, roads, or community centers, or for a multi-purpose project
which consists of any combination of such eligible activities.
(1) An applicant may not submit an application under
this fund and also under any other Texas Community Development
Program fund category at the same time if the proposed activity
under each application is the same or substantially similar.An
applicant may not submit a single jurisdiction application or be a
participant in a multi-jurisdiction application under this fund and
also submit a single jurisdiction application or be a participant
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in a multi-jurisdiction application submitted under the housing
rehabilitation fund.
(2) (No change.)
(b) Funding cycle. This fund is allocated [on an annual basis
]to eligible units of general local governmenton a biennial basis for
the 1997 and 1998 program yearspursuant to regional competitions
held during the1997 program year. Applications for funding must
be received by the Texas Community Development Program by 5:00




(2) Each state planning region is provided with a1997
program year target allocation and a 1998 program year tar-
get allocation of funds for applications in its region that are ranked
through the 1997 program year regional competitionsin accor-
dance with a shared scoring system involving the Department and
the regional review committees.Where the remainder of the 1997
program year target allocation is insufficient to completely fund
the next highest ranked applicant, the applicant receives complete
funding of the original grant request through a combination of
1997 and 1998 program year funds.Where the remainder of the
1998 program year target allocation is insufficient to completely
fund the next ranked application, the Department works with the af-
fected applicant to determine whether partial funding is feasible. If
partial funding is not feasible, the remaining funds from all the tar-
get allocations are pooled to fund projects from among the highest
ranked, unfunded applications from each of the 24 state planning
regions. Selection criteria for such applications will consist of the
selection criteria scored by the department under this fund. Marginal
applicants’ community distress scores are recomputed based on the
applicants competing in the marginal pool competition only.
(d) Selection procedures.
(1)-(4) (No change.)
(5) Following a final technical review, the Department
staff presents thethe 1997 program year and the 1998 program
year funding recommendations to the state review committee. De-
partment staff make a site visit to each of the applicants recommended
for funding prior to the completion of contract agreements.
(6) (No change.)
(7) The executive director of the Department reviews the
the 1997 final recommendations for project awards and announces
the contract awards.
(8) Upon announcement ofthe 1997 program year
contract awards, the Department staff works with recipients to
execute the contract agreements. While the award must be based
on the information provided in the application, the Department may
negotiate any element of the contract with the recipient as long
as the contract amount is not increased and the level of benefits
described in the application is not decreased. The level of benefits
may be negotiated only when the project is partially funded with the
remainder of the target allocation within a region.
(9) When the 1998 program year Texas Community
Development Program allocation becomes available, the executive
director of the department reviews the 1998 program year final
recommendations for project awards and announces the contract
awards.
(10) Upon announcement of the 1998 program year
contract awards, the department staff works with recipients to
execute the contract agreements. While the award must be based
on the information provided in the application, the department
may negotiate any element of the contract with the recipient
as long as the contract amount is not increased and the level
of benefits described in the application is not decreased. The
level of benefits may be negotiated only when the project is
partially funded with the remainder of the target allocation within
a region.
(e) Selection criteria. The following is an outline of the se-
lection criteria used by the Department and the regional review com-
mittees for scoring applications under the community development
fund. Seven hundred points are available.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Project impact (total-195 points).
(A) Ten of the 195 points available are awarded to
applicants which did not receive a community development fund
contract award during the1996 program year[1994 and 1995
program years].
(B) Ten of the 195 points available are awarded to
applicants that have closed all previously awarded community devel-
opment fund contracts, with the exception of 1996 contracts,by
the application deadline date. A previously awarded community de-
velopment fund contract is considered to be closed when: all of the
Texas Community Development Program funds needed to complete
the contract activities, except for the reserved audit fundsand other
reserved funds that have been pre-approved by Texas Commu-
nity Development Program staff, have been expended;[ the contract
activities are finished and the beneficiaries have received access to the
facilities and/or services provided under the contract;] andthe cer-
tificate of completion[all contract close-out documents] required by
the most recent edition of the Texas Community Development Pro-
gram Project Implementation Manualhas[have] been submitted to
the Department. Thecertificate of completion[submitted close-out
documents] must be complete and must meet Department standards
for acceptability.
(C) (No change.)
(D) Other factors that will be evaluated by Depart-
ment staff in the assignment of project impact scores within the point
ranges for activities include, but are not limited to, the following:
(i)-(iv) (No change.)
(v) projects designed to bring existing services up
to at least the state minimum standards as set by the applicable
regulatory agency are given additional consideration;[.]
(vi) projects which include self-help methods
(volunteer labor, donated materials, donated equipment, etc.) to
ignificantly reduce the project cost or to significantly increase
the proposed improvements are given additional consideration.
(4)-(5) (No change.)
§9.3. Young v. Cisneros Fund.
(a) (No change.)
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(b) Funding cycle. This fund isavailable [allocated] to
eligible units of general local governmentuntil the Department has
obligated an amount equal to or less than the amount of funds
that were originally committed from the 1994 and 1995 program
year allocations.[ on a bi-annual basis for the 1994 and 1995 program
years pursuant to a competition held during the 1994 program year.]
Applications for fundingwere[from the 1994 and 1995 program year
allocations must be] received by the Texas Community Development
Program by 5:00 p.m. on the date specified in the most recent
application guide for this fund.
(c) Selection procedures.
(1)-(4) (No change.)
(5) Following a final technical review, the Department
staff makes funding recommendations for the applications selected
by HUD [from the 1994 and 1995 program year allocations ]to the
executive director of the Department.
(6) The executive director of the department reviews
the [1994 program year ]recommendations for project awards and
announces the contract awards.
(7) Upon announcement of the [1994 program year ]con-
tract awards, the Department staff works with recipients to execute
the contract agreements. While the award must be based on the in-
formation provided in the application, the Department may negotiate
any element of the contract with the recipient as long as the contract
amount is not increased and the level of benefits described in the
application is not decreased. The level of benefits may be negotiated
only when the project is partially funded.
[(8) When the 1995 program year Texas Community De-
velopment Program allocation becomes available, the executive di-
rector of the Department reviews the 1995 program year recommen-
dations for project awards and announces the contract awards.]
[(9) Upon announcement of the 1995 program year con-
tract awards, the Department staff works with recipients to execute
the contract agreements. While the award must be based on the in-
formation provided in the application, the Department may negotiate
any element of the contract with the recipient as long as the contract
amount is not increased and the level of benefits described in the
application is not decreased. The level of benefits may be negotiated
only when the project is partially funded.]
§9.4. Planning/Capacity Building Fund.
(a) (No change.)
(b) Funding cycle. This fund is allocated [on an annual basis
]to eligible units of general local governmenton a biennial basis for
the 1997 and 1998 program years pursuant to[through ]a statewide
competitionheld during the 1997 program year. Applications for
funding from the 1997 and 1998 program year allocationsmust
be received by the Texas Community Development Program by 5:00
p.m. on the date specified in the most recent application guide for
this fund.
(c) Selection procedures. Scoring and the recommended
ranking of projects is done by staff and a committee composed of
Department staff with input from the regional review committees.
The application and selection procedures consist of the following
steps.
(1)-(6) (No change.)
(7) The Department staff submits the1997 program
year and 1998 program yearfunding recommendations to the state
review committee. The state review committee reviews the project
rankings and provides funding recommendations to the executive
director of the Department.
(8) The executive director of the Department reviews the
1997 program year funding recommendations and announces the
contract awards.
(9) Upon the announcement of the1997 program year
contract awards, the Department staff works with recipients to execute
the contract agreements. The award is based on the information
provided in the application and on the amount of funding proposed
for each contract activity based on the matrix included in the most
recent application guide for this fund.
(10) When the 1998 program year Texas Community
Development Program allocation becomes available, the executive
director of the department reviews the 1998 program year
funding recommendations and announces the contract awards.
(11) Upon the announcement of the 1998 program
year contract awards, the department staff works with recipients
to execute the contract agreements. The award is based on the
information provided in the application and on the amount of
funding proposed for each contract activity based on the matrix
included in the most recent application guide for this fund.
(d) Selection criteria. The following is an outline of the
selection criteria used by the Department for selection of the projects
under the planning/capacity building fund. Four hundred thirty points
are available.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) Planning strategy and products (total 275 points).
(A) Previous planning (50 points).
(i) An applicant which has not previously received
a planning/capacity building contract or an applicant which has
received a planning/capacity building fund contract prior to the
1989[1987] program and has not received any subsequent planning/
capacity building fund contracts-50 points.
(ii)-(iii) (No change.)
(B) (No change.)
§9.6. Urgent Need Fund.
(a) General provision. Assistance under this fund is provided
only to eliminate existing water and sewer conditions which pose a
serious and immediate threat to the health or welfare of the residents
of the applicant where other financial resources are not available to
meet such conditions. A unit of general local government that wishes
to receive assistance under this fund must submit an application,
as provided by the Department, to the Department. There is no
application deadline. However, an application for urgent need
assistance is not accepted for funding until discussions between
the potential applicant and representatives of the Department and
other state regulatory and funding resource agencies (such as the
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission and the Texas
Water Development Board) have occurred and a determination
is made that the potential applicant and the situation meet
urgent need fund threshold criteria. An applicant may not
submit an application under this fund and alsounder any other
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Texas Community Development Program fund category[ under
the community development fund or the colonia fund] at the same
time if the proposed activity under each application is the same or
substantially similar. An applicant may receive one contract award
under this fund in any one program year. The Department may
negotiate the level of funding to be provided to an applicant and
the scope of work to be performed by the applicant.
(b) (No change.)
§9.7. Texas Capital Fund.
(a) General Provisions. This fund covers projects which will
result in either an increase in new, permanent employment within a
community or retention of existing permanent employment. Under
the main street improvements program, projects may also qualify if
they meet the national program objective of aiding in the prevention
or elimination of slum or blighted areas.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
(3) A firm financial commitment from all funding sources
other than United States Department of Commerce Economic Devel-
opment Administration orUnited States Department of Agricul-
ture[Farmers Home Administration] is required upon submission of
an application.
(4) The leverage ratio between all funding sources and
the Texas Capital Fund request must not be less than 1:1(except for
the main street improvements program).
(5)-(11) (No change.)
(12) A Texas Capital Fund contractor must satisfactorily
close out a contract in support of a specific business or main street
improvementsproject[program city] in order to be eligible to receive
additional funds under the Texas Capital Fund for the same business
or main street city. The contractor is eligible for an additional Texas
Capital Fund award in support of a specific business, provided that the
prerequisite program income choice has been selected, if the assisted
business is not in the designated main street geographic area or if the
main street project selected the elimination of slums and blight as its
national program objective and the assisted business will create or
retain jobs to meet the national program objective.
(13) Commerce will not consider or accept an application
for funding from a community, in support of a business project
that is currently receiving Texas Capital Fund assistance through
that same communityunless all contract close-out documents,
including the certificate of completion, required for the close out
of Texas Capital Fund projects have been submitted to Commerce
and the close-out documents substantially meet standards for
acceptability .
(14) The maximum grant amount for a real estate
program or infrastructure program award may be increased to
an amount not to exceed $1.5 million if a unit of general local
government’s application is on behalf of a specific business, and
that specific business will create or retain a designated number
of jobs at a cost per job level that qualifies for the increased
grant amount. The number of jobs, the cost per job, and the
maximum percentage of Texas Capital Fund financing of the total
project costs that qualify an application for the increased grant
amount are defined in Texas Capital Fund application guides.
Funds are not specifically reserved for projects that could receive
grant awards that are greater than the maximum grant amount,
however, a maximum amount of Texas Capital Fund financing
that is available for projects that qualify for these larger grant
amounts is also described in Texas Capital Fund application
guides.
(b) Overview. This fund is distributed to eligible units
of general local government for eligible activities in the following
program areas:
(1) The infrastructure program. The [public ]infrastruc-
ture program provides funds for eligible activities such as the con-
struction or improvement of water/wastewater facilities, public roads,
natural gas-line main, electric-power services, and railroad spurs. [,
except that funding]With the exception of railroad spurs, fund-
ing will not be provided for infrastructure improvements on private
property.
(2) The real estate [development ]program. The real
estate [development ]program provides funds to purchase, construct,
or rehabilitate real estate that is wholly or partially owned by the
community and leased to a specific benefitting business (either a for-
profit entity or a non-profit entity).
(3) (No change.)
(c) Funding cycle. The Texas Capital Fund will be available
three times annually for economic development funding to consider
projects that will create or retain permanent employment opportuni-
ties, primarily for low- and moderate-income persons.Real estate
program or infrastructure program applications that meet the
criteria for receiving amounts greater than the maximum grant
amount can be submitted at any time during a program year sub-
ject to the availability of funds. Applications for the main street
improvements program must be received by 5:00 p.m. on the date
and location specified in the most recent application guide for this
program.
(d) Selection procedures. Commerce will accept applications
three times annually[every four months]. Applications are reviewed
after they have been competitively scored. Commerce staff will
make recommendations to the executive director for final award. The
application and selection procedures consist of the following steps:
(1) Each applicant must submit a complete application to
Commerce’s Businessand Fiscal Services[Development] Division.
(2) In accordance with the selection criteria for the
real estate program and infrastructure program, applications re-
ceived under the real estate program and infrastructure program
are evaluated and scored by Commerce staff.
(3)[(2)] [Upon receipt of an application, ]Commerce staff
then[will] review each application[it] for eligibility and complete-
ness in descending order based on the scoring. In those instances
where the staff determines that the application is incomplete (ev-
idenced by thirteen (13) or more inadequacies on the Application
Checklist), the application will be returned to the applicant and may
be submitted in the next funding cycle. Returned applications will not
be considered for the current funding cycle. Applications resubmitted
for future funding cycles will by competing with those applications
submitted for that cycle. No preferential placement will be given for
applications previously submitted and not funded. In those instances
where the staff determines that the application has 12 or less inade-
quacies on the Application Checklist, the applicant will be given ten
business days to rectify all deficiencies. In the event staff determines
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that the application contains activities that are ineligible for funding,
the application will be returned to the applicant. Staff then conducts
a review of each complete application to make threshold determina-
tions with respect to:
(A) the financial feasibility of the business to be
assisted based on a credit analysis;
(B) the strength of commitments from all other public
and/or private investments identified in the application;
(C) the ability of the applicant to operate or maintain
any public facility or service assisted with Texas Community
Development Program funds, if infrastructure improvements are
requested;
(D) whether the use of Texas Capital Funds is
appropriate to carry out the project proposed in the application;
(E) whether there is evidence that at least 51% of the
permanent jobs created or retained will benefit low- and moderate-
income persons;
(F) whether efforts have been made to maximize other
financial resources; and
(G) a copy of a complete application must be provided
to the appropriate Regional Review Committee. Proposals submitted
for funding under the Texas Capital Fund require regional review
"from the standpoint of consistency with regional plans and other
such considerations" as provided for under the Texas Review and
Comment System and Chapter 391, Texas Local Government Code.
Each regional review committee may, at its option, review and
comment on an economic development proposal from a jurisdiction
within its state planning region. These comments become part of
the application file and are considered by the staff provided, such
comments are received by the staff prior to the time that the staff
makes a recommendation to the executive director of Commerce.
(4)[(3)] Upon Commerce’s determination that an applica-
tion supports a feasible and eligible project, staff may schedule a visit
to the applicant jurisdiction to discuss the project and program rules
with the chief elected official, or his designee, and business repre-
sentative(s), and to visit the project site.
(5)[(4)] Staff prepares a project report with recommenda-
tions for the executive director who makes the final award.
(6)[(5)] Upon the executive director’s selection, the
projects selected for funding are announced by Commerce.
(7)[(6)] Commerce staff then negotiates the contract with
the recipients. The contract terms are based on the information
provided in the application, but Commerce may vary the terms of
the contract with the recipient.
[(7) For the main street improvements program, Com-
merce staff scores applications based on selection criteria related to
project feasibility, leverage ratio and minority hiring. The Texas His-
torical Commission also scores applications based on selection criteria
related to project feasibility using its scores to place the applicants
in rank order from highest to lowest scores. The five projects ranked
highest by the Texas Historical Commission receive additional points.
Final scores are reviewed by Commerce staff. Scores on factors in
these categories are derived from information provided by the appli-
cant.]
(e) Selection criteria for thereal estate and infrastructure
programs[Real Estate Improvements and Infrastructure Grant Pro-
grams] of the Texas Capital Fund [will ]focus upon factors which
may include, but which are not limited to, paragraphs(1)-(8)[(1)-
(7)] of this subsection.In addition to [Based on] the selection criteria
described in paragraphs(1)-(8)[(1)-(7)] of this subsection, projects
will be reviewed and evaluated upon the following additional factors:
the history of the applicant community in the program; the strength
of the business or marketing plan; the management experience of
the business’s principals; and the justification of the minimum Texas
Capital Fund contribution necessary to serve the project:
(1)-(5) (No change.)
(6) Assistance for small businesses and manufacturers;[
and]
(7) Feasibility of project and ability to create and/or retain
jobs; and[.]
(8) Creation or retention of jobs primarily for low
and moderate income persons.
(f) Additional criteria for the [public ]infrastructure program.
A minimum of a ten percent equity injection, based on total project
costs in the form of cash, land, buildings, equipment, furniture, or
fixtures by the business is required.
(g) Additional criteria for the real estate [development ]pro-
gram. A minimum of a ten percent equity injection, based on total
project costs in the form of cash, land, buildings, equipment, furni-
ture, or fixtures by the business is required if the business has been
operating for at least three years. A minimum of a thirty-three per-
cent equity injection, based on total project costs, in the form of cash,
land, buildings, equipment, furniture, or fixtures by the business is
required if the business has been operating for less than three years.
(h) Selection criteria for the main street improvements
program. Commerce staff and staff from the Texas Historical
Commission review and evaluate the applications. The selection
criteria focus upon factors which may include, but which are not
limited to, paragraphs (1)-(8) of this subsection. In addition to the
selection criteria described in paragraphs (1)-(8) of this subsec-
tion, projects will be reviewed and evaluated upon the following
additional factors: the history of the applicant community in the
program; the strength of the marketing plan; and the justifica-
tion of the minimum Texas Capital Fund contribution necessary
to serve the project. The terms and criteria used in this sub-
section are further defined in the application guidelines for this
program.
[(h) Selection criteria for the main street improvements
program. The following is an outline of the selection criteria used
for selection of projects under the main street improvements program.
The terms and criteria used in this subsection are further defined in
he application guidelines for this program.]
(1) Threshold criteria. In order for its application to
be considered, an applicant must meet the requirements of either
subparagraph (A) or (B), and (C) of this paragraph:
(A) The national objective of aiding in the prevention
or elimination of Slum or Blight on a spot basis. To show how this
objective will be met, the applicant must;
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(i) document that the project qualifies as slum or
blighted on a spot basis under local law; and
(ii) describe the specific condition of blight or
physical decay that is to be treated.
(B) Area slums/blight objective. Document the bound-
aries of the area designated as a slum or blighted, document the
conditions which qualified it under the definition in 10 TAC Section
9.1(a)(15) [(16)], and the way in which the assisted activity addressed
one or more of the conditions which qualified the area as slum or
blighted.
(C) Main street designation. The applicant must have
been designated by the Texas Historical Commission as a Main
Street City and must have received this designation two (2) years
prior to submitting a Texas Capital Fund application for main street
improvements.
(2) Feasibility of the project.
(3) Creation of jobs paying an above-average wage.
(4) Generation of a greater ratio of private investment
to Texas Capital Fund investment.
(5) Provision of job opportunities at the lowest possi-
ble Texas Capital Fund cost per job.
(6) Benefit to areas of the state most in need of new
capital investment and/or jobs.
(7) Texas Historical Commission scoring.
(8) Community profile.
[(2) Project feasibility (total-50 points). Factors examined
by the Texas Capital Fund staff include Texas Historical Commission
Main Street designation and demonstrated successful experience in
the Main Street program; marketing strategies and identified funding
sources for Main Street efforts; documentation supporting secondary/
indirect job creation or retention; community support and commit-
ment to historic preservation and commercial revitalization; business
occupancy rates; available space pre-lease commitments; and demon-
strated linkages between downtown businesses; and management ex-
perience of the Main Street manager.]
[(3) Leverage ratio (total-30 points). Points are awarded
by dividing all other funds committed to the project, exclusive
of Texas Capital Funds, by the amount of Texas Capital Funds
requested, less administration, according to the following scales:]
[(A) Applicant with population less than 5,000 per-
sons:]
[(i) 0.50: 1 (50%)-15 points;]
[(ii) 1.00: 1 (100%)-20 points;]
[(iii) 1.50: 1 (150%)-25 points;]
[(iv) 2.00: 1 (200%)-30 points.]
[(B) Applicant with population equal to or more than
5,000 persons:]
[(i) 1.50: 1 (150%)-15 points;]
[(ii) 2.00: 1 (200%)-20 points;]
[(iii) 2.50: 1 (250%)-25 points;]
[(iv) 3.00: 1 (300%)-30 points.]
[(4) Minority hiring (total-10 points). Percentage of
minorities presently employed by the applicant divided by the
percentage of minority residents within the local community (10
points). In the event ten percent or less of the applicant’s population
base is composed of minority residents, the applicant has seven or
fewer non-seasonal full-time employees, or five percent or more of the
applicant’s population base is living in group quarters or institutions,
the applicant is assigned the average score on this factor for all
applicants for the previous program year or the score based on the
actual figures, whichever is higher.]
[(5) Projects recommended by Texas Historical Commis-
sion (total-10 points). A maximum of ten points are awarded to the
five applicants ranked highest by The Texas Historical Commission.
The Texas Historical Commission scores applications based on the
Main Street Improvements Program project feasibility selection crite-
ria using its scores to place the applicants in rank order from highest
to lowest scores.]
[(A) Ranking 1-10 points;]
[(B) Ranking 2-8 points;]
[(C) Ranking 3-6 points;]
[(D) Ranking 4-4 points;]
[(E) Ranking 5-2 points.]
§9.8. Regional Review Committees.
(a)-(b) (No change.)
(c) General requirements. In the performance of its respon-
sibilities, each regional review committee shall comply with all fed-
eral and state laws and regulations relating to the administration of
community development block grant nonentitlement area funds in-
cluding, but not limited to, requirements of this subchapter, the scor-
ing procedures specified in the current Regional Review Committee
Guidebook, and the procedures established by the regional review
committee under the Texas Community Development Program.
(1) (No change.)
(2) Conflicts of interest. No member of a regional review
committee shall vote on an application if the member is on the
governing body of the applicantor in cases where that member
has a personal or pecuniary interest as defined under state law.
A county judge or county commissioner may not score an application
from an incorporated city within the county, unless specifically
authorized by the regional review committee.A regional review
committee member may not discuss any application, including
the scoring of any application that the member is allowed to
score, with any person that may benefit from an award of Texas
Community Development Program funds to such application. If a
regional review committee member discusses an application with
any person that may benefit from an award of Texas Community
Development Program funds to such application, the regional
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(a) General provisions. This fund covers the payment of
assessments, access fees, and capital recovery fees for low and
moderate income persons for eligible water and sewer improvements
projects, all other program eligible activities, eligible planning
activities projects, and the establishment of colonia self-help centers
to serve severely distressed unincorporated areas of counties which
meet the definition of a colonia under this fund. A colonia is defined
as: any identifiable unincorporated community that is determined
to be a colonia on the basis of objective criteria, including lack of
potable water supply, lack of adequate sewage systems, and lack of
decent, safe, and sanitary housing; and was in existence as a colonia
prior to November 28, 1990. For an eligible county to submit an
application on behalf of eligible colonia areas, the colonia areas must
be within 150 miles of the Texas-Mexico border region, except that
any county that is part of a standard metropolitan statistical area with
a population exceeding one million is not eligible under this fund.
(1)-(2) (No change.)
[(3) Eligibility for the Department’s 1995 program year
colonia economically distressed areas program fund (colonia EDAP
fund) is limited to counties and cities that meet the following criteria:
the county is eligible for the Department’s colonia fund and the
Texas Water Development Board’s Economically Distressed Areas
Program or in the case of an incorporated city, the city is located in
a county that is eligible for the Department’s colonia fund and the
Texas Water Development Board’s Economically Distressed Areas
Program; to be eligible, a city applicant must have annexed the
eligible colonia area since January 1, 1993, or must be in the process
of annexing the eligible colonia area included in the application for
the Department’s colonia EDAP fund improvements; the county or
city must have already received a funding commitment from the
Texas Water Development Board’s Economically Distressed Areas
Program for a water or sewer system improvements project for the
colonia areas included in the application for the Department’s colonia
EDAP fund improvements; and the county or city must have already
completed the engineering design phase for the water or sewer system
project that was funded by the Texas Water Development Board’s
Economically Distressed Areas Program.]
(b) Eligible activities. The only eligible activities under the
colonia fund are:
(1)-(3) (No change.)
[(4) For the Department’s 1995 program year colonia
EDAP fund, the only eligible activity, besides eligible associated
engineering and administrative costs, is the provision of assistance
to income-eligible persons for connection to water or sewer systems
funded through the Texas Water Development Board’s Economically
Distressed Areas Program. For the purposes of this fund, connection
to the water or sewer system includes access fees and improvements
on private property such as taps, meters, yard service lines, service
connections, connection fees and other costs associated with the
connection of a housing unit occupied by income-eligible persons
to the water or sewer system.]
(4)[(5)] The establishment of colonia self-help centers and
activities conducted by colonia self-help centers in accordance with
the provisions of Chapter 2306, Subchapter Z, of the Government
Code.
(c) Types of applications. Eligible applicants may submit one
application for[ the colonia EDAP fund,] the colonia construction
fund and the colonia planning fund. Eligible planning activities
cannot be included in an application for the colonia construction fund.
Two separate fund categories are available under the colonia
planning fund. The colonia area planning fund is available for
eligible planning activities that are targeted to selected colonia
areas. The colonia comprehensive planning fund is available
for countywide comprehensive planning activities that include an
assessment and profiles of a county’s colonia areas. Separate
competitions are held for the colonia area planning fund and
colonia comprehensive planning fund allocations.
(d) Funding cycle. The colonia construction fund and the
colonia planning fund are allocated on an annual basis to eligible
county applicants through competitions conducted during the program
year.[ The colonia EDAP fund is distributed on a first-come, first-
serve, basis for the 1995 program year.] Applications for funding
must be received by the Department by 5:00 p.m. on the dates
specified in the most recent application guide for each separate
colonia fund category. The colonia self-help centers fund is
allocated on an annual basis to counties included in Subchapter Z,
Chapter 2306, Section 2306.582, Government Code, and/or counties
designated as economically distressed areas under Chapter 17, Water
Code.
(e) Selection procedures.
(1) On or before the application deadline, each eligible
county may submit one application for[ the colonia EDAP fund,] the
colonia construction fund and the colonia planning fund. Copies of
the application must be provided to the applicant’s regional planning
commission and the Department.
(2)-(4) (No change.)
(5) Following a final technical review, the Department
staff makes[ 1996 program year] funding recommendations to the
executive director of the Department.
(6) The executive director of the Department reviews the
final recommendations[ for 1996 program year project awards] and
announces the contract awards.
(7) Upon announcement of[ 1996 program year] contract
awards, the Department staff works with recipients to execute
the contract agreements. While the award must be based on
the information provided in the application, the Department may
negotiate any element of the contract with the recipient as long as the
contract amount is not increased and the level of benefits described
in the application is not decreased. The level of benefits may be
negotiated only when the project is partially funded.
[(8) The Department evaluates the information provided
in each 1995 program year colonia EDAP fund application and
following a final technical review, the Department staff makes 1995
program year funding recommendations to the executive director of
the Department.]
[(9) The executive director of the Department reviews
the 1995 program year funding recommendations and announces the
contract awards.]
[(10) Upon announcement of 1995 program year contract
awards, the Department staff works with recipients to execute
the contract agreements. While the award must be based on
the information provided in the application, the Department may
negotiate any element of the contract with the recipient as long as the
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contract amount is not increased and the level of benefits described
in the application is not decreased. The level of benefits may be
negotiated only when the project is partially funded.]
(f) Selection criteria (colonia construction fund). The follow-
ing is an outline of the selection criteria used by the Department for
scoring colonia construction fund applications. Four hundred points
are available.
(1)-(3) (No change.)
(4) Project design (total-95[90] points). Each application
is scored based on how the proposed project resolves the identified
need and the severity of need within the applying jurisdiction. Each
application is scored by a committee composed of Texas Community
Development Program staff using the following information submit-
ted in the application:
(A)-(I) (No change.)
(g) Selection criteria (coloniaarea planning fund). The
following is an outline of the selection criteria used by the Department
for scoring applications for eligible planning activities under this
fund. Three hundred fifty points are available.
(1)-(3) (No change.)
(h) Selection criteria (colonia comprehensive planning
fund). The following is an outline of the selection criteria used
by the Department for scoring applications for eligible planning
activities under this fund. Two hundred points are available.
(1) Community distress (total-25 points). All commu-
nity distress factor scores are based on the unincorporated pop-
ulation of the applicant.
(A) Percentage of persons living in poverty-15
(B) Per capita income-10
(2) Project design (total-175 points). Each application
is scored by a committee composed of Department staff using the
following information submitted in the application:
(A) the severity of need for the comprehensive colo-
nia planning effort and how effectively the proposed comprehen-
sive planning effort will result in a useful assessment of colonia
populations, locations, infrastructure conditions, housing condi-
tions, and the development of short-term and long-term strategies
to resolve the identified needs;
(B) the extent to which any previous planning
efforts for colonia areas have been implemented;
(C) whether the applicant provides any local
matching funds for project activities; and
(D) whether the applicant has adopted and en-
forced subdivision regulations or orders (counties that have
adopted and enforced the Model Subdivision Rules established
pursuant to Section 16.343 of the Water Code receive additional
consideration); and
(E) the applicant’s past performance on previously
awarded Texas Community Development Program contracts.
[(h) Selection criteria (colonia EDAP fund). The following
is an outline of the application information that is evaluated by a
committee composed of Department staff.]
[(1) The severity of need within the colonia area(s) and
how the proposed activities to install water and sewer improvements
on private property resolve the connection of income-eligible persons
to the water and sewer systems financed through the Texas Water
Development Board’s Economically Distressed Areas Program.]
[(2) The effective use of the Department’s colonia EDAP
funds to provide water or sewer connections/yard lines to water/
sewer systems funded by the Texas Water Development Board’s
Economically Distressed Areas Program.]
[(3) The Texas Community Development Program cost
per low/moderate-income beneficiary.]
[(4) Whether the applicant has provided any local match-
ing funds for administrative, engineering, or construction activities.]
[(5) Whether the applicant has adopted and enforced
subdivision regulations or a subdivision ordinance.]
[(6) If applicable, the projected water and/or sewer rates
after completion of the project based on 3,000 gallons, 5,000 gallons
and 10,000 gallons of usage.]
[(7) The ability of the applicant to utilize the grant funds
in a timely manner; the applicant’s request should be timed so that
the treatment, distribution, and/or collection systems funded by the
Texas Water Development Board are nearly complete so that Texas
Community Development Program funds for connections may be
expended after a grant award is made.]
[(8) The availability of grant funds to the applicant for
project financing from other sources.]
[(9) The applicant’s past use of Community Development
Block Grant or Texas Community Development Program funds over
each of the past three (3) years and the applicant’s Community Needs
Assessments or Final Statements, if applicable, for Community De-
velopment Block Grant or Texas Community Development Program
applications during each of the past three (3) years.]
[(10) The applicant’s past performance on prior Texas
Community Development Program contracts.]
(i) (No change.)
§9.10. Housing [Demonstration] Fund.
(a) General provisions.Two separate fund categories are
available under the housing fund. The housing demonstra-
tion[This] fund is available for public facilities and infrastructure
improvements supporting the development and construction of single
family and multifamily low to moderate income housing. Theous-
ing demonstration funds may not be used for the actual construc-
tion cost of new housing.The housing rehabilitation fund is avail-
able for the rehabilitation or existing owner-occupied and renter-
occupied housing units and, in strictly limited circumstances, the
construction of new housing that is accessible to persons with dis-
abilities. The housing rehabilitation fund selection criteria places
emphasis on housing activities that provide accessible housing for
persons with disabilities.
(1) (No change.)
(2) Each applicant must meet the threshold requirements
of Section 9.1(h) and Section 9.1(n) of this title (relating to General
Provisions), in order to be eligible to apply forhousing fund
assistance[housing demonstration funds].
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(3) In order to meet a national program objectiveunder
the housing demonstration fund, at least fifty-one percent (51%)
of the housing units built in conjunction with each housing demon-
stration fund project must be occupied by low to moderate income
persons. In the case of a rental housing construction project, oc-
cupancy by low to moderate income persons must be at affordable
rents. Texas Community Development Program funds can be used
to finance 100% of the eligible project costs when at least 51% of
the units are occupied by low to moderate income persons.
(4) There is only one type ofhousing demonstration
fund project that may qualify for assistance when less than 51% of the
units will be occupied by low to moderate income persons. Eligible
assistance may also be provided to reduce the cost of new construction
of a multifamily non-elderly rental housing project. However, at least
twenty percent (20%) of the units must be occupied by persons of
low to moderate income at affordable rents. For this type of project,
the maximum percentage of Texas Community Development Program
funds available for the eligible project costs is equal to the percentage
of the project’s units that are occupied by persons of low to moderate
income at affordable rents.
(5) A housing rehabilitation fund applicant must
document that at least 51% of the persons who would directly
benefit from the implementation of housing activities proposed
in the application are of low to moderate income. It generally
expected that 100% of the persons benefitting from the housing
activities will be low to moderate income persons.
(b) Eligible activities(housing demonstration fund). The
only eligible activities under the housing demonstration fund are:
(1)-(4) (No change.)
(c) Funding cycle(housing demonstration fund). This
fund is allocated on an annual basis to eligible units of general
local government through a direct award basis. Applications for
funding must be received by the Texas Community Development
Programby[during] the application deadline date or dates specified
in the application guide for this fund.Applications for the 1997
program year housing infrastructure fund will not be accepted
if a sufficient number of eligible 1996 program year housing
demonstration fund applications are submitted to utilize the
combined amount of funds available through the 1996 housing
demonstration fund and the 1997 housing infrastructure fund
allocations.
(d) Eligible activities (housing rehabilitation fund). The
only eligible activities under the housing rehabilitation fund are:
(1) Loan or deferred loan assistance for the rehabil-
itation of owner-occupied or renter-occupied housing units that
are inhabited by persons with disabilities or that will be occu-
pied by persons with disabilities after completion of the housing
unit rehabilitation. Rehabilitated housing units must include any
improvements necessary to make the housing unit accessible to
persons with disabilities.
(2) Loan or deferred loan assistance for the rehabili-
tation of owner-occupied housing units that are not inhabited by
persons with disabilities.
(3) Loan or deferred loan assistance for the con-
struction of new housing units that include accessibility fea-
tures for persons with disabilities. Construction of new hous-
ing must be provided through an eligible subrecipient such as a
neighborhood-based non-profit organization or a non-profit or-
ganization serving the development needs of the TCDP-eligible
community. In this instance, the applicant must provide docu-
mentation that confirms a need for a housing unit or units, that
are accessible to persons with disabilities; and that there is no ex-
isting housing currently available in the applicant’s jurisdiction
that can satisfy or meet the documented need.
(4) Soft costs associated with the delivery of the
housing program assistance including the preparation of work
write-ups; required architectural or professional services that are
directly attributable to a particular housing unit; interim and
fi al inspections; and inspections for lead-based paint, asbestos,
termites, and existing septic systems.
(5) Administrative costs associated with the housing
assistance program.
(e) Funding cycle (housing rehabilitation fund). This fund
is allocated on an annual basis to eligible units of general local
government through a statewide competition. Applications for
funding must be received by the Texas Community Development
Program by 5:00 p.m. on the date specified in the most recent
application guide for this fund.
(f)[(d)] Selection procedures.
(1) Each eligible local government may submit one ap-
plication for funding under the housing demonstration funda one
application for funding under the housing rehabilitation fund .
Two copies of the application must be submitted to the Department
and at least one copy of the application must be submitted to the
applicant’s state planning region.
(2) Upon receipt of an application, the Department staff
performs an initial review to determine whether the application is
complete and whether all proposed activities are eligible for funding.
The results of this initial review are provided to the applicant. If not
subject to disqualification, the applicant may correct any deficiencies
identified by the Department staff in the timeframe stated in the
notification.
(3) Each regional review committee may, at its option,
review and comment on an application from a local government
within its state planning region. These comments become part of
the application file, provided such comments are received by the
Department prior to final review of an application.
(4) The Department then scores the housing rehabil-
itation fund to determine rankings. Scores on the selection fac-
tors are derived from standardized data from the Census Bureau,
other federal or state sources, and from information provided by
the applicant.
(5)[(4)] Following a final technical review, the Depart-
ment staff makes funding recommendationsfor the housing demon-
stration fund and the housing rehabilitation fund to the executive
director of the Department.
(6)[(5)] The executive director of the department reviews
the recommendations for project awards and announces the contract
awards.
(7)[(6)] Upon announcement of the contract awards, the
Department staff works with recipients to execute the contract
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agreements. While the award must be based on the information
provided in the application, the Department may negotiate any
element of the contract with the recipient as long as the contract
amount is not increased and the level of benefits described in the
application is not decreased. The level of benefits may be negotiated
only when the project is partially funded.
(g) Selection criteria (housing rehabilitation fund). The
following is an outline of the selection criteria used by the
Department for scoring applications under this fund. Two
hundred points are available.
(1) Community distress (total-25 points). All commu-
nity distress factor scores are based on the unincorporated pop-
ulation of the applicant.
(A) Percentage of persons living in poverty-15
(B) Per capita income-10
(2) Project design (total-175 points). Each application
is scored by a committee composed of Department staff using the
following information submitted in the application:
(A) how the proposed project will resolve the iden-
tified housing needs and the severity of the needs within the ap-
plicant’s jurisdiction;
(B) whether the application includes a commitment
to rehabilitate existing housing units addressing the needs of per-
sons with disabilities (applications that include housing activities
providing accessible housing for persons with disabilities receive
additional consideration);
(C) whether the applicant provides any local
matching funds for the administration or service delivery soft
costs activities; and
(D) the applicant’s past performance on previously
awarded Texas Community Development Program contracts.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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♦ ♦ ♦
10 TAC §9.11
The Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs
(TDHCA) proposes new §9.11 concerning the allocation of
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) non-entitlement
area funds under the Texas Community Development Program
(TCDP). The new section is being proposed to establish
the standards and procedures by which TDHCA will allocate
fiscal year 1997 TCDP Small Towns Environment Program
funds. The proposed new section includes the fund application
requirements and selection procedures.
Ruth Cedillo, director of the Texas Community Development
Program, has determined that for the period that the new
section is in effect there will be no fiscal implications for state or
local government as a result of enforcing or administering the
new section.
Ms. Cedillo also has determined that for the period that
the new section is in effect, the public benefit as a result of
enforcing the new section will be the equitable allocation of
CDBG non-entitlement area funds to eligible units of general
local government in Texas. There will be no effect on small
businesses. There are no anticipated economic costs to
persons who are required to comply with the section as
proposed.
Comments on the proposal may be submitted to Anne Paddock,
Deputy General Counsel, Texas Department of Housing and
Community Affairs, 507 Sabine, Austin, Texas 78711-3941.
The new section is proposed under Texas Government Code,
Chapter 2306, §2306.098, which provides TDHCA with the
authority to allocate Community Development Block Grant non-
entitlement area funds to eligible counties and municipalities
according to department rules.
Texas Government Code, Chapter 2306, §2306.098 is affected
by the proposed new section.
§9.11. Small Towns Environment Program Fund.
(a) General provisions. This fund is available to eligible
units of general local government to provide financial assistance to
cities and communities that are willing to address water and sewer
needs through self-help methods that are encouraged and supported
by the Small Towns Environment Program. The self-help method
for addressing water and sewer needs is best utilized by cities and
communities recognizing that conventional water and sewer financing
and construction methods cannot provide an affordable response to
the water or sewer needs. By utilizing a city’s or community’s
own resources (human, material, and financial), the costs for the
water or sewer improvements can be reduced significantly from the
retail costs of the improvements through conventional construction
methods. Participants in the small towns environment program fund
should attain at least a forty percent reduction in the costs of the water
or sewer project by using self-help in lieu of conventional financing
and construction methods.
(1) Small towns environment program funds can be used
to cover material costs, certain engineering costs, administrative costs,
and other necessary project costs that are approved by program staff.
(2) In addition to the threshold requirements of Section
9.1(h) and Section 9.1(n) of this title (relating to General Provisions),
in order to be eligible to apply for small towns environment program
funds, an applicant must document that at least 51% of the persons
who would directly benefit from the implementation of each activity
proposed in the application are of low to moderate income.
(b) Funding cycle. This fund is available to eligible units
of general local government through a direct award basis. There
is no application deadline. However, an application for small
towns environment program fund assistance is not accepted until
Texas Community Development Program staff, representatives of the
potential applicant, and residents from the community needing the
financial assistance have discussed the self-help process and Texas
Community Development Program staff determine that self-help is
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a feasible method for completion of the water or sewer project, the
community is committed to self-help as the means to address the
problem, and the community is ready and has the capacity to begin
and complete a self-help project.
(c) Selection procedures. Texas Community Development
Program staff will provide guidance, assistance, and support to
community leaders and residents willing to use self-help to solve
their water and sewer problems. Staff will determine a community’s
readiness to begin a self-help project through evaluation of the
following factors:
(1) whether this is a strong local perception of the
problem;
(2) community perception that local implementation is the
best and may be the only solution;
(3) whether the community residents have confidence that
they can do it adequately;
(4) whether the community has any other urgent compet-
ing priority;
(5) whether local government representatives are support-
ive and understand the urgency of the community’s needs;
(6) public and private willingness to pay water or sewer
service costs;
(7) whether effort and attention have already been given
to local assessment of the problem; and
(8) whether the community has received any support from
the county or regional field staff of the regulatory agency.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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TITLE 13. CULTURAL RESOURCES
Part I. Texas State Library and Archives
Commission
Chapter 6. State Records
Records Center Storage Services Fee Schedule
13 TAC §§6.122–6.123
The Texas State Library and Archives Commission proposes
the new §§6.122-6.123, concerning cost recovery fees for
records center storage services provided to state agencies in
the Austin area by the State and Local Records Management
Division. The sections define records center storage terms and
establish fees charged for different types of records storage
services. The sections are proposed by the Commission
to establish a cost recovery schedule for agencies using
records storage services as mandated by Government Code,
§441.017(b).
William L. Dyess, Director, State and Local Records Manage-
ment Division, has determined that for each year of the first five
years the sections as proposed will be in effect, there will be
no fiscal implications for state government as a result of en-
forcing or administering the sections. There will be no fiscal
implications for local government as a result of enforcing or ad-
ministering the sections.
Mr. Dyess has determined that for each year of the first five
years the sections as proposed are in effect the public benefits
anticipated as a result of enforcing the sections as proposed
will be the protection of disaster recovery backups and the
cost-effective storage of non-current, infrequently used state
records in hard copy, electronic, and microfilm formats. Use
of the State Records Center will ensure the physical protection
and timely retrieval of stored records to conduct state business
and to provide public access. There will be no effect on small
businesses. There is no anticipated economic cost to persons
required to comply with the sections as proposed.
Comments may be submitted to Elizabeth Love, Program
Planning and Research Specialist, State and Local Records
Management Division, Texas State Library, P. O. Box 12927,
Austin, Texas 78711-2927, (512) 452-9242 ext. 137.
The new sections are proposed under the Government Code,
Title 4, Subtitle D, Chapter 441, §441.017(b), which requires
the Texas State Library and Archives Commission to establish
a cost recovery schedule for its records center storage services
and §441.006(a)(2) and (14), which authorizes the Commission
to adopt rules.
The new sections affect Government Code §441.017(b).
§6.122. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in these sections, have the
following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
Terms not defined in these sections have the meanings defined in the
Government Code, §§441.031-441.039 and §§441.051-441.062.
Agency-A state executive, judicial, or legislative department, insti-
tution, board, or commission, including an eleemosynary institution.
Cubic foot-A storage measurement equal to a standard records cen-
ter container (approximate measurements are 12-1/4 inches wide by
15-3/4 inches long by 10-1/4 inches high).
Disaster recovery services-The temporary off-site storage and regular
rotation of a security backup copy of records for the purpose of
recovering information in the event of a disaster.
Microfilm-Roll microfilm, microfiche, computer output microfilm
(COM), and all other formats produced by any method of micropho-
tography or other means of miniaturization on film.
Microfilm 16mm roll equivalent-A storage measurement equal to a
standard 16mm roll of microfilm and to 60 microfiche, microfiche
jackets, or aperture cards. One reel of 35mm film is equal to two
microfilm 16mm roll equivalents.
§6.123. Records Center Storage Services Fee Schedule.
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(a) The following fees will be charged for records center
storage services provided to state agencies by the Texas State Library.
(1) Records center stack storage.
(A) The monthly fee is $.1874 per cubic foot.
(B) The fee is assessed for the total volume of cubic
feet stored in the records center stack areas on the last calendar day
of each month.
(2) Microfilm security vault storage.
(A) The monthly fee is $.0353 per microfilm 16mm
roll equivalent.
(B) The fee is assessed for the total volume of
microfilm 16mm roll equivalents stored in the microfilm security vault
on the last calendar day of each month.
(3) Disaster recovery vault rotation services.
(A) The monthly fee is $2.3806 per cubic foot.
(B) The fee is assessed for the total volume of cubic
feet processed into or out of disaster recovery vault storage during
each month, which includes temperature and humidity controlled
security storage for less than one month.
(4) Disaster recovery vault storage.
(A) The monthly fee is $1.5488 per cubic foot.
(B) The fee is assessed for the total volume of cubic
feet stored in the disaster recovery vault at the beginning of each
month, minus the volume of cubic feet rotated out during that month.
(b) The fee for containers other than the standard one cubic
foot is determined based on the amount of shelf space that could be
used if occupied by standard records center containers. For example,
a container occupying the space that would otherwise hold two
standard records center containers will be assessed a fee equivalent
to twice the cubic foot fee.
(c) The fees for records center storage services include the
physical transfer of state records, inventory control indexing (with
barcoding where applicable), storage in environment and security
controlled facilities, circulation services, and final disposition.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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TITLE 22. EXAMINING BOARDS
Part XI. Board of Nurse Examiners
Chapter 221. Advanced Practice Nurse
22 TAC §221.1, §221.3
The Board of Nurse Examiners proposes amendments to
§221.1 and §221.3, concerning Advanced Practice Nurses,
Definitions and Education.
The amendments are being proposed to reflect the requirement
for the master’s degree for APN recognition beginning January
1, 2007. The Advanced Practice Advisory Committee of
the Board of Nurse Examiners was charged by the Board
to "establish a date beyond which a minimum of a master’s
degree will be required for advanced practice and identify issues
relating to implementation of this requirement."
The Advanced Practice Advisory Committee, composed of
advanced practice nurses representing all areas of advanced
practice, met to discuss this charge three times during the past
year and voted to send the proposed recommendation to the
Board. This date was chosen to notify potential students and
others of the Board’s future requirements and is consistent with
dates already established by most advanced practice certifying
bodies.
The proposed amendments will cause all advanced practice
nurses to have a minimum of a master’s degree in order to
practice in their specialty area beginning January 1, 2007.
Katherine A. Thomas, MN, RN, executive director, has deter-
mined that there will be no fiscal implications for state or local
government as a result of enforcing or administering the rule.
There will be no effect on local government nor businesses to
comply with the rule.
Katherine A. Thomas, MN, RN, executive director, has deter-
mined that for each year of the first five years the rule as pro-
posed will be in effect the public has increased assurance that
the Board credentials qualified applicants, and serves to notify
all potential students of future educational requirements. There
may be increased cost to students required to comply with these
rules.
Written comments on the proposed amendment may be sub-
mitted to Erlene Fisher, Board of Nurse Examiners, Post Office
Box 430; Austin, Texas 78767-0430.
The amendments are proposed under the Nursing Practice
Act, (Texas Civil Statutes, Article 4514), §1, which provides
the Board of Nurse Examiners with the authority and power to
make and enforce all rules and regulations necessary for the
performance of its duties and conducting of proceedings before
it and Article 4514, §8, which provides the Board of Nurse
Examiners the authority and power to adopt rules for approval
of a registered nurse to practice as an advanced practice nurse.
There are no other rules, codes, or statutes that will be affected
by this proposal.
§221.1. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this chapter, shall have
the following meanings unless the context clearly indicates otherwise.
Advanced educational program-A post-basic advanced practice nurse
program at the certificate or master’s degree level.Beginning
January 1, 2007, a master’s degree in the advanced practice role
and specialty will be required for recognition as an Advanced
Practice Nurse.
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§221.3. Education.
The registered professional nurse practicing as an advanced practice
nurse shall have completed an advanced educational program of study
appropriate to the practice area which meets the following criteria.
(1)-(4) (No change.)
(5) Beginning January 1, 2007, programs of study for
advanced practice nurses shall be at the master’s degree level.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on May 30, 1997.
TRD-9707044
Katherine A. Thomas, MN, RN
Executive Director
Board of Nurse Examiners
Earliest possible date of adoption: July 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 305-6811
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 25. HEALTH SERVICES
Part I. Texas Department of Health
Chapter 35. Pharmacy Services
Subchapter F. Reimbursement
25 TAC §35.601, §35.611
On behalf of the State Medicaid Director, the Texas Depart-
ment of Health (department) submits a proposed amendment
to §35.601, a proposed new §35.611 and a proposed repeal
of §35.901, concerning reimbursement of Medicaid pharmacy
providers for prescription services. The proposed amended and
new sections provide new criteria for determining reimburse-
ment to contract vendors participating in the Medicaid Vendor
Drug Program, and replace the reimbursement methodology set
out in the section proposed for repeal.
The amendment clarifies §35.601 by specifying the percentages
that apply to the drug ingredient cost. The new section §35.611
establishes a dispensing fee reimbursement formula for phar-
macy providers participating in the Medicaid Vendor Drug Pro-
gram which is based on an estimated dispensing expense, the
drug acquisition cost for generic and brand name drugs, and
an inventory management factor. The proposed new section
also establishes a maximum dispensing fee. The proposed re-
peal eliminates the cost-based reimbursement methodology in
§35.901, which requires pharmacies participating in the Medic-
aid Vendor Drug Program to submit annual cost reports that pro-
vide detailed financial and statistical information on pharmacies’
operations. Implementation of the proposed amended, new and
repealed sections is necessary in order for the department to
administer the Medicaid Vendor Drug Program in an economi-
cal and efficient manner. The proposed new section establishes
a clear and understandable reimbursement methodology which
is less administratively burdensome on participating providers.
The adoption of §35.611 and the repeal of §35.901 in the
February 9, 1996, issue of the Texas Register (21 TexReg 957)
were invalidated by an order issued by a state district court. The
effect of the court’s ruling was to require that the rules that were
in effect prior to March 1, 1996, remain in force until the rules
are lawfully repealed and a new rule is lawfully adopted.
Joe Moritz, Health Care Financing Budget Director, has de-
termined that for the first five-year period the sections are in
effect there will be fiscal implications as a result of enforcing or
administering the sections. The effect on state government is
estimated to be a savings of $14.7 million in state fiscal year
1998 and $13.9 million in state fiscal year 1999. There will be
no fiscal implications for local government.
Mr. Moritz has also determined that for each of the first five
years the sections are in effect the public benefit anticipated
as a result of enforcing the sections will be that the Medicaid
Vendor Drug Program can be operated in a more efficient
and economical manner, while maintaining statewide access to
existing Medicaid prescription services. The probable economic
cost to persons as the result of implementing the proposed
reimbursement methodology cannot be determined. However,
pharmacy providers participating in the Medicaid Vendor Drug
Program, as a whole, will realize a loss in revenue of $39.2
million in state fiscal year 1998 and $37.5 million in state fiscal
year 1999. Small businesses will be affected in proportion to
the participation of the small business in the Medicaid Vendor
Drug Program.
Comments on the proposal may be sent to Jeffrey Phelps,
Health Care Finance, Texas Department of Health, 1100 West
49th Street, Austin, Texas, 78756, (512) 794-6856. Comments
will be accepted for 30 days following publication of this
proposal in the Texas Register. In addition, a public hearing
on the proposal will be held on June 16, 1997, at Texas
Department of Human Services Board Room, Room 125-E, 701
West 51st Street, Austin, Texas, from 9:00 a.m. to noon.
The proposed amendment and new section are proposed under
the Human Resources Code §32.021, and Government Code,
§531.021, which provides the Health and Human Services
Commission with the authority to adopt rules to administer
the state’s medical assistance program and are submitted by
the Texas Department of Health under its agreement with
the Health and Human Services Commission to operate the
purchased health services program, and as authorized under
Chapter 15, §1.07, Acts of the 72nd Legislature, First Called
Session (1991).
The proposed amendment and new section affect Chapter 32
of the Human Resources Code.
§35.601. Legend and Nonlegend Medication.
For all medication, legend and nonlegend, covered by the Vendor
Drug Program and appearing in the Texas Drug Code Index (TDCI)
and updates, the following requirements must be met.
(1) Reimbursement to the pharmaceutical provider is
based onthe department’s best estimate of[estimated] acquisition
cost (EAC), verifiable by invoice audit, plus the department’s
currently established dispensing fee per prescription, or the usual and
customary price charged the general public, whichever is lower.
(2) Estimated acquisition cost is defined as wholesale es-
timated acquisition cost (WEAC) or direct estimated acquisition cost
(DEAC), according to the pharmacist’s usual purchasing source and
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the pharmacist’s usual purchasing quantity, or asa maximum al-
lowable cost (MAC) for multi-source products. All drug purchases
from a central purchasing entity must be billed to the department as
warehouse purchases. The WEAC is established by the department
using the current redbook or redbook update, less15%, which repre-
sents routine [a percentage representing routing] discounts received
by pharmacists on wholesale drug purchases. The WEAC may not
exceed wholesaler cost, as supplied by the drug manufacturers, plus
a 12% [percentage] markup representing wholesaler operating costs
and profits. Exceptions to the percentages may be made where
published prices are unavailable, or additional market informa-
tion supplied to the department indicates that application of the
specific WEAC percentages does not reflect actual available mar-
ket prices. The DEAC is established by the department using direct
price information supplied by drug manufacturers. Providers are re-
imbursed only at the DEAC on all drug products that are available
from select manufacturers/distributors who actively seek and encour-
age direct purchasing. The TDCI is used as the reference from drugs
included in the scope of benefits and for allowable package sizes. No
acquisition cost is billed to the department for samples dispensed.
(3) (No change.)
§35.611. Dispensing Fee .
The Texas Department of Health (department) reimburses contracted
Medicaid pharmacy providers according to the dispensing fee for-
mula defined in this section. The dispensing fee is determined by
the following formula: Dispensing Fee = (((Estimated Drug Ingre-
dient Cost + Estimated Dispensing Expense) multiplied times (1 +
Inventory Management Factor)) - Estimated Drug Ingredient Cost) +
Delivery Fee, where;
(1) The estimated drug ingredient costs are defined in
§35.601 of this title (relating to Legend and Nonlegend Medication)
and §35.605 of this title (relating to Texas Maximum Allowable
Cost).
(2) The estimated dispensing expense is $5.27 for state
fiscal year 1997. This will be adjusted annually, subject to the
availability of funds, to account for general inflation.
(3) The inflation adjustment will be made, subject to the
availability of funds, on the first day of the state fiscal year. The
projected rate of inflation for the upcoming state fiscal year shall
be based upon a forecast of the Implicit Price Deflator - Personal
Consumption Expenditures produced by a nationally recognized
forecasting firm.
(4) The inventory management factor is 2%.
(5) The total dispensing fee shall not exceed $200 per
prescription.
(6) A delivery fee shall be paid to approved providers
offering no-charge prescription to all Medicaid recipients requesting
delivery. The delivery fee is $.15 per prescription and is to be paid
on all Medicaid prescriptions filled. This delivery fee is not to be
paid for over-the-counter drugs which are prescribed as a benefit of
this program.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Subchapter I. Support Documents
25 TAC §35.901
The proposed repeal is proposed under the Human Resources
Code §32.021, and Government Code §531.021, which pro-
vides the Health and Human Services Commission with the
authority to adopt rules to administer the state’s medical assis-
tance program and are submitted by the Texas Department of
Health under its agreement with the Health and Human Services
Commission to operate the purchased health services program,
and as authorized under Chapter 15, §1.07, Acts of the 72nd
Legislature, First Called Session (1991).
The proposed repeal affects Chapter 32 of the Human Re-
sources Code.
§35.901. Reimbursement Methodology for the Pharmacy Dispensing
Fee.
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TITLE 31. NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION
Part I. Texas Natural Resource Conserva-
tion Commission
Chapter 101. General Rules
30 TAC §101.29
(Editor’s note: The text of the following section proposed for repeal
will not be published. The section may be examined in the offices of
the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission or in the Texas
Register office, Room 245, James Earl Rudder Building, 1019 Brazos
Street, Austin.)
The commission proposes the repeal of existing §101.29, con-
cerning Emissions Banking, new §101.29, concerning Emis-
sions Banking and Trading, and revisions to the State Imple-
mentation Plan regarding the proposal. Since the proposed
changes to §101.29 are extensive, the commission has deter-
mined that it is administratively more efficient to repeal §101.29
and replace it with a new §101.29.
EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED RULES
This rule proposal will expand the scope of the current banking
program by allowing for the use of emission reduction cred-
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its (ERCs) to meet reasonably available control technology
(RACT) requirements for the control of volatile organic com-
pounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NO
x
) under Chapter 115,
concerning Control of Air Pollution From Volatile Organic Com-
pounds, and Chapter 117, concerning Control of Air Pollution
From Nitrogen Compounds respectively, and by creating a new
type of credit known as the discrete emission reduction credit
(DERC). Commission staff has prepared an issues paper that
describes in more detail the background and provisions of the
proposed rule. Copies of this issues paper may be obtained by
contacting Susan Blevins at (512) 239-1296, or by mail at the
commission, Office of Air Quality, MC 161, P.O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087.
Since 1993, §101.29 has allowed limited banking and trading of
ERCs and mobile emission reduction credits (MERCs) to meet
nonattainment new source review offset requirements. Due
partly to limitations on use, banking activity has been almost
non-existent. The ability to use credits for purposes of RACT
compliance is intended to stimulate credit trading activity and
provide more flexible alternatives for compliance. Additionally,
this proposal will allow for the trading of a new type of credit,
the DERC. In August 1995, the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) introduced the concept of a DERC
through a voluntary trading rule referred to as the Open Market
Trading Rule (OMTR). Instead of promulgating the OMTR, EPA
now intends to allow states to establish their own trading rules in
accordance with EPA guidance. At this time the guidance has
not been released, but agency staff has consulted with EPA in
the development of this proposal to ensure consistency with the
guidance once released.
ERCs and MERCs are generated by making enforceable,
permanent emission reductions below the level required by
state or federal regulations. The ERCs can then be banked and
used later by the source which generated them, or they can be
sold (traded) to another source and used to satisfy offset and
other regulatory requirements. ERCs are created by eliminating
future emissions, quantified during or before the period in which
emission reductions are made, and are expressed in tons
per year. By contrast, DERCs and mobile discrete emission
reduction credits (MDERCs) are created during a discrete time
period, quantified after the period in which emissions reductions
are made, and expressed in tons. A MDERC is the counterpart
of a MERC that has been quantified after the reduction has
occurred.
The commission has proposed new definitions in paragraph (a)
to establish the terms used in this section. The requirements
for banking and trading ERCs and MERCs remain unchanged
except to add the ability to use credits as an alternative means
of compliance with Chapter 115 and 117 control requirements.
The proposal requires that any source opting to use credits
to comply with RACT requirements must retire, as an environ-
mental contribution, an additional 10% of the amount of credits
needed to cover the source’s compliance obligation. The pro-
posal also establishes a timeline for review of applications as-
sociated with use of credits for Chapter 115 and Chapter 117
compliance.
The proposal includes provisions for the generation and use
of DERCs and MDERCs in §101.29(d). A DERC or MDERC
is traded in units of one ton of the following pollutants: VOC,
NO
x
, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, and particulates with an
aerodynamic diameter of less than or equal to a nominal 10
microns (as appropriate for MDERCs). The start date for the
generation of DERCs and MDERCs is the effective date of
this proposed section. Reductions that occurred prior to the
effective date of the section, and that are still surplus on that
date, may be registered as a credit if a notice of generation
is submitted within six months after the effective date of the
section. The proposed section requires that three notifications
be made to the commission: notification of generation, notice
of intent to use, and notice of use. The proposed section
establishes the information to be submitted in these notices.
The proposed rule provides a six-month window after the
effective date of the rule for sources to convert any applicable
ERCs to DERCs, if desired. During this time, a source may
request to convert ERCs to DERCs, provided the reduction
meets the requirements of the DERC portion of the rule. The
procedure for converting ERCs to DERCs involves multiplying
the amount of given ERCs (expressed in tons per year) by
the number of years and/or fraction of a year since the ERC
was generated. The number of DERCs thus derived must be
rounded down to the nearest ton, and the resulting DERC value
is expressed in tons. The entire ERC will be converted to
DERCs, and may not be converted back. Once the six-month
window has passed, a credit will be certified as either an ERC
or DERC and may not be converted. After that time, future
generation of credits will be locked in as either ERCs or DERCs.
The provisions of the proposed section do not relieve a non-
permitted source from obtaining necessary state authorization
for construction and modifications. However, it is intended that
such a source could eliminate short term increases from its
nonattainment or prevention of significant deterioration netting
calculations by acquisition of credits. Under the proposed
section, a permitted facility would be allowed, on a limited
basis, to exceed its permitted allowable by using DERCs and
MDERCs. The agency staff believes that such an exceedance
would not make a significant contribution of air contaminants to
the atmosphere and therefore may be exempt from permitting
requirements under Health and Safety Code, §382.057.
Participation in the program is voluntary; however, all DERCs
and MDERCs traded must be listed on the commission Registry
and the selling price of the credits is required to be disclosed.
DERCs and MDERCs will be certified by the commission upon
receipt of a notice of intent to use. Sources are required to own
the credits prior to use, and to acquire an additional 5% credit
above the amount needed in order to cover the compliance
margin. At the time a credit is used, the source must retire, as
an environmental contribution, an amount equal to 10% of the
credit used.
FISCAL NOTE
Stephen Minick, Strategic Planning and Appropriations Division,
has determined that for the first five-year period the sections as
proposed are in effect, there will be no significant fiscal impli-
cations anticipated for state and local governments as a result
of administration or enforcement of the proposed sections. The
proposal expands trading options as an alternative means of
complying with nonattainment new source review offset provi-
sions of Chapter 116, as well as with the emission control pro-
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visions of Chapters 115 and 117. The proposed rules would
provide more flexibility, enabling sources to comply with rule
requirements in a more cost-effective manner.
PUBLIC BENEFIT
Mr. Minick also has determined that for each year of the first five
years the sections as proposed are in effect, the public benefit
anticipated as a result of implementing the sections will be the
ability to satisfy Federal Clean Air Act amendments and the
United States Environmental Protection Agency requirements,
and potential early VOC and NO
x
emission reductions in ozone
nonattainment areas. Also, the proposed section requires that
10% additional credits beyond the source’s rule compliance
obligation be retired as an environmental benefit. As the
program is voluntary, there are no economic costs anticipated
for any individual required to comply with these sections as
proposed.
TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The commission has prepared a Takings Impact Assessment
for these rules pursuant to Texas Government Code Annotated,
Section 2007.043. The following is a summary of that assess-
ment. The specific purpose of the rule proposal is to provide
an alternative flexible, cost-effective method of complying with
certain agency regulations. Promulgation and enforcement of
the rules as proposed will not affect private real property.
COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
The commission has determined that the proposed rulemaking
relates to an action or actions subject to the Texas Coastal Man-
agement Program (CMP) in accordance with the Coastal Co-
ordination Act of 1991, as amended (Texas Natural Resource
Code, §§33.201 et. seq.), and the commission’s rules in 30
TAC Chapter 281, Subchapter B, concerning Consistency with
the Texas Coastal Management Program. As required by 31
TAC §505.11(b)(2) and 30 TAC §281.45(a)(3) relating to ac-
tions and rules subject to the CMP, agency rules governing air
pollutant emissions must be consistent with the applicable goals
and policies of the CMP. The commission has reviewed this pro-
posed action for consistency with the CMP goals and policies in
accordance with the rules of the Coastal Coordination Council,
and has determined that the proposed action is consistent with
the applicable CMP goals and policies. This proposal provides
a flexible, cost-effective alternative approach to rule compliance
by allowing emissions banking and trading. If adopted, it will not
authorize any new sources of air emissions. Interested persons
may submit comments on the consistency of the proposed rule
with the CMP during the public comment period.
PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing on this proposal will be held in Austin on July
8, 1997, at 10:00 a.m. in Building F, Room 2210 at the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission complex, located
at 12100 North IH-35, Park 35 Technology Center, Austin
Individuals may present oral statements when called upon in
order of registration. Open discussion within the audience will
not occur during the hearing; however, an agency staff member
will be available to discuss the proposal 30 minutes prior to the
hearing and will answer questions before and after the hearing.
Written comments may be mailed to Heather Evans, Office of
Policy and Regulatory Development, MC 205, P.O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087 or faxed to (512) 239-4808. All
comments should reference Rule Log Number 96158-101-AI.
Comments must be received by 5:00 p.m., July 10, 1997. For
further information, please contact Susan Blevins, Office of Air
Quality, at (512) 239-1296.
Persons with disabilities who have special communication
or other accommodation needs who are planning to attend
the hearings should contact the agency at (512) 239-4900.
Requests should be made as far in advance as possible.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY
The repeal is proposed under the Texas Health and Safety
Code, the Texas Clean Air Act (TCAA), §382.017, which
provides the commission with the authority to adopt rules
consistent with the policy and purposes of the TCAA.
The proposed repeal implements Health and Safety Code,
§382.017.
§101.29. Emission Banking.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Proposed date of adoption: August 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1970
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The new section is proposed under the Texas Health and
Safety Code, the Texas Clean Air Act (TCAA), §382.017,
which provides the commission with the authority to adopt rules
consistent with the policy and purposes of the TCAA.
The proposed new section implements Health and Safety Code,
§382.017.
§101.29. Emission Credit Banking and Trading.
(a) Definitions. Unless specifically defined in the Texas
Clean Air Act (TCAA) or in the rules of the Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission (commission), the terms used by the
commission have the meanings commonly ascribed to them in the
field of air pollution control. In addition to the terms which are
defined by the TCAA, the following words and terms, when used in
this section, shall have the following meanings, unless the context
clearly indicates otherwise.
(1) Activity - The amount of activity at a source measured
in terms of production, use, raw materials input, vehicle miles
traveled (VMT), or other similar units that have a direct correlation
with the economic output and emission rate of the source (i.e., mass
emitted per unit of activity).
(2) Actual emissions - Actual emissions as of a particular
date shall equal the total emissions during the selected time period,
using the unit’s actual daily operating hours, production rates, types
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of materials processed, stored, or combusted during the selected time
period.
(3) Applicable emission point - The emission point that
is either generating an emission reduction or using an emission
reduction credit (ERC) or discrete emission reduction credit (DERC).
(4) Baseline - Emissions that occur prior to an emission
reduction strategy, considering all limitations required by applicable
state and federal regulations. The baseline may not exceed the level
of emissions reported in the 1990 emission inventory or a subsequent
emissions inventory. For reduction strategies that exceed 12 months,
the baseline is established after the first year of generation and is
fixed for the life of the strategy. A new baseline is established for
each emission reduction strategy.
(5) Baseline activity - The stationary source’s actual level
of activity averaged over any 24 consecutive month period during
the 120 consecutive months which precede the emission reduction
strategy or credit use period, using the source’s actual daily activity
level.
(6) Baseline emission rate - The stationary source’s aver-
age rate of emissions per unit of activity using the unit’s actual daily
operating hours, production rates, or types of materials processed,
stored, or combusted for any 24 consecutive month period during the
120 consecutive months which precede the emission reduction strat-
egy or credit use period.
(7) Baseline emissions - The stationary source’s total
emissions, averaged for a 12-month period for ERCs or averaged
for the discrete time period for DERCs, using the unit’s actual daily
operating hours, production rates, or types of materials processed,
stored, or combusted for any 24 consecutive month period during
the 120 consecutive months which precede the emission reduction
strategy or credit use period. For sources in existence less than
24 months, a shorter time period not less than 12 months may be
considered by the executive director.
(8) Certified - Any emission reduction that is determined
to be creditable upon review and approval by the executive director.
(9) Curtailment - A temporary or partial reduction in
activity level at any facility or mobile source.
(10) Discrete emission reduction credit (DERC) - A
creditable emission reduction that is created during a discrete time
period, quantified after the period in which emissions reductions are
made, and expressed in tons.
(11) Discrete time period - The finite period of time in
which a DERC is generated.
(12) Emission reduction credit (ERC) - A certified emis-
sion reduction that is created by eliminating future emissions, quan-
tified during or before the period in which emission reductions are
made, and expressed in tons per year.
(13) Emission reduction strategy - The method imple-
mented to reduce the source’s emissions beyond that required by
state or federal regulation, law or agreed order.
(14) Generation period - The discrete period of time over
which a DERC is created.
(15) Generator - The owner or operator of a source that
creates an emission reduction.
(16) Mobile discrete emission reduction credit (MDERC)
- a credit that is surplus, generated by a mobile source as set forth
in §114.29 of this title (relating to Accelerated Vehicle Retirement
Program) or §114.39 of this title (relating to Mobile Emission
Reduction Credit Program), and quantified after the period the
reductions were made.
(17) Most stringent allowable emissions level - The
emissions rate of a stationary source, calculated using the maximum
rated capacity of the source (unless the source is subject to federally
enforceable limits which restrict the operating rate, or hours of
operation, or both), considering all limitations required by applicable
state and federal regulations.
(18) Ozone season - The portion of the year when
ozone monitoring is required to occur in a specific geographic
area. The Houston/Galveston, Beaumont/Port Arthur, and El Paso
nonattainment areas have a 12-month ozone season, whereas Dallas/
Fort Worth’s ozone season runs from March 1 to October 31.
(19) Permanent - An emission reduction that is long
lasting and unchanging for the remaining life of the source.
(20) Protocol - A replicable and workable method of
estimating emission rates or activity levels used to calculate the
amount of emission reduction generated or credits required.
(21) Quantifiable - An emission reduction that can be
measured or estimated with confidence using replicable techniques.
(22) Real reduction - A reduction in which actual emis-
sions are reduced.
(23) Shutdown - The permanent cessation of an activity
producing emissions at a facility.
(24) Surplus - An emission reduction that is not otherwise
required of a source by a state or federal law, regulation, or agreed
order.
(25) Use period - The period of time over which the
user source applies DERCs to an applicable emission reduction
requirement.
(26) User - The owner or operator of a source that ac-
quires and uses credits to meet a regulatory requirement, demonstrate
compliance, or offset an emission increase.
(27) Use strategy - The compliance requirement for which
DERCs are being used.
(b) Purpose. The purpose of this section is to allow the
operator of a source to generate ERCs or DERCs by reducing
emissions beyond the level required by local, state, and federal
regulation and to allow the operator of a source to use these credits as
offsets or as an alternative means of compliance with state regulations.
(c) Emissions credit banking of ERCs and mobile emission
reduction credits (MERCs).
(1) General provisions.
(A) Applicable criteria pollutants. Reductions of
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NO
x
) may
qualify as ERCs or MERCs. In addition, reductions of carbon
monoxide (CO) may qualify as MERCs. Reductions of other criteria
pollutants are not creditable. Reductions of one criteria pollutant may
not be used to meet the requirements of another pollutant, except at
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such time as urban airshed modeling demonstrates that one ozone
precursor may be substituted for another.
(B) Emission reduction requirements. To be creditable
as an ERC, an emission reduction must be enforceable, permanent,
quantifiable through a replicable methodology, real, and surplus. The
reduction must be surplus at the time it is created, as well as when it
is used. The creditable reduction must have occurred after January 1,
1990 for VOC and NO
x
, and the emission point’s annual emissions
prior to the ERC application must have been reported in the 1990
emissions inventory or a subsequent emissions inventory. MERCs
generated from reductions beyond those required by the Texas Clean
Fleet Program must have occurred after January 1, 1992. MERCs
generated from the accelerated retirement of high-emitting vehicles
must have occurred after January 1, 1996. An emission reduction may
be creditable as an ERC or DERC, but not both. A mobile source
emission reduction may be creditable as a MERC or MDERC, but
not both.
(C) Eligible sources. Participation in emissions credit
banking is strictly voluntary. The following sources are eligible to
generate ERCs:
(i) any stationary source;
(ii) any area source;
(iii) any mobile source registered in the designated
ozone nonattainment area; and
(iv) any non-road mobile source or area source
associated with actions by federal agencies under §101.30 of this
title (relating to Conformity of General Federal and State Actions to
State Implementation Plans).
(D) Life of an ERC or MERC. If an ERC is used prior
to its expiration date, the ERC is effective for the life of the applicable
user source except for an ERC which has been used for purposes of
compliance with the provisions of §117.570 of this title (relating to
Trading). An ERC is available for use for 120 months from the
date of the emission reduction except to the extent that regulatory
changes after the date of the reduction reduce the creditable amount
or invalidate the entire reduction for affected emission points. Only
a NO
x
ERC that is used for compliance with Chapter 117 of this title
(relating to Control of Air Pollution From Nitrogen Compounds) is
subject to the applicable provisions of §117.570 of this title. The
length of time a certified MERC is available for use is a function
of the remaining vehicle miles of the mobile source, as determined
in §114.29(f) of this title and §114.39(d) and (e) of this title. The
Emissions Bank expiration date and useful life of the credit are
calculated from the date the MERCs are certified.
(E) Geographic scope. Only emission reductions
generated in ozone nonattainment areas are creditable. An ERC
or MERC must be used in the nonattainment area in which it is
generated.
(F) Public information. Information regarding the
banking or sale of ERCs or MERCs may be obtained from the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission (commission) Emissions
Bank, which is the registry of all ERCs and MERCs generated and
used.
(G) Authorization to emit. An ERC created under
this section is a limited authorization to emit VOC and/or NO
x
in
accordance with the provisions of this section, the Federal Clean
Air Act (FCAA) and the Texas Clean Air Act (TCAA) as well as
regulations promulgated thereunder. An ERC does not constitute a
property right. Nothing in this section may be construed to limit
the authority of the commission or the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to terminate or limit such authorization.
(H) Chapter 117 compliance. Any ERC or MERC for
NO
x
which is used to comply with the provisions of Chapter 117 of
this title must meet all applicable provisions of §117.570 of this title
and shall then be subject to all applicable provisions of §117.570 of
this title in addition to the requirements of this section. The value of
y NO
x
ERC or MERC which is used to comply with Chapter 117
of this title may be reduced in accordance with §117.570(d) of this
title.
(2) ERC and MERC generation.
(A) Methods of generation. ERC and MERCs may be
generated using one of the following methods or any other method
that meets the requirements of subsection (b)(1) and is approved by
the executive director:
(i) the permanent shutdown of equipment which
causes a loss of capability to produce emissions;
(ii) the installation and operation of pollution con-
trol equipment which reduces emissions below the level required of
the emission source;
(iii) a change in a manufacturing process which
reduces emissions below the level required of the emission source;
(iv) the permanent curtailment in production, which
reduces the source’s capability to produce emissions;
(v) pollution prevention projects that produce sur-
plus emission reductions;
(vi) an actual emission reduction resulting from the
utilization of vehicles below the established emissions standard and/
or the fleet percentages as required by the Texas Clean Fleet Program.
(vii) an actual emissions reduction resulting from
the accelerated retirement of high-emitting vehicles.
(B) Calculation. The quantity of ERCs is determined
by subtracting the source’s new allowable emission limit (tons per
year) from the emission source’s baseline emissions. The source’s
new allowable emission limit equals the enforceable emission limit
for the applicable emission point after the emission reduction strategy
has been implemented. The quantity of MERCs must be calculated
in accordance with §114.29(f) and 114.39(d) and (e) of this title.
(C) Certification and registration. Stationary sources
with potential ERCs may submit an ERC application to the Emissions
Bank. Applications for total emission reductions, VOC and NO
x
combined, of less than 10 tons per year (TPY) will be registered in
the Emissions Bank and subjected to a review upon use. Applications
for 10 TPY or greater will be subjected to a review in accordance
with paragraph (3)(D) of this subsection to determine the creditability
of the reductions. Reductions determined to be creditable will be
certified by the executive director and an ERC certificate will be
issued to the owner. MERCs will be certified by the Emissions Bank
for any emission reduction which has been registered in accordance
with the specific requirements of §114.29 and §114.39 of this title.
A MERC certificate will be issued by the executive director which
indicates the total amount of certified emission reduction credits, the
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quantity available on an annual basis, and the date upon which the last
annualized emission reduction expires. The applicant will be notified
in writing if the executive director denies the ERC application. The
applicant may submit a revised application at any time.
(D) Protocols. The amount of ERC in TPY will be
determined and certified based on actual monitoring results, when
available, or otherwise calculated using good engineering practices
including calculation methodologies in general use in new source
review (NSR) permitting. The executive director shall have the
authority to inspect and request information to assure that the
emissions reductions have actually been achieved. MERC’s will be
determined and certified using the methodologies provided in §114.29
and §114.39 of this title.
(E) ERC bank deposits. All ERCs are deposited in the
Emissions Bank and reported as available credits by the Emissions
Bank until they are withdrawn or expire.
(F) Enforcement. ERCs generated by a stationary
emission source will be made enforceable by:
(i) amending an NSR permit to reflect the emission
reduction and set a new maximum allowable emission limit;
(ii) voiding an NSR permit when an emission
source has been shut down;
(iii) registering on a PI-8 form the emission reduc-
tion and the new maximum allowable emission limit for any standard
exemption facility; or
(iv) an agreed order which sets a new maximum
allowable emission limit for a facility which is not required to have
a permit or qualify for a standard exemption.
(3) ERC and MERC use.
(A) Use of ERCs and MERCS. ERCs and MERCs
may be used as:
(i) offsets for a new source or major modification
to an existing source;
(ii) mitigation offsets for action by federal agencies
under §101.30 of this title;
(iii) netting by the original applicant, if not used
as an offset to meet a regulatory requirement or relied upon in the
issuance of an NSR permit; or
(iv) an alternative means of compliance with VOC
and NO
x
reduction requirements as provided in Chapter 115 of this
title (relating to the Control of Air Pollution from VOCs) and Chap-
ter 117 of this title.
(B) MERC use limitations. MERCs can only be used
for the following purposes:
(i) extending a compliance deadline for up to the
life of the credit to the extent allowed in any provision of Chapter 115
of this title and §117.540 of this title (relating to Phased Reasonably
Available Control Technology (RACT);
(ii) complying with fleet requirements to the extent
allowed by the Texas Clean Fleet Program Requirements for Motor
Vehicle Fleets;
(iii) providing offsets for a new major source or
major modifications. When MERCs are used for purposes of this
clause, offsets will be required, upon the expiration of the MERCs,
through internal emission reductions (netting) or the purchase of
additional credits as allowed under this section, or the facility will be
required to shut down the emission source.
(C) Calculation. The calculation of the number of
ERCs needed by the user for offsets or for compliance with Chapter
115 or Chapter 117 of this title are as follows:
(i) for ERC usage as offsets, the method for deter-
mining the number of ERCs needed by the user for offsets is provided
in §116.150 of this title (relating to New Major Source or Major Mod-
ification in Ozone Nonattainment Area); or
(ii) for ERC usage for compliance with Chapter
115 or Chapter 117 of this title, the number of ERCs needed
equals the emission reduction that would have been generated if the
affected emission point had implemented the respective requirements
of Chapter 115 or Chapter 117 of this title, plus an additional 10%
to be retired as an environmental contribution.
(D) Review schedule. For ERCs which are to be used
for compliance with the requirements of Chapter 115 or 117 of this
title, the user must submit a notice of intent to use, at least 90 days
prior to the planned utilization of the ERC. ERCs may be utilized only
after the executive director grants approval of the notice of intent to
use. The executive director shall have 30 days from date of receipt to
determine if the registration application is complete. The executive
director shall have 90 days from date of receipt to approve, modify, or
deny the registration or 60 days after determination of completeness,
whichever is later. For all other ERC applications not qualified for
registration by the executive director, the applicant shall be notified
in writing, within 60 calendar days of receipt of the applicant, of the
reasons for denying the application.
(E) Transfer. ERCs and MERCs are freely transfer-
able in whole or in part, and may be traded or sold to a new owner
anytime before the expiration date of the ERC. The Emissions Bank
must be notified no later than 30 days after the transfer of any credits
to another party. The old certificate must be submitted to the Emis-
sions Bank. The executive director will issue a new certificate to the
ERC purchaser reflecting the ERCs purchased by the new owner, and
a revised certificate to the ERC seller showing any remaining ERCs
available to the original owner.
(F) Withdrawal. ERCs may be withdrawn from the
Emissions Bank by the owner at any time prior to the expiration date
of the credit and may be held by the owner. ERCs may still be
used by the original owner for netting purposes after the ERCs have
expired, as provided in §116.150 of this title.
(G) Recording of ERC use.
(i) ERCs and MERCs used as offsets must be
included in the user’s new source review permit application. The
original ERC or MERC certificate must be submitted by the permit
applicant to the executive director before the permit is issued.
(ii) Use of ERCs or MERCs for purposes other than
those specified in clause (i) of this subparagraph may not commence
until the user has received approval from the executive director. The
user must also keep a copy of the ERC certificate, the notice, and all
backup data on site for a minimum of five years.
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(iii) If the executive director denies the stationary
source’s use of ERCs or MERCs, any person affected by the
executive director’s decision may file a motion for reconsideration.
Notwithstanding the applicability provisions of §50.31(c)(7) of this
title (relating to Purpose and Applicability), the requirements of
§50.39 of this title (relating to Motion for Reconsideration) may
apply. However, only a person affected may file a motion for
reconsideration.
(d) Emission credit trading of DERCs and MDERCs.
(1) General provisions.
(A) Applicable pollutants. Reductions of VOCs, NO
x
, CO, sulfur dioxide (SO
2
), and particulates with an aerodynamic
diameter of less than or equal to a nominal 10 microns (PM
10
) may
qualify as DERCs or MDERCs as appropriate. Reductions of other
criteria pollutants are not creditable. Reductions of one pollutant may
not be used to meet the reduction requirements for another pollutant,
except at such time as urban airshed modeling demonstrates that one
ozone precursor may be substituted for another.
(B) Discrete emission reduction requirements. To be
creditable as a DERC or MDERC, an emission reduction must be real,
properly quantified, and surplus at the time the emission reduction is
generated. For a DERC to be creditable, the emission point’s annual
emissions prior to the emission reduction strategy must have been
reported in the 1990 emissions inventory or a subsequent emissions
inventory. An emission reduction may be credited as either an ERC
or DERC, or as a MERC or MDERC.
(C) Credit measurement. A DERC or MDERC is
equivalent to one ton of emissions of one pollutant. DERCs and
MDERCs may not be broken down into units smaller than one ton.
(D) Start date for discrete emission reductions. An
emission reduction must be generated after the effective date of
this section. However, reductions made after November 15, 1992
(January 1, 1992 if credits are generated from reductions beyond
those required by the Texas Clean Fleet Program or January 1,
1996 if credits are generated from the accelerated retirement of high-
emitting vehicles and before the effective date of this section) may
be creditable if the reduction is surplus on the effective date of
this section. Sources that generated emission reductions prior to the
effective date of this section must submit a notice of generation within
six months of the effective date of this section or the reductions will
not be creditable.
(E) Eligible sources. Participation in emission credit
trading is strictly voluntary. Stationary sources and any non-road mo-
bile source or area source associated with actions by federal agencies
under §101.30 of this title are eligible to generate and use DERCs, if
there are no permits under the same commission account number that
contain a condition or conditions precluding the use of DERCs. Mo-
bile sources are eligible to generate MDERCs. Stationary and area
sources may use MDERCs if there are no permits under the same
commission account number that contain a condition or conditions
precluding the use of DERCs or MDERCs.
(F) Life of a DERC or MDERC. A DERC or MDERC
is available for use after the notice of generation has been received
by the commission Registry in accordance with subparagraph (J) of
this paragraph, and may be used anytime thereafter.
(G) Converting ERCs to DERCs. Certified ERCs and
MERCs banked in the Emissions Bank prior to the effective date of
this section may be converted to DERCs or MDERCs, respectively,
if the emission reduction is surplus on the date the ERCs or MERCs
are to be converted, the ERCs or MERCs have not expired, and
the reduction meets the requirements of subsection (c)(3)(A) of this
section. The conversion of ERCs to DERCs or MERCs to MDERCs,
must occur within six months of the effective date of this section. A
whole ERC, not a portion, must be converted to a DERC and may
not be converted back to an ERC.
(H) Geographic scope. Emission reductions generated
in the state of Texas may be creditable and used in the state with the
following limitations:
(i) VOC and NO
x
reductions generated in an ozone
attainment area may be used in any county or portion of a county
designated as being in attainment, but may not be used in an ozone
nonattainment area.
(ii) VOC and NO
x
reductions generated in an ozone
nonattainment area may be used either in the same ozone nonattain-
ment area in which they were generated, or in any ozone attainment
area in the state of Texas.
(iii) VOC and NO
x
reductions generated in an ozone






must be used in the same
metropolitan statistical area in which the reduction was generated.
(I) Ozone season. In areas having an ozone
season of less than 12 months, VOC and NO
x
credits generated
outside the ozone season may not be used during the ozone season.
(J) The commission Registry. All required notices of
DERC and MDERC generators and users must be submitted to the
Registry. A notice submitted by a generator or user will automatically
be posted to the Registry. The Registry will assign a unique number
to each ton of emission reductions generated. The Registry will
maintain current listings of all credits available or used for each
ozone nonattainment area. One combined listing for all the counties
or portions of counties designated as being in attainment in the state
will be provided by the Registry.
(K) Recordkeeping. The generator must maintain a
copy of all notices and backup information submitted to the Registry
for a minimum of five years following the completion of the
generation period. The user must maintain a copy of all notices
and backup information submitted to the Registry for a minimum of
five years following the completion of the use period. Other relevant
reference material or raw data must also be maintained on site by
the participating sources. The user must also maintain a copy of
the generator’s notice and backup information for a minimum of five
years after the use is completed.
(L) Public information. All information submitted
with a notice or report is public information and will not be
considered confidential. Any information marked as confidential will
not be accepted as part of the submittal and will be returned to the
source. All notices and information regarding the generation, use,
and availability of DERCs or MDERCs may be obtained from the
Registry.
(M) Program audits.
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(i) No later than three years after the effective date
of this section, and every three years thereafter, the executive director
will audit this program.
(ii) The audit will evaluate the timing of credit gen-
eration and use, the impact of the program on the state’s attainment
demonstration and the emissions of hazardous air pollutants (HAPs),
the availability and cost of credits, compliance by the participants,
and any other elements the executive director may choose to include.
(iii) The executive director will recommend mea-
sures to remedy any problems identified in the audit. The trading of
DERCs or MDERCs may be discontinued by the executive director
in part or in whole and in any manner as a remedy for problems
identified in the program audit.
(iv) The audit data and results will be completed
and submitted to EPA and made available for public inspection within
six months after the audit begins.
(N) Authorization to emit. A DERC or MDERC
created under this section is a limited authorization to emit the
specified pollutants in accordance with the provisions of this section,
the FCAA and the TCAA as well as regulations promulgated
thereunder. A DERC or MDERC does not constitute a property right.
Nothing in this section should be construed to limit the authority of
the commission or the EPA to terminate or limit such authorization.
(O) Program participation. The executive director has
the authority to prohibit a company from participating in the emission
credit trading of DERCs or MDERCs either as a generator or user, if
the executive director determines that the company has violated the
requirements of the program or abused the privileges provided by the
program.
(P) Chapter 117 compliance. Any DERC or MDERC
for NO
x
which is used to comply with the provisions of Chapter 117
of this title must meet all applicable provisions of §117.570 of this
title and shall then be subject to all applicable provisions of §117.570
of this title in addition to the requirements of this section. The value
of any NO
x
ERC which is used to comply with Chapter 117 of this
title may be reduced in accordance with §117.570(d) of this title.
(2) Protocols. The amount of DERC in tons will be deter-
mined and certified based on actual monitoring results, when avail-
able, or otherwise calculated using good engineering practices includ-
ing calculation methodologies in general use in NSR permitting. The
source must collect relevant data sufficient to characterize the process
emissions of the affected pollutant and the process activity level for
all representative phases of source operation during the period under
which DERCs are created or used. The amount of MDERCs will be
quantified in accordance with §114.29(f), §114.39(d) or (e) of this
title as appropriate. For the purposes of quantifying MDERCs, the
terms "VMT" represents the actual vehicle miles traveled over the
time period for which credit is desired, and the term "n" represents
time period over which the credit is generated.
(3) DERC generation.
(A) Generation limitations. A DERC or MDERC may
be generated by any strategy that reduces a source’s emission rate
below its baseline, except for the following:
(i) curtailing an activity at a source;
(ii) modification or discontinuation of any activity
that is otherwise in violation of a federal, state or local law;
(iii) emissions reductions required to comply with
any provision under Title I of the FCAA regarding tropospheric
ozone, or Title IV of the FCAA regarding acid rain;
(iv) emission reductions of hazardous air pollutants,
as defined in the FCAA §112, from application of a standard
promulgated under the FCAA §112;
(v) emission reductions credited or used under any
other emissions trading program;
(vi) emission reductions occurring at a source
which received an alternative emission limitation to meet a state
RACT requirement, except to the extent that the emissions are
reduced below the level that would have been required had the
alternative emission limitation not been issued; and
(vii) emission reductions at a facility with a flexible
permit, unless the reductions are made permanent and enforceable
or the generator can demonstrate that the emission reductions were
not used to satisfy the conditions for the facilities under the flexible
permit.
(B) Calculation of emission reduction generated.
(i) An emission reduction is generated when the
operator of an emission source undertakes a strategy to reduce the
source’s emission rate per unit of activity below its baseline.
(ii) For all emission reduction strategies, except
shutdowns and mobile source emission reduction strategies, the
emission reduction is calculated as follows: Figure 1: 30 TAC
§101.29(b)(3)(B)(ii)
(iii) The amount of DERCs or MDERCs generated
must be rounded down to the nearest ton.
(iv) For shutdown emission reduction strategies, the
quantity of emission reduction generated is equivalent to the baseline
emissions.
(v) The generation period for a shutdown is ten
years. Shutdown DERCs must be generated and noticed to the
Registry on an annual basis.
(vi) If the generator exceeds the allowable emission
limit for the applicable facility, no DERC will be generated.
(vii) If the generator uses the emission reduction to
net out of nonattainment new source review or increases emissions
at another emission point within the property by an amount equal to
or greater than the emission reduction generated, no DERC will be
generated.
(C) Notice of generation. A notice of generation
and generator certification must be submitted to the Registry in
accordance with the following requirements if the reduction is to
be creditable and marketable:
(i) the notice must be submitted no later than 90
days after the generation activity has been completed, or no later than
90 days after the completion of the first 12 months of generation, if the
generation period exceeds 12 months, and every 12 months thereafter
for each subsequent year of generation, whichever is sooner.
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(ii) The notice for a stationary or area source
generator must include the following information for each pollutant
reduced at each applicable emission point:
(I) the name, address, county, telephone num-
ber, contact person, permit or standard exemption numbers, account
number of the generator, and the unique facility identification number
(FIN) and emission point number (EPN) of the applicable emission
points,
(II) the name of the owner and/or operator of
the generator source,
(III) the generation period,
(IV) a complete description of the generation
activity,
(V) for shutdown emission reduction strategies,
an explanation as to whether production shifted from the shut down
facility to another facility in the same nonattainment area,
(VI) the amount of DERCs generated,
(VII) for VOC reductions, a list of the specific
compounds reduced,
(VIII) the baseline emission rate and baseline
total emissions for each applicable pollutant and emission point,
(IX) the most stringent emission rate and the
most stringent emission level for the applicable emission point,
considering all the applicable regulatory requirements,
(X) a complete description of the protocol used
to calculate the emission reduction generated,
(XI) the actual calculations performed and data
used by the generator to determine the amount of DERCs generated,
and
(XII) a statement that the emission reductions on
which the DERCs are based are real, surplus, and not based on an
emission reduction strategy prohibited in subsection (c)(3)(A) of this
section.
(iii) The notice for a mobile source generator must
include information as required to verify the credit calculation. A
mobile source generator shall also indicate in his notification whether
credits have been banked under §114.39 of this title.
(iv) The notice must include a certification of
generation, which shall contain certification under penalty of law
by a responsible official of the generator source of truth, accuracy,
and completeness. This certification shall state that based on
information and belief formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements
and information in the document are true, accurate and complete.
(v) If a generator submits a notice late, the cred-
itable portion of the reduction will be reduced at the discretion of the
executive director.
(vi) The generator must provide a complete copy
of the Notice of Generation, Certification, and backup information to
the user.
(vii) The generator is responsible for maintaining
current information in the notice of generation after it is submitted
to the Registry, such as address changes, or a change of ownership
when the credits are sold or transferred.
(D) Compliance burden and enforcement.
(i) The generator is responsible for assuring that
the DERCs or MDERCs generated are real, surplus, and quantified
accurately.
(ii) The notice of generation will be reviewed and
the credits certified by the executive director at the time the credits
are used. Certification by the executive director does not relieve the
generator of any responsibilities.
(4) DERC and MDERC use.
(A) Use requirements.
(i) The user must have ownership of a sufficient
amount of DERCs or MDERCs before the use period for which the
specific DERCs or MDERCs are to be used.
(ii) The user must hold sufficient DERCs or
MDERCs to cover its compliance obligation at all times.
(iii) The user shall acquire additional DERCs or
MDERCs during the use period if the user determines that he does not
possess enough DERCs or MDERCs to cover the entire use period.
The user must acquire additional credits as allowed under this section
prior to the shortfall, or the user will be in violation of this section.
(iv) Source operators may acquire and use only
DERCs or MDERCs listed on the Registry.
(B) Use limitations. A DERC or MDERC may be
used to meet a regulatory requirement or demonstrate compliance,
except as prohibited by this paragraph. A DERC or MDERC may
not be used:
(i) before it has been acquired by the user;
(ii) for netting to avoid the applicability of federal
d state NSR requirements;
(iii) to allow an emissions increase of an air con-
taminant that exceeds the limitations of §106.261 (3) or (4) or
§106.262(3) of this title (relating to Facilities (Emission Limitations),
and Facilities (Emission and Distance Limitations)) or §106.262(3)
except as approved by the executive director;
(iv) to meet FCAA requirements for:
(I) new source performance standards under
§111;
(II) lowest achievable emission rate standards
under §173(a)(2);
(III) best available control technology standards
under §165(a)(4);
(IV) HAP standards under §112, including the
requirements for maximum achievable control technology;
(V) standards for solid waste combustion under
§129;
(VI) requirements for a vehicle inspection and
maintenance program under §182(b)(4) or (c)(3);
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(VII) ozone control standards set under §183 (e)
and (f);
(VIII) clean fueled vehicle requirements under
§246;
(IX) motor vehicle emissions standards under
§202;
(X) standards for nonroad vehicles under §213;
(XI) requirements for reformulated gasoline un-
der §211(k);
(XII) requirements for Reid vapor pressure stan-
dards under §211(h) and (i);
(v) to exceed any allowable emission level, except
for permitted facilities, which may use DERCs and MDERCs to
exceed permit allowables by no more than 25 tons for NO
x
or 5 tons
for VOC in a 12-month period. This use is limited to one exceedance
up to 12 months, within any 24-month period per use strategy. The
use must extend beyond a 24-hour period; or
(vi) to exceed the user’s allowable emission level
up to the prevention of significant deterioration levels as provided in
40 Code of Federal Regulations §52.21(b)(23), unless approved by
the executive director prior to use in attainment areas only. The user
must demonstrate that there will be no adverse impacts from the use
of DERCs or MDERCs at the levels requested.
(C) Use of DERCs or MDERCs for NSR offsets.
(i) The user must obtain the executive director’s
approval prior to the use of specific DERCs or MDERCs to cover, at
a minimum, one year of operation of the new or modified source in
the NSR permit.
(ii) The NSR permit must contain an enforceable
requirement that the source obtain at least one additional year of
offsets before continuing operation in each subsequent year.
(D) Chapter 117 compliance. Any DERC or MDERC
for NO
x
which is used to comply with the provisions of Chapter 117
of this title must meet all applicable provisions of §117.570 of this
title and shall then be subject to all applicable provisions of §117.570
of this title in addition to the requirements of this section.
(E) Calculation of DERCs or MDERCs needed.
(i) The amount of DERCs or MDERCs needed
to demonstrate compliance or meet a regulatory requirement is
calculated as follows: Figure 2: 30 TAC §101.29(d)(4)(E)(i)
(ii) The amount of DERCs or MDERCs needed
must be rounded up to the nearest ton.
(iii) The user must possess 10% more DERCs
or MDERCs than are needed, as calculated in clause (i) of this
subparagraph, to ensure that the source’s environmental contribution
retirement obligation will be met in accordance with subparagraph
(G)(i) of this paragraph.
(iv) If the amount of DERCs or MDERCs needed
to meet a regulatory requirement or to demonstrate compliance is
greater than 10 tons, an additional 5% of the DERCs or MDERCs
needed, as calculated in clause (i) of this subparagraph, must be
acquired to ensure that sufficient DERCs are available to the user
with an adequate compliance margin.
(v) The amount of DERCs or MDERCs needed
for NSR offsets equals the quantity of tons needed to achieve the
maximum allowable emission level set in the user’s NSR permit. The
user must also purchase and retire enough DERCs or MDERCs to
meet the offset ratio requirement in the user’s ozone nonattainment
area. The user must purchase and retire either the environmental
contribution of 10% or the offset ratio, whichever is higher.
(vi) DERCs or MDERCs that are not used during
the use period are surplus and remain available for transfer or use by
the holder. In addition, any portion of the calculated environmental
contribution not attributed to actual use is also available.
(F) Notice of intent to use. A notice of intent to use
must be submitted to the Registry in accordance with the following
requirements:
(i) DERCs or MDERCs may be used only after the
user has submitted the notice to the Registry;
(ii) the notice must be submitted at least 45 days
prior to the first day of the use period, when the generator is a
stationary source and 90 days when the generator is a mobile source
and every 12 months thereafter for each subsequent year, if the use
period exceeds 12 months;
(iii) a copy of the notice must also be sent to the
Federal Land Manager 30 days prior to use if the user is located
within 100 kilometers of a Class I area.
(iv) the notice for a stationary or area source user
must include the following information for each use:
(I) the name, address, county, telephone num-
ber, contact person, permit or standard exemption numbers, and ac-
count number of the user, the unique FIN and EPN identification
numbers for each emission point,
(II) the name of the owner and/or operator of
the user source,
(III) the applicable state and federal require-
ments that the DERCs will be used to comply with and the intended
use period,
(IV) the amount of DERCs needed,
(V) the baseline emission rate, activity level, and
total emissions for the applicable emission points,
(VI) the expected emission rate, activity level,
and total emissions for the applicable emission points,
(VII) the most stringent emission rate and the
most stringent emission level for the applicable emission points,
considering all applicable regulatory requirements,
(VIII) a complete description of the protocol
used to calculate the amount of DERCs needed,
(IX) the actual calculations performed and data
used by the user to determine the amount of DERCs needed,
(X) the date on which the DERCs were acquired
or will be acquired,
(XI) the DERC generator and the serial numbers
of the DERCs acquired or to be acquired,
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(XII) the price of the DERCs acquired or the
expected price of the DERCs to be acquired, and
(XIII) a statement that due diligence was taken
to verify that the DERCs were not previously used, that the DERCs
were not generated as a result of actions prohibited under this
regulation, and that the DERCs will not be used in a manner
prohibited under this regulation.
(v) the notice for a mobile source user must include
information as required in §114.29 and §114.39 of this title.
(vi) the notice must include a certification of use,
which must contain certification under penalty of law by a responsible
official of the user source of truth, accuracy, and completeness.
This certification must state that based on information and belief
formed after reasonable inquiry, the statements and information in
the document are true, accurate and complete.
(vii) a user may submit a notice late in the case of
an emergency, but the notice must be submitted before the DERCs
can be used. The user must include a complete description of the
emergency situation in the notice of intent to use. All other notices
submitted less than 45 days prior, or 90 days prior for a mobile
source, to use will be considered late and in violation.
(viii) the user is responsible for determining the
credits it will purchase and notifying the executive director of the
selected generating source in the notice of intent to use. The
executive director will certify or reject the generating source’s
emission reduction within 14 days of receiving the notice of intent
to use from the user if the generator is a stationary source and 30
days if the generator is a mobile source. If the generator’s credits are
rejected or the notice of generation is incomplete, the use of DERCs
by the user may be delayed by the executive director. The user cannot
use any DERCs that have not been certified by the executive director.
The executive director may reject the use of DERCs by a source if
the requirements of this section are not met.
(G) Actual DERC or MDERC use.
(i) The user shall calculate:
(I) the amount of DERCs or MDERCs used,
including the amount of DERCs or MDERCs retired to cover the
environmental contribution associated with actual use; and
(II) the amount of DERCs or MDERCs not used,
including the amount of excess DERCs or MDERCs that were pur-
chased to cover the environmental contribution but not associated
with the actual use, and available for future use.
(ii) A report of use must be submitted to the
Registry in accordance with the following requirements:
(I) a report of use must be submitted within 90
days after the end of the use period;
(II) the report must be submitted within 90 days
of the conclusion of each 12-month use period, if applicable;
(III) the report is to be used as the mechanism
to update or amend the notice of intent to use and must include any
information different from that reported in the notice of intent to use,
including but not limited to the following items:
(-a-) purchase price of the DERCs or
MDERCs obtained prior to the current use period,
(-b-) the actual amount of DERCs or
MDERCs possessed during the use period,
(-c-) the actual emissions during the use
period for VOC and NO
x
;
(-d-) the actual amount of DERC or
MDERCs used;
(-e-) the actual environmental contribution;
and
(-f-) the amount of DERC’s or MDERCs
available for future use.
(iii) The user is in violation of this section if the
user submits the report of use later than the allowed 90 days following
the conclusion of the use period.
(iv) The Registry shall not contain proprietary in-
formation.
(H) Compliance burden and enforcement.
(i) The user is responsible for assuring that a
sufficient quantity of DERCs or MDERCs is acquired to cover the
applicable source’s emissions for the entire use period. The user
should ensure that the credits are real, surplus, and properly quantified
DERCs or MDERCs for purchase.
(ii) The user is in violation of this section if the
user does not possess enough DERCs or MDERCs to cover the credit
need for the use period. If the user possesses an insufficient quantity
of DERCs or MDERCs to cover its compliance need, the user will
be out of compliance for the entire use period, unless the user can
demonstrate otherwise.
(iii) Users may not transfer their compliance burden
and legal responsibilities to a third party participant. Third party
participants may only act in an advisory capacity to the user.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.
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Proposed date of adoption: August 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1970
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 115. Control of Air Pollution From
Volatile Organic Compounds
Subchapter J. Administrative Provisions
Emissions Trading
30 TAC §115.950
The commission proposes new §115.950, concerning Emis-
sions Trading, in Subchapter J (Administrative Provisions), and
revisions to the State Implementation Plan regarding the pro-
posal.
EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED RULE
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Emissions banking and trading is an innovative approach to reg-
ulatory compliance, allowing a source to meet emission control
requirements by purchasing and using credits generated by an-
other source in the same ozone nonattainment area which has
reduced its emissions below the level required by rule or permit.
Prior to this proposal, banking and trading were not an option to
meet the Chapter 115 volatile organic compound (VOC) control
requirements, with the exception of limited intrasource trading
available under §§115.910-115.916, regarding Alternate Means
of Control. This new §115.950 enables sources to meet the
VOC emission control requirements of Chapter 115, in whole
or in part, by obtaining reduction credits in accordance with
§101.29 of this title, regarding Emissions Banking and Trading.
Concurrent with the §115.950 proposal, existing §101.29 is be-
ing repealed and new §101.29 is being proposed. The new
section retains provisions that allow emission reduction cred-
its (ERCs) and mobile emission reduction credits (MERCs) to
be used for purposes of nonattainment offsetting. The new
section will expand uses of ERCs to include compliance with
reasonably available control technology requirements and to
allow for the creation and use of discrete emission reduction
credits (DERCs) and mobile discrete emission reduction credits
(MDERCs). Also, revisions to Chapter 117 of this title, concern-
ing Control of Air Pollution from Nitrogen Compounds, are being
proposed concurrent with this proposal which provide more flex-
ible trading options for sources of nitrogen oxides.
New §115.950 allows sources to meet Chapter 115 VOC control
requirements by applying ERCs, MERCs, DERCs, or MDERCs.
Please refer to the §101.29 proposal for a more complete
description of these types of credits, and the requirements for
their generation and use.
FISCAL NOTE
Stephen Minick, Strategic Planning and Appropriations Division,
has determined that for the first five-year period the section
as proposed is in effect, there will be no significant fiscal
implications anticipated for state and local governments as a
result of administration or enforcement of the section. The
proposal adds trading as an alternative means of compliance
with the provisions of Chapter 115, thereby providing more
flexibility and enabling sources to comply in a more cost-
effective manner.
PUBLIC BENEFIT
Mr. Minick also has determined that for each year of the first five
years the section as proposed is in effect, the public benefit an-
ticipated as a result of implementing the section will be the abil-
ity to satisfy Federal Clean Air Act Amendments and the United
States Environmental Protection Agency requirements, and po-
tential early VOC emission reductions in ozone nonattainment
areas. Also, proposed §101.29, concerning Emissions Banking
and Trading, requires that 10% additional credits beyond the
source’s compliance obligation be retired as an environmental
benefit. Therefore, the use of trading to comply with the require-
ments of Chapter 115 will result in additional VOC reductions
which may be necessary for the timely attainment of the ozone
standard. As the program is voluntary, there are no economic
costs anticipated for small businesses, persons, or businesses
required to comply with this section as proposed.
TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The commission has prepared a Takings Impact Assessment
for this rule pursuant to Texas Government Code Annotated,
§2007.043. The following is a summary of that assessment.
The specific purpose of the new rule is to provide an alterna-
tive, cost-effective method of complying with the VOC control
requirements of Chapter 115. Promulgation and enforcement
of this rule will not affect private real property.
COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
The commission has determined that the proposed rulemaking
relates to an action or actions subject to the Texas Coastal Man-
agement Program (CMP) in accordance with the Coastal Co-
ordination Act of 1991, as amended (Texas Natural Resource
Code, §§33.201 et. seq.), and the commission’s rules in 30
TAC Chapter 281, Subchapter B, concerning Consistency with
the Texas Coastal Management Program. As required by 31
TAC §505.11(b)(2) and 30 TAC §281.45(a)(3) relating to ac-
tions and rules subject to the CMP, agency rules governing air
pollutant emissions must be consistent with the applicable goals
and policies of the CMP. The commission has reviewed this pro-
posed action for consistency with the CMP goals and policies in
accordance with the rules of the Coastal Coordination Council,
and has determined that the proposed action is consistent with
the applicable CMP goals and policies. This proposal provides
a flexible, cost-effective alternative approach to rule compliance
by allowing emissions banking and trading. If adopted, it will not
authorize any new sources of air emissions. Interested persons
may submit comments on the consistency of the proposed rule
with the CMP during the public comment period.
PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing on this proposal will be held in Austin on July
8, 1997, at 10:00 a.m. in Building F, Room 2210 at the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission complex, located
at 12100 North IH-35, Park 35 Technology Center, Austin.
Individuals may present oral statements when called upon in
order of registration. Open discussion within the audience will
not occur during the hearing; however, an agency staff member
will be available to discuss the proposal 30 minutes prior to the
hearing and will answer questions before and after the hearing.
Written comments may be mailed to Heather Evans, Office of
Policy and Regulatory Development, MC 205, P.O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087 or faxed to (512) 239-4808. All
comments should reference Rule Log Number 96158-101-AI.
Comments must be received by 5:00 p.m., July 10, 1997. For
further information, please contact Mike Magee, Air Policy and
Regulations Division, (512) 239-1511.
Persons with disabilities who have special communication
or other accommodation needs who are planning to attend
the hearings should contact the agency at (512) 239-4900.
Requests should be made as far in advance as possible.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY
The new section is proposed under the Texas Health and
Safety Code, the Texas Clean Air Act (TCAA), §382.017,
which provides the commission with the authority to adopt rules
consistent with the policy and purposes of the TCAA.
The proposed new section implements Health and Safety Code,
§382.017.
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§115.950. Emissions Trading.
An owner or operator may meet the emission control requirements of
this chapter, in whole or in part, by obtaining emission reduction
credits or discrete emission reduction credits in accordance with
§101.29 of this title (relating to Emission Credit Banking and
Trading).
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Proposed date of adoption: August 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1970
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 117. Control of Air Pollution from Ni-
trogen Compounds
Subchapter D. Administrative Provisions
30 TAC §117.540, §117.570
The commission proposes amendments to §117.540, concern-
ing Phased Reasonably Available Control Technology (RACT),
and §117.570, concerning Trading, in Subchapter D (Admin-
istrative Provisions), and revisions to the State Implementa-
tion Plan regarding the proposal. Chapter 117 was originally
adopted in May 1993 in response to a requirement by the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the 1990
Federal Clean Air Act (FCAA) Amendments for states to apply
RACT requirements to major sources of nitrogen oxides (NO
x
).
Chapter 117 applies in the following counties designated nonat-
tainment for ozone: Brazoria, Chambers, Fort Bend, Galveston,
Harris, Liberty, Montgomery, and Waller (Houston/Galveston
ozone nonattainment area) and Hardin, Jefferson, and Orange
(Beaumont/Port Arthur ozone nonattainment area).
EXPLANATION OF PROPOSED RULES
Section 117.540 and §117.570 are being amended to make
the rule requirements consistent with new §101.29 of this
title, regarding Emissions Banking and Trading. Existing
§101.29 is being repealed, and new §101.29 is being added,
concurrent with these amendments to Chapter 117. The
amendments retain provisions that allow emission reduction
credits (ERCs) and mobile emission reduction credits (MERCs)
to be used for purposes of nonattainment offsetting. The
amendments will expand uses of ERCs to include compliance
with RACT requirements and to allow for the creation and
use of discrete emission reduction credits (DERCs) and mobile
discrete emission reduction credits (MDERCs). Under the
amendments, sources may meet Chapter 117 NO
x
control
requirements by applying ERCs, MERCs, DERCs, or MDERCs.
Please refer to the §101.29 proposal for a more complete
description of these types of credits, and the requirements for
their generation and use. Also, revisions to Chapter 115 of this
title, concerning Control of Air Pollution from Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC), are being proposed concurrent with this
proposal which provide more flexible trading options for sources
of VOCs.
Section 117.540 allows affected sources to petition the agency
for additional time to comply with Chapter 117 requirements.
The rule section was developed in response to companies’
concerns that in spite of good faith efforts to achieve com-
pliance by the required date, delays in delivery, construction,
and installation of control equipment could be encountered in
some cases. As originally adopted and previously amended,
§117.540 requires documentation of the specific reasons for any
requested compliance extension. This proposal requires that
reduction credits, if reasonably available, must be obtained by
sources seeking extensions past the Chapter 117 compliance
date. The proposed §117.540 requires that phased RACT peti-
tions contain detailed documentation that credits are not reason-
ably available. In addition, §117.540(b) and (c) are proposed
for deletion, since the uses of MERCs for Chapter 117 com-
pliance as outlined in these subsections are now addressed in
new proposed §101.29(d).
Existing §117.570 allows trading as an alternative method for
sources of NO
x
to comply with the control requirements of
Chapter 117. Revisions to §117.570 in this proposal update
rule references to include MERCs, DERCs, and MDERCs clarify
rule requirements, and eliminate redundant rule provisions now
contained in proposed §101.29.
New §117.570(c)(4) specifies requirements for credit genera-
tion by units participating in a source cap in accordance with
§117.223 (Source Cap). Under §117.223, heat input is calcu-
lated by taking the actual historical average of the daily heat
input for each participating unit during a specified 24 consecu-
tive month period, plus one standard deviation of the average
daily heat input for that period. This provision for adding one
standard deviation affords companies a compliance margin that
accounts for normal fluctuations in the actual daily heat input.
A source cap allowable emission rate based on historical heat
input, without including this margin, could result in exceedances
of the source cap under normal operating conditions unless ei-
ther a compliance margin was provided, or the source lowered
its actual emission rate to compensate for these fluctuations. In
order to assure that credits generated under a source cap rep-
resent actual emission reductions, new §117.570(c)(4) requires
that one standard deviation may not be included in the calcu-
lation of reduction credits generated. In addition, the source
cap allowable must be reduced by the amount of the creditable
reductions claimed for the unit in question.
FISCAL NOTE
Stephen Minick, Strategic Planning and Appropriations Division,
has determined that for the first five-year period the sections
as proposed are in effect, there will be no significant fiscal
implications anticipated for state and local governments as a
result of administration or enforcement of the sections. The
proposal adds trading as an alternative means of compliance
with the provisions of Chapter 117, thereby providing more
flexibility and enabling sources to comply in a more cost-
effective manner.
PUBLIC BENEFIT
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Mr. Minick also has determined that for each year of the
first five years the sections as proposed are in effect, the
public benefit anticipated as a result of implementing the
sections will be the ability to satisfy FCAA Amendments and
the EPA requirements, and potential early NO
x
emission
reductions in ozone nonattainment areas. Also, proposed
§101.29, concerning Emissions Banking and Trading, requires
that 10% additional credits beyond the source’s compliance
obligation be retired as an environmental benefit. Therefore, the
use of trading to comply with the requirements of Chapter 117
will result in additional NO
x
reductions which may be necessary
for the timely attainment of the ozone standard. As the program
is voluntary, there are no economic costs anticipated for small
businesses, persons, or businesses required to comply with
these sections as proposed.
TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT
The commission has prepared a Takings Impact Assessment
for these rules pursuant to Texas Government Code Annotated,
§2007.043. The following is a summary of that assessment.
The specific purpose of the rule amendments is to provide an
alternative flexible, cost-effective method of complying with the
NO
x
control requirements of Chapter 117. Promulgation and
enforcement of these rule amendments will not affect private
real property.
COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN
The commission has determined that the proposed rulemaking
relates to an action or actions subject to the Texas Coastal Man-
agement Program (CMP) in accordance with the Coastal Co-
ordination Act of 1991, as amended (Texas Natural Resource
Code, §§33.201 et seq.), and the commission’s rules in 30 TAC
Chapter 281, Subchapter B, concerning Consistency with the
Texas Coastal Management Program. As required by 31 TAC
§505.11(b)(2) and 30 TAC §281.45(a)(3) relating to actions and
rules subject to the CMP, agency rules governing air pollutant
emissions must be consistent with the applicable goals and poli-
cies of the CMP. The commission has reviewed this proposed
action for consistency with the CMP goals and policies in accor-
dance with the rules of the Coastal Coordination Council, and
has determined that the proposed action is consistent with the
applicable CMP goals and policies. This proposal provides a
flexible, cost-effective alternative approach to rule compliance
by allowing emissions banking and trading. If adopted, the rules
will not authorize any new sources of air emissions. Interested
persons may submit comments on the consistency of the pro-
posed rules with the CMP during the public comment period.
PUBLIC HEARING
A public hearing on this proposal will be held in Austin on July
8, 1997, at 10:00 a.m. in Building F, Room 2210 at the Texas
Natural Resource Conservation Commission complex, located
at 12100 North IH-35, Park 35 Technology Center, Austin.
Individuals may present oral statements when called upon in
order of registration. Open discussion within the audience will
not occur during the hearing; however, an agency staff member
will be available to discuss the proposal 30 minutes prior to the
hearing and will answer questions before and after the hearing.
Written comments may be mailed to Heather Evans, Office of
Policy and Regulatory Development, MC 205, P.O. Box 13087,
Austin, Texas 78711-3087 or faxed to (512) 239-4808. All
comments should reference Rule Log Number 96158-101-AI.
Comments must be received by 5:00 p.m., July 10, 1997. For
further information, please contact Mike Magee, Air Policy and
Regulations Division, (512) 239-1511.
Persons with disabilities who have special communication
or other accommodation needs who are planning to attend
the hearings should contact the agency at (512) 239-4900.
Requests should be made as far in advance as possible.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY
The amendments are proposed under the Texas Health and
Safety Code, the Texas Clean Air Act (TCAA), §382.017,
which provides the commission with the authority to adopt rules
consistent with the policy and purposes of the TCAA.
The proposed amendments implement Health and Safety Code,
§382.017.
§117.540. Phased Reasonably Available Control Technology
(RACT).
[(a)] The owner or operator affected by the provisions of
this chapter (relating to Control of Air Pollution from Nitrogen
Compounds) who determines that compliance by May 31, 1999 is
not practicable may submit a petition for phased RACT. The process
for submitting a petition and receiving approval shall be based on the
following:
(1) (No change.)
(2) The owner or operator of the affected unit or units
shall submit information in the petition to the Texas Natural Resource
Conservation Commission (commission) and a copy to the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Regional Office in
Dallas which will demonstrate all of the following:
(A) emission reduction credits (ERCs) or discrete
emission reduction credits (DERCs), in accordance with §101.29
of this title (relating to Emission Credit Banking and Trading),
are not reasonably available in an amount equal to the quantity
of emission reductions required under this chapter. If ERCs or
DERCs are reasonably available, they shall be applied to meet the
emission reductions required under this chapter, in accordance
with §117.570 of this title (relating to Trading) and §101.29 of
this title.
(B)[(A)] compliance by May 31, 1999 is impracti-
cable due to the unavailability of nitrogen oxides (NO
x
) abatement
equipment, engineering services, or construction labor; system unreli-
ability; manufacturing unreliability; equipment unreliability; or other
technological and economic factors as the commission determines are
appropriate;
(C)[(B)] there is a proposed stage-by-stage program
for compliance and clearly specified compliance milestones for each
unit;
(D)[(C)] there is a commitment to implement the
portion of the phased RACT petition that can be implemented by
May 31, 1999; and
(E)[(D)] the final compliance date specified in the
petition shall be as soon as practicable, but in no case later than
August 31, 2000, except as approved by the executive director.
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(3) (No change.)
(4) All petitions for phased RACT shall include a list
of the company names, addresses, and telephone numbers of
persons who own or control ERCs or DERCs, and who have
been contacted in efforts to obtain the ERCs or DERCs for
purposes of meeting the emission reductions required under this
chapter. For each person or company contacted, the list shall
contain a description of the information obtained, including but
not limited to the date of contact, availability of the ERCs or
DERCs, sale price requested by the owner or controller of the
ERCs or DERCs, sale price offered by the prospective buyer of
the ERCs or DERCs, and an explanation of the reasons why the
ERCs or DERCs, if available, were not purchased for purposes
of meeting the emission reductions required under this chapter.
(5)[(4)] All petitions for phased RACT shall include
copies of legally binding contracts with the primary vendors for each
project, signed by an authorized official of the company, showing a
detailed design or installation schedule for the required services or
equipment to be provided by that vendor, with a completion date
no later than August 31, 2000, except as approved by the executive
director. Any commercially sensitive financial information or trade
secrets should be excised from the contracts.
(6)[(5)] Within 30 days of receiving a petition for phased
RACT, the executive director shall inform the applicant in writing that
the petition is complete or that additional information is required. If
the petition is deficient, the notification shall state any additional
information required. The requested information correcting the
deficiency shall be received by the executive director within 30 days
of the date of the letter notifying the applicant of the deficiency.
(7)[(6)] The executive director shall approve or deny the
petition within 90 days of receiving an administratively complete
phased RACT petition. The executive director shall approve a
petition for phased RACT if the executive director determines that
compliance is not practicable by May 31, 1999, because of either the
unavailability of nitrogen oxides abatement equipment, engineering
services, or construction labor; system unreliability; manufacturing
unreliability; equipment unreliability; or other technological and
economic factors as the executive director determines are appropriate.
(8)[(7)] Any person affected by the executive director’s
decision to deny a petition for phased RACT or to deny a revision
to an approved phased RACT petition may file a motion for
reconsideration. Notwithstanding the applicability provisions of
§50.31(c)(7) of this title (relating to Purpose and Applicability),
the requirements of §50.39 of this title (relating to Motion for
Reconsideration) apply. However, only a person affected may file
a motion for reconsideration. Approved petitions for phased RACT
may be revised by the executive director upon a showing of just cause
by the applicant.
(9)[(8)] Approval of a phased RACT schedule by the
commission[TNRCC] does not waive any applicable federal require-
ments or eliminate the need for approval by EPA.
(10)[(9)] The holder of an approved phased RACT deter-
mination shall comply with each specified compliance milestone and
each date for compliance provided in the approved petition, as well
as any other condition established in the approval.
[(b) The executive director may approve the use of a mobile
source emission reduction credit (MERC), created from vehicle
scrappage, to achieve NO
x
emissions reductions equivalent to those
required by this chapter, on an interim basis from May 31, 1999 to
the date of final compliance, for a period not to exceed 36 months.
Any plan involving the use of a MERC may be approved if the
executive director determines that it conforms to the provisions of
§117.570 of this title (relating to Trading) and §114.29 of this title
(relating to Accelerated Vehicle Retirement Program). Executive
director approval does not necessarily constitute satisfaction of all
federal requirements, nor eliminate the need for approval by EPA.]
[(c) The executive director may approve the use of a MERC,
created from clean-fuel vehicles, to achieve NO
x
emissions reductions
equivalent to those required by this chapter, on an interim basis
from May 31, 1999 to the date of final compliance, for a period not
to exceed that specified in §114.39 of this title (relating to MERC
Program). Any plan involving the use of a MERC may be approved
if the executive director determines that it conforms to the provisions
of §117.570 of this title (relating to Trading) and §114.39 of this
title. Executive director approval does not necessarily constitute
satisfaction of all federal requirements, nor eliminate the need for
approval by EPA.]
§117.570. Trading.
(a) An owner or operator may reduce the amount of emission
reductions [otherwise] required by §117.105 or §117.205 of this title
(relating to Emission Specifications), §117.107 of this title (relating
to Alternative System-Wide Emission Specifications), §117.207 of
this title (relating to Alternative Plant-Wide Emission Specifications),
or §117.223 of this title (relating to Source Cap) by obtaining an
emission reduction credit(ERC), mobile emission reduction credit
(MERC), discrete emission reduction credit (DERC), or mobile
discrete emission reduction credit (MDERC)[which is] established
in accordance with this sectionand §101.29 of this title (relating
to Emission Credit Banking and Trading). Any ERCs, MERCs,
DERCs, or MDERCs for nitrogen oxides (NO
x
) generated under
the provisions of §101.29 of this title used for the purposes of this
chapter become subject to the limitations and provisions of this
section. For the purposes of this section, the term "RC" refers
to an ERC, MERC, DERC, or MDERC, whichever is applicable.
[(b) The following requirements must be met in order for a
particular unit to be eligible to use this section:]
[(1) The unit or source creating the reduction credit (RC)
must be located in the same federally designated ozone nonattainment
area as the unit subject to the requirements of this section;]
[(2) RCs must be generated from a stationary source or
sources; and]
[(3) The emission reduction which is the basis for estab-
lishment of the RC must have occurred after January 1, 1990.]
(b)[(c)] Reduction credits(RCs) shall be generated as fol-
lows.
(1) For sources not subject to the emission specifications
of §117.105 or §117.205 of this title, creditable RCsu ed to meet
compliance with those sectionsshall be established in accordance
with the following requirements:
[(A) RCs shall be calculated in accordance with the
establishment of stationary source emission reduction credits (ERCs)
under §101.29(c)(f) of this title (relating to Emissions Banking); and]
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(A)[(B)] The source shall use emissions test data to
establish the actual emissions baseline in accordance with the testing
requirements of §117.209(b) of this title (relating to Initial Control
Plan Procedures), or §117.111 or §117.211 of this title (relating
to Initial Demonstration of Compliance), as applicable. The actual
emissions baseline is defined as the actual annual emissions, in tons
per year, from a source determined by use of data representative of
actual operations in 1990 or later, assuming full compliance with all
applicable state and federal rules and regulations.
(B) If the source creating the RC has been shut
down or irreversibly changed, the source shall use the best
available data and good engineering practice to establish the
actual emissions baseline.
(2) For sources subject to the emission specifications of
§117.105 or §117.205 of this title, creditable RCs shall be calculated
using the following equations:
Figure 1: 30 TAC §117.570(b)(2)
(3) RCs from shutdown units may be generated only by
units participating in a source cap in accordance with §117.223 of
this title.
(4) For units participating in a source cap in accor-
dance with §117.223 of this title, creditable RCs may be generated
only under the following conditions:
(A) The source cap allowable must be reduced by
the amount of the creditable reductions claimed for the unit or
units, and
(B) the actual historical average of the daily heat
input for the unit or units may not include one standard deviation
of the actual average daily heat input for the period for which
creditable reductions are claimed.
(c)[(d)] Reduction credits shall be used as follows.
(1) An owner or operator complying with §117.223 of
this title may reduce the amount of emission reductions otherwise
required by complying with [both of] the following equations instead
of the equations in §117.223(b)(1) and (2) of this title.
Figure 2: 30 TAC §117.570(c)(1)
(2) An owner or operator complying with §117.105,
§117.107, §117.205, or §117.207 of this title may reduce the amount
of emission reduction otherwise required by those sections for a unit
or units at a major source by complying with individual unit emission
limits calculated from the following equation:
Figure 3: 30 TAC §117.570(c)(2)
(3) RCs from shutdown units may be used only by units
participating in a source cap in accordance with §117.223 of this title.
[(e) RCs may be freely transferred in whole or in part and
may be sold or conveyed in any manner in accordance with the laws
of the State of Texas. The RC may be sold outright or leased for
some time period agreed to by the parties subject to subsection (g) of
this section, but not less than six months. Any owner or operator
shall document the use of a leased RC in the final control plan
in accordance with §117.115 or §117.215 of this title (relating to
Final Control Plan Procedures), or in the revised final control plan
in accordance with §117.117 or §117.217 of this title (relating to
Revision of Final Control Plan), identifying the lessee and lessor, the
amount of RCs leased, and the conditions of the lease. Approved
RCs must be acquired by a source prior to their utilization under
subsection (d) of this section.]
(d)[(f)] Any lower NO
x
emission specification established by
rule or permit for the unit or units generatingan ERC [the RC]
shall require the user of theERC [RC] to obtain an approved new
reduction credit or otherwise reduce emissions prior to the effective
date of such rule or permit change. For units using anERC [RC] in
accordance with this section which are subject to new, more stringent
rule or permit limitations, the owner or operator using theERC [RC]
shall submit a revised final control plan to the executive director
[of the TNRCC] in accordance with §117.117 or §117.217 of this
title (relating to Revision of Final Control Plan) to revise the basis
for compliance with the emission specifications of this chapter. The
owner or operator using theERC [RC] shall submit the revised final
control plan as soon as practicable, but no later than 90 days prior to
the effective date of the new, more stringent rule or permit limitations.
In addition, the owner or operator of a unit generating theERC
[RC] shall submit a revised registration application to the executive
director, in accordance with subsection(e)(1)[(g)(1)] of this section,
within 90 days prior to the effective date of any new, more stringent
rule or permit limitations affecting that unit. If a more stringent NO
x
emission specification is established by rule or permit for the unit or
units generating theERC [RC], the value of theERC [RC] shall be
recalculated as follows:
Figure 4: 30 TAC §117.570(d)
(e)[(g)] The RC program established by this section shall be
administered as follows:
(1) For emission units subject to the emission specifica-
tions of this chapter, which generate ERCs, MERCs, DERCs, or
MDERCs, and for which the owner or operator elects to comply
with the individual emission specifications of §§117.105, 117.107,
117.205, or 117.207 of this title, the enforceable emission limit R
Bj
shall be calculated using the maximum rated capacity.
(2) For emission units subject to the emission specifi-
cations of this chapter, which generate ERCs, MERCs, DERCs,
or MDERCs, and for which the owner or operator elects to
achieve compliance using §117.223 of this title, the enforceable
emission limit R
Bj
shall be substituted for R
j
in the source cap al-
lowable mass emission rate equations of §117.223(b)(1) and (2) of
this title, and those allowable rates shall be the enforceable limits
for those sources.
[(1) The owner or operator of a source seeking to create
or revise a RC, including those credits created as an ERC under
§101.29 of this title and used for compliance with the provisions of
this section, shall submit a registration application to the Executive
Director using the RC registration form approved by the Executive
Director. The Executive Director shall annotate the RC registration
application with the date of receipt. The RC registration shall include
information sufficient to calculate the RC value under subsection (c)
of this section. The Executive Director shall perform an engineering
evaluation of the claimed credit and may adjust the value of the
RC on the basis of this evaluation. The application must clearly
state the enforceable limits for each unit generating a credit. For
emission units subject to the emission specifications of this chapter,
which generate RCs, and for which the owner or operator elects
to comply with the individual emission specifications of §117.105,
§117.107, §117.205, or §117.207 of this chapter, the enforceable
emission limit R
Bj
shall be calculated using the maximum rated
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capacity. For emission units subject to the emission specifications
of this chapter, which generate RCs, and for which the owner or
operator elects to achieve compliance using §117.223 of this title,
the enforceable emission limit R
Bj
shall be substituted for R
i
in the
source cap allowable mass emission rate equations of §117.223(b)(1)
and (2) of this title and those allowable rates shall be the enforceable
limits for those sources.]
[(2) Registration applications must be received at least 90
days prior to the planned utilization of the RC. RCs may be utilized
only after the Executive Director grants approval of the registration
application.]
[(3) The Executive Director shall have 30 days from date
of receipt to determine if the registration application is complete.]
[(4) The Executive Director shall have 90 days from date
of receipt to approve, modify, or deny the registration or 60 days
after determination of completeness, whichever is later.]
[(5) The Executive Director may revoke approval of a
registration under this section at any time upon a determination that
the requirements of this section are not being met, and may require
submittal of a revised control plan for the generator or user of a
RC upon such a finding. The owner or operator shall submit a
revised control plan to the Executive Director as soon as practicable,
but no later than 90 days after the date of the Executive Director’s
notification that approval of a registration has been revoked.]
[(6) Denial or modification of a registration by the Ex-
ecutive Director may be appealed according to the provisions of
§101.29(c)(3)(E)(iii)(l)(2) of this title.]
[(7) The owner or operator desiring to utilize the RC in
accordance with subsection (d) of this section shall document this
in the initial control plan submitted in accordance with §117.109 or
§117.209 of this title (relating to Initial Control Plan Procedures).
The change of a control plan to include a RC after April 1, 1994
shall require a revision to the initial control plan and resubmission
of the plan for approval as soon as practicable. RCs may be utilized
only after the Executive Director grants approval of the revised initial
control plan.]
[(8) The owner or operator desiring to utilize the RC in
accordance with subsection (d) of this section shall document this
in the final control plan submitted in accordance with §117.115 or
§117.215 of this title (relating to Final Control Plan Procedures). The
new emission limit for each unit as calculated in subsection (d) of
this section shall be clearly listed and will be considered federally
enforceable. RCs may be utilized only after the Executive Director
grants approval of the final control plan.]
[(9) After submission of the final control plan in accor-
dance with §117.115 or §117.215 of this title, an owner or operator
who wishes to transfer an RC to revise the basis for compliance with
the emission specifications of this chapter shall submit a revised final
control plan to the Executive Director in accordance with §117.117
or §117.217 of this title. The owner or operator shall not vary from
the representations made in the final control plan without prior ap-
proval from the Executive Director.]
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Proposed date of adoption: August 20, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1970
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 43. TRANSPORTATION
Part I. Texas Department of Transporta-
tion
Chapter 1. Management
Subchapter F. Advisory Committees
43 TAC §§1.82, 1.83, 1.85
The Texas Department of Transportation proposes amend-
ments to §§1.82, 1.83, and 1.85, concerning statutory and de-
partment advisory committees.
Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6252-33, provides that a state
agency which is advised by an advisory committee shall adopt
rules that state the purpose of the committee and describe the
task of the committee and the manner in which the committee
will report to the agency. Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6252-
33, further provides that a state agency shall establish by rule
a date on which the committee will automatically be abolished
unless the governing body of the agency affirmatively votes to
continue the committee in existence.
House Bill 1418, 75th Legislature, 1997, which, if enacted, will
require the creation of a Household Goods Carrier Advisory
Committee to provide a forum for household goods carriers and
the general public to make recommendations on modernizing
and streamlining the rules to effect an efficient registration
process for businesses and individuals, conduct a study of
the feasibility and necessity of requiring any vehicle liability
insurance for household goods carriers required to register
under Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6675c, §8, and recommend
a maximum level of liability for loss or damage of motor carriers.
In anticipation of the passage of House Bill 1418, amendments
to §1.82 and §1.83 are proposed to create the Household
Goods Carrier Advisory Committee to comply with the legis-
lation. If House Bill 1418 is not enacted, the proposed amend-
ment creating this new committee will not be adopted.
Section 1.83 and §1.85 presently mandate that the department’s
statutory and department advisory committees shall be abol-
ished on September 1, 1997, unless continued in existence
by affirmative vote of the commission. These sections are
amended to reflect the department advisory committees will
continue in existence until September 1, 1999 and the statu-
tory advisory committees will continue until September 1, 2001.
The amendments to §1.83 authorize the Public Transportation
Committee to create issue subcommittees and continue the
following statutory advisory committees: Aviation Advisory
Committee, Public Transportation Advisory Committee, and
Vehicle Storage Facility/Tow Truck Rules Advisory Committee.
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To comply with Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6252-33, §1.85
has various proposed amendments. One proposed amendment
to §1.85 abolishes the Registration and Title System Liaison
Committee and Dealer Advisory Board, County Tax Assessor-
Collector Review Team, El Paso District Citizen’s Advisory
Committee, Hydraulics and Erosion Control Laboratory Industry
Advisory Committee, Transportation Systems Efficiency Advi-
sory Committee, and Transit Operators’ Advisory Committee
because these committees have fulfilled their mission. The
amendment also abolishes the Consultant Engineering Advisory
Committee, Quality Control/Quality Assurance Specification De-
velopment Committee, and the Quality Control/Quality Assur-
ance Certification Advisory Committee because these commit-
tees merely exchange information and do not advise the de-
partment.
Another amendment to §1.85 changes the names of the Tow
Truck Rules Advisory Committee to the Vehicle Storage Facility/
Tow Truck Rules Advisory Committee, the Local Intelligent Ve-
hicle Highway Systems (IVHS) Steering Committee to Intelligent
Transportation Systems Steering Committee, and the Safety
Management System to the Partners in Texas Transportation
Safety Committee to more accurately reflect the tasks of the
committees.
An additional amendment to §1.85 also continues the Bicycle
Advisory Committee, Intelligent Transportation Systems Com-
mittee, Motor Transportation Advisory Committee, Partners in
Texas Transportation Safety Committee, Statewide Transporta-
tion Policy Committee, and Traffic Records Council.
Frank J. Smith, Director, Budget and Finance Division, has
determined that for each year of the first five-year period the
amended sections are in effect there will be fiscal implications
for state government as a result of enforcing or administering
the amended sections. The estimated additional costs for state
government for the Household Goods Advisory Committee is
$1,245.98 in fiscal year 1997, $2,183.27 in fiscal year 1998,
and $1,091.64 each year in fiscal years 1999, 2000, and 2001.
The estimated cost for the existing committees is $62,263.90
per year for each of the next five fiscal years. There are no
anticipated fiscal implications for local governments as a result
of enforcing or administering the amended sections. There are
no anticipated economic costs to persons who are required to
comply with the amended sections as proposed.
Joanne Walsh, Director, Management Services Office, has cer-
tified that there will be no significant impact on local economies
or overall employment as a result of enforcing or administering
the amended sections.
Ms. Walsh also has determined that for each year of the
first five years the amended sections are in effect the public
benefits anticipated as a result of enforcing the sections will
be to continue to provide forums to facilitate communication
among the department, other governmental agencies, and the
public regarding transportation issues. There is no anticipated
effect on small businesses.
Written comments on the proposed amendments may be
submitted to Joanne Walsh, Director, Management Services
Office, Texas Department of Transportation, 125 East 11th
Street, Austin, Texas 78701. The deadline for receipt of written
comments will be at 5:00 p.m. on July 11, 1997.
The amendments are proposed under Transportation Code,
§201.101 which provides the Texas Transportation Commission
with the authority to establish rules for the conduct of the work
of the Texas Department of Transportation, and Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 6252-33 which requires a state agency to adopt
rules that state the purpose and task of the committees.
No other statutes, articles, or codes are affected by the
proposed amended sections.
§1.82. Statutory Advisory Committee Operations and Procedures.




[(A)] The commission will appoint the members of
the Aviation Advisory Committee to staggered terms of three years,
unless sooner removed at the discretion of the commission, with two
members’ terms expiring August 31 of each year.
[(B) The commission will appoint six members in
August, 1995 for initial terms as follows: two to serve terms expiring
August 31, 1997, two to serve terms expiring August 31, 1998, and
two to serve terms expiring August 31, 1999.
(C) Existing members shall serve until the commis-
sion appoints new members under subparagraph (B) of this para-
graph.]
(2) Household Goods Carriers. Pursuant to Texas
Civil Statutes, Article 6675c, §8(f), the department’s assistant
executive director for motorist services shall appoint to the
Household Goods Carrier Advisory Committee:
(A) three members as representatives of the general
public;
(B) one member as a representative of the depart-
ment; and
(C) one member each as representatives of motor
carriers transporting household goods using small equipment,
motor carriers transporting household goods using medium
equipment, and motor carriers transporting household goods
using large equipment.
(3) [(2)] Public Transportation. Members of the Public
Transportation Advisory Committee shall be appointed and shall
serve pursuant toTransportation Code, §455.004 [Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 6663b].
(4) [(3)] Vehicle Storage Facility/Tow Truck Rules.
The department’s assistant executive director for motorists services
will appoint to the Vehicle Storage Facility/Tow Truck Rules
Advisory Committee two members who represent the general public
and one member each as representatives of the following:
(A) tow truck operators;
(B) vehicle storage facility operators;
(C) owners of property having parking facilities;
(D) law enforcement agencies or municipalities; and
(E) insurance companies.
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(5) [(4)] Officers. Each committee shall elect a chair and
vice-chair by majority vote of the members of the committee.
(c)-(h) (No change.)
§1.83. Statutory Advisory Committees.
(a) Aviation Advisory Committee.
(1) Purpose. Created pursuant toTransportation Code,
§21.003[Texas Civil Statutes, Article 46c-3], the Aviation Advisory
Committee provides a direct link for general aviation users’ input
into the Texas Airport System. The committee provides a forum for
exchange of information concerning the users’ view of the needs and
requirements for the economic development of the aviation system.
The members of the committee are an avenue for interested parties
to utilize to voice their concerns and have that data conveyed for
action for system improvement. Additionally, committee members
are representatives of the department and its Aviation Division, able
to furnish data on resources available to the Texas aviation users.
(2)-(3) (No change.)
(4) Duration. The committee is abolished September 1,
2001[1997], unless continued in existence by affirmative vote of the
commission.
(b) Household Goods Carriers Advisory Committee.
(1) Purpose. The Household Goods Carriers Advisory
Committee provides a forum for household goods carriers and
the general public to provide input into modernizing and stream-
lining department rules adopted under Texas Civil Statutes, Ar-
ticle 6675c, §8(c), which are designed to protect customers of
household goods movers from deceptive or unfair practices and
unreasonably hazardous activities on the part of movers. The
committee, with representation from the regulated community,
the general public, and the department, helps ensure effective
communication among interested parties and valuable input into
modernizing and streamlining department rules affecting house-
hold goods carriers and their customers.
(2) Duties. The committee shall:
(A) examine the rules adopted under Texas Civil
Statutes, Article 6675c, §8(c) and advise the department on
methods of modernizing and streamlining such rules;
(B) conduct a study of the feasibility and necessity
of requiring any vehicle liability insurance for household goods
carriers required to register under Texas Civil Statutes, Article
6675c,§8;
(C) recommend a maximum level of liability for
loss or damage of household goods carriers required to register
under Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6675c, §8, not to exceed 60
cents per pound; and
(D) perform other duties as assigned by the Motor
Carrier Division Director.
(3) Meetings. The committee shall meet at the request
of the Motor Carrier Division Director.
(4) Duration. The committee is abolished September
1, 2001, unless continued in existence by affirmative vote of the
commission.
(5) Rulemaking. Section 1.84 of this title (relating
to Rulemaking) does not apply to the Household Goods Carrier
Advisory Committee.
(c) [(b)] Public Transportation Advisory Committee.
(1) Purpose. Created pursuant toTransportation Code,
§455.004[Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6663b], the Public Trans-
portation Advisory Committee provides a forum for the exchange of
information between the department, the commission, and committee
members representing the transit industry and the general public. Ad-
vice and recommendations expressed by the committee provide the
epartment and the commission with a broader perspective regarding
public transportation matters that will be considered in formulating
department policies.
(2) Duties. The committee shall:
(A) advise the commission on the needs and problems
of the state’s public transportation providers, including recommend-
ing methods for allocating state public transportation funds if the
allocation methodology is not specified by statute;
(B) comment on proposed rules or rule changes
involving public transportation matters during their development and
prior to final adoption unless an emergency requires immediate action
by the commission; and
(C) perform other duties as determined by order of
the commission.
(3) Meetings. The committee shall meet:
(A) as necessary, at the call of its chair, but not
exceeding once each month;
(B) at the request of the commission; and
(C) as required by §1.84 of this title (relating to
Rulemaking).
(4) Public transportation technical committees.
(A) The Public Transportation Advisory Commit-
tee may appoint one or more technical committees to advise it on
specific issues, such as vehicle specifications, funding allocation
methodologies, training and technical assistance programs, and
level of service planning.
(B) A technical committee shall report any findings
and recommendations to the Public Transportation Advisory
Committee.
(5) [(4)] Duration. The committee is abolished Septem-
ber 1,2001[1997], unless continued in existence by affirmative vote
of the commission.
(d) [(c)] Vehicle Storage Facility/Tow Truck Rules Advi-
sory Committee.
(1) Purpose. Created pursuant to Texas Civil Statutes,
Article 6675c, the purpose of theVehicle Storage Facility/ Tow
Truck Rules Advisory Committee is to advise the department on
the development of rules concerning the registration of tow trucks
under Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6675c, and the administration
of the Vehicle Storage Facility Act, Texas Civil Statutes, Article
6687-9a. The committee, with representation from the regulated
community, law enforcement, and the general public, helps ensure
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effective communication among interested parties and valuable input
into the development of rules affecting the tow truck industry.
(2) Duties. The committee shall advise the department on
the adoption of rules regarding:
(A) the application of Texas Civil Statutes, Article
6675c to tow trucks; and
(B) the administration by the department of the
Vehicle Storage Facility Act.
(3) Meetings. The committee shall meet:
(A) at the request of the Motor Carrier Division
Director; and
(B) as required by §1.84 of this title (relating to
Rulemaking).
(4) Duration. The committee is abolished September 1,
2001[1997], unless continued in existence by affirmative vote of the
commission.
§1.85. Department Advisory Committees.
(a) Creation.
[(1) Quality Control/Quality Assurance Specification De-
velopment Committee.
(A) Purpose. The Quality Control/Quality Assur-
ance Specification Development Committee is created for the pur-
pose of developing a quality control/quality assurance specification
for hot-mix asphaltic concrete pavement. Through a formalized re-
view process, the committee provides a forum for the exchange of
information through a committee composed of the department en-
gineering staff, highway industry material suppliers, and contractor
representatives. Advice and recommendations expressed by the com-
mittee provide the department and the commission with increased
insight in material and construction methods for quality control and
quality assurance, thus aiding the department and the commission’s
goals of ensuring industry input into design standards and practices.
(B) Duties. The committee shall advise the depart-
ment and the commission concerning the development of a quality
control/quality assurance hot-mix asphaltic concrete pavement spec-
ification.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the pavement engineer of the
Design Division.
(D) Duration. Upon completion of the quality control/
quality assurance hot-mix asphaltic concrete specification, the com-
mittee is abolished.
(2) Quality Control/Quality Assurance Certification Advi-
sory Committee.
(A) Purpose. The purpose of the Quality Control/
Quality Assurance Certification Advisory Committee is to review the
Specialist Certification Program and to maintain a forum for the ex-
change of information between the department and the paving indus-
try. Advice and recommendations expressed by the committee pro-
vide the department and the commission greater insight into pavement
technology, testing, and specialist training, thus facilitating the de-
partment’s and the commission’s goals of ensuring safe, efficient, and
economical pavement design, construction, and maintenance practices
for increased pavement life and performance.
(B) Duties. The committee shall provide advice and
recommendations concerning:
(i) modifications and improvements to the training
program curriculum and operations;
(ii) decertification claims;
(iii) recertification refresher courses; and
(iv) other matters as required to successfully imple-
ment and continue the Specialist Certification Program.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the assistant executive director for
field operations.
(3) Consultant Engineering Advisory Committee.
(A) Purpose. The purpose of the Consultant Engi-
neering Advisory Committee is to coordinate and facilitate the use of
the consultant engineering community in department operations.
(B) Duties. The committee shall review, discuss, and
recommend items of mutual concern between the department and the
consultant engineering community.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the deputy executive director for
transportation planning and development.]
(1) [(4)] Project advisory committees.
(A) Purpose. The executive director may authorize
a district engineer to create, by written order, an ad hoc project
advisory committee composed of the following members as may
be deemed appropriate by the district engineer: department staff;
affected property owners and business establishments; technical
experts; professional consultants representing the department; and
representatives of local governmental entities, the general public,
chambers of commerce, and the environmental community. A
project advisory committee shall serve the purpose of facilitating,
evaluating, and achieving support and consensus from the affected
ommunity and governmental entities in the initial stages of a
highway improvement project. Advice and recommendations of a
committee provide the department with an enhanced understanding
of public, business, and private concerns about a project from
the development phase through the implementation phase, thus
facilitating the department’s communications and traffic management
objectives, resulting in a greater cooperation between the department
and all affected parties during project development and construction.
(B) Duties. A project advisory committee shall:
(i) maintain community and local government com-
munication; and
(ii) respond in a timely fashion to affected parties’
concerns about project development and construction.
(C) Manner of reporting. A project advisory com-
mittee shall report its advice and recommendations to the district
engineer.
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(D) Duration. A project advisory committee may be
abolished at any stage of project development, but in no event may
a committee continue beyond completion of the project.
(2) [(5)] Statewide Transportation Policy Committee.
(A) Purpose. Transportation Code, §201.601
[Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6663(f)], and 23 United States Code
§135 require the department to develop a statewide multimodal trans-
portation plan that encompasses all modes of transportation. Federal
law further provides that in developing the plan the department must
seek public input from interested parties. To comply with these
requirements, the Statewide Transportation Policy Committee, to be
composed of private transportation providers and other governmental
agencies and individuals concerned with transportation, will advise
the department on its statewide transportation plan. The committee
will provide a forum for identifying issues to be addressed by the
planning process and for providing input into the department’s
planning process. The committee members represent a constituency
of interests and in this way broaden input into the planning process.
(B) Duties. The committee shall:
(i) review and comment on issue papers prepared
as part of developing recommended goals for Texas’ transportation
system;
(ii) review and comment on the draft statewide
transportation plan;
(iii) have its members serve as chairs of issue
committees to develop and explore issues that pertain to the statewide
transportation planning process; and
(iv) provide logistical assistance such as furnishing
data and existing planning materials.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the commission.
(D) Statewide transportation policy issue committees.
(i) The Statewide Transportation Policy Committee
may appoint one or more issue committees to advise it on specific
planning issues, such as environmental, intermodal, financial, and
special transportation needs.
(ii) An issue committee shall report its advice and
recommendations to the Statewide Transportation Policy Committee.
(E) Reimbursement. The department may reimburse
a member of the Statewide Transportation Policy Committee or
an issue committee for reasonable and necessary travel expenses.
Current rules and laws governing reimbursement of expenses for
state employees shall govern reimbursement of expenses for advisory
committee members.
[(6) Transit Operators’ Advisory Committee.
(A) Purpose. Through an open communication
process the Transit Operators’ Advisory Committee provides a forum
for the exchange of information between transit operators and the
Public Transportation Division.
(B) Duties. The committee shall:
(i) provide input to the Public Transportation Divi-
sion on procedures that are developed for the routine management of
grant programs;
(ii) provide input to the Public Transportation Di-
vision in the development of the Rural Transit Assistance Program
as recommended in the Federal Transit Administration’s Circular
9040.1C, which stipulates that operators should be given maximum
opportunity to participate in the development process; and
(iii) perform other duties as determined by the
Public Transportation Division director.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the Public Transportation Division
director.]
(3) [(7)] Ad hoc transit advisory panels.
(A) Purpose. In order to provide for effective and
timely input from affected public transportation providers and riders,
the commission, by minute order, may create an ad hoc transit
advisory panel.
(B) Duties. An ad hoc advisory panel shall advise the
Public Transportation Division on a single issue or program that only
affects a specific segment of the public transportation industry or of
the public. An example of an ad hoc panel would be a committee
created to advise the division on the funding allocation rules for a
particular grant program.
(C) Manner of reporting. An ad hoc advisory
panel shall report its advice and recommendations to the Public
Transportation Division director.
(D) Duration. An ad hoc advisory panel shall be
abolished no later than 90 days after its creation.
[(8) Registration and Title System (RTS) Liaison Com-
mittee and Dealer System Advisory Board.
(A) Purpose. The Registration and Title System
(RTS) Liaison Committee and Dealer System Advisory Board provide
forums to aid in the implementation of the RTS. The purpose of the
committee and board is to obtain feedback from the primary users of
the system, and to seek solutions to potential impediments before the
system is put in daily use.
(B) Duties. The committee and board shall:
(i) identify RTS user requirements;
(ii) convey system status information to the users
and obtain the input of users; and
(iii) obtain system acceptance approval from the
users.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee and board
shall report their advice and recommendations to the Vehicle Titles
and Registration Division director.
(9) County Tax Assessor-Collector Review Team.
(A) The County Tax Assessor-Collector Review
Team provides a forum for the review of proposed motor vehicle
title and registration related policies and procedures prior to
implementation. The review team advises the department of the
potential impact of such policies and procedures on the offices of
Texas’ county tax assessor-collectors, who are the department’s
statutorily designated agents for motor vehicle title and registration
matters. By establishing formal two-way communication, the review
team provides an opportunity for partnering, thus allowing for the
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smoothest possible operation of Texas’ motor vehicle title and
registration system.
(B) Duties. The team shall:
(i) advise the department of the potential impact of
proposed policies and procedures; and
(ii) suggest changes or improvements to the depart-
ment’s title and registration operations.
(C) Manner of reporting. The team shall report its
advice and recommendations to the Vehicle Titles and Registration
Division director.]
(4) [(10)] Rulemaking advisory committees.
(A) Purpose. The commission, by order, may create
ad hoc rulemaking advisory committees pursuant to the Government
Code, Chapter 2001, §2001.031, for the purpose of receiving advice
from experts, interested persons, or the general public with respect
to contemplated rulemaking.
(B) Duties. A rulemaking advisory committee shall
provide advice and recommendations with respect to a specific
contemplated rulemaking.
(C) Manner of reporting. A rulemaking advisory
committee shall report its advice and recommendations to the division
responsible for the development of the rules.
(D) Duration. A rulemaking committee shall be
abolished upon final adoption of rules by the commission.
[(11) Hydraulics and Erosion Control Laboratory Industry
Advisory Committee (IAC).
(A) Purpose. The IAC provides a forum through
which affected industry groups and personnel may comment on and
participate in the formal evaluation program for erosion control prod-
ucts undertaken by the Texas Department of Transportation/ Texas
Transportation Institute Hydraulic and Erosion Control Laboratory.
Through the IAC, the department is assured that open lines of com-
munication with affected industries are maintained. In this way, the
department assures product evaluation takes place with substantive
industry comment and that any erosion control materials used by the
department will be of the highest possible quality.
(B) Duties. The IAC shall provide advice and recom-
mendations concerning the:
(i) results of the current product evaluation cycle;
and
(ii) product evaluation procedures for the next
available evaluation cycle.
(C) Manner of reporting. The IAC shall report its
advice and recommendations to the assistant executive director for
field operations.]
(5) [(12)] Traffic Records Council (TRC).
(A) Purpose. The TRC coordinates and guides the
planning and implementation of various Texas traffic records systems.
The overall goal of the TRC is to share information regarding the
various state data bases related to traffic records, establish a mutual
understanding of the overall state goal of increasing the safety and
efficiency of the roadway system, and to develop strategies for
continued cooperation among all state and local participants with an
interest in the traffic records process.
(B) Duties. The TRC shall:
(i) assist the department in the coordination and
guidance of the planning and implementation of the various Texas
traffic records systems to improve information quality and quantity;
(ii) provide recommendations concerning the im-
plementation of a strategic plan for the improvement of the state’s
record systems;
(iii) help transfer related information on technology
and systems through meetings and forums; and
(iv) provide recommendations to the various agen-
cies on system enhancements and linkages.
(C) Manner of reporting. The TRC shall report its
advice and recommendations to the various participating agencies,
including the department and its Traffic Operations Division.
(6) [13] Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
Steering Committees[Local IVHS steering committees].
(A) Purpose. Federal law encourages the expenditure
of federal transportation funds to achieve improvements in the
efficiency of transportation operations. A portion of these funds
are specifically designated for the planning and testing of Intelligent
Transportation [Vehicle Highway] Systems [(IVHS)] technologies.
As part of the development and implementation of these projects,
a district engineer, in conjunction with local officials, may create a
steering committee to provide support forITS [IVHS] activities.
Advice and recommendations expressed by a committee will foster
the coordination of state and local benefit in the design, maintenance,
and operation ofITS [IVHS] facilities.
(B) Duties. A committee shall provide advice and
recommendations with respect to:
(i) ITS [IVHS] project priorities;
(ii) the approval of projects;
(iii) seeking project funding;
(iv) coordinating public and private ventures; and
(v) promoting ITS [IVHS] at local, state, and
national levels.
(C) Manner of reporting. A committee shall report its
advice and recommendations to the local district engineer, or his or
her designee.
(7) [(14)] Motor Transportation Advisory Committee.
(A) Purpose. The Motor Transportation Advisory
Committee provides a forum for communication among state agen-
cies, the trucking industry, motor bus companies that do not operate
wholly within the limits of any incorporated town or city and its
suburbs, and the affected public in a cooperative effort to seek solu-
tions to common problems, and to support the department’s mission
to work cooperatively to provide safe, effective, and efficient move-
ment of people and goods.
(B) Duties. The Motor Transportation Advisory
Committee shall provide advice with respect to:
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(i) the issuance of permits for the movement of
oversize and overweight vehicles and loads;
(ii) the registration of trucks and motor buses;
(iii) future truck and motor bus equipment and
highway needs;
(iv) coordination of regulatory and enforcement
activities of state agencies affecting the trucking and motor bus
industries.
(v) truck and motor bus safety;
(vi) opportunities for one-stop shopping for state
services and requirements of trucks and motor bus companies; and
(vii) other issues concerning the department and the
trucking and motor bus industries.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the assistant executive director for
motorist services and the assistant executive director for multimodal
transportation.
(8) [(15)] Bicycle Advisory Committee.
(A) Purpose. The purpose of the Bicycle Advisory
Committee is to advise the commission on bicycle issues. By
involving representatives of the public, including bicyclists, the
department helps ensure effective communication with the bicycle
community, and that the bicyclist’s perspective will be considered
in the development of departmental policies affecting bicycle use
including, the design, construction and maintenance of highways.
(B) Duties. The committee shall review and make
recommendations on items of mutual concern between the department
and the bicycling community.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the commission.
(D) Creation. The effective date for establishment of
the bicycle advisory committee will be the same date that the Bicycle
Rules Advisory Committee is abolished.
(E) Reimbursement. The department may reimburse
a member of the Bicycle Advisory Committee for reasonable and
necessary travel expenses. Current rules and laws governing reim-
bursement of expenses for state employees shall govern reimburse-
ment of expenses for advisory committee members.
[(16) El Paso District Citizen’s Advisory Team (CAT).
(A) Purpose. The purpose of the Citizen’s Advisory
Team is to provide the department with a comprehensive understand-
ing of public perception and expectations regarding the department’s
roles and responsibilities for the El Paso area’s transportation system.
The committee, consisting of department staff, local government, and
the general public, shall serve the purpose of facilitating and achiev-
ing effective communication and cooperation with the community,
creating public awareness, and assisting the department in making
presentations to decision makers.
(B) Duties. The committee shall:
(i) maintain community communication; and
(ii) review and make recommendations on trans-
portation issues in the El Paso area.
(C) Subcommittees.
(i) The CAT may appoint subcommittees to work
independently on select transportation issues.
(ii) A subcommittee shall report its advice and
recommendations to the CAT.
(D) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the district engineer of the El Paso
district.
(9) [(17)] Partners in Texas Transportation Safety
[Management System] Committee.
(A) Purpose. ThePartners in Texas Transportation
Safety [Management System] Committee provides advice and makes
recommendations to improve transportation safety by identifying and
evaluating safety issues for consideration in transportation strategies,
plans, and projects.
(B) Duties. The committee shall:
(i) develop and recommend safety goals and ob-
jectives for the state through consideration of current transportation
trends;
(ii) identify and recommend safety policies, proce-
dures, and processes which affect safety-related decisions; and
(iii) coordinate and communicate transportation is-
sues with other agencies and individuals to ensure a functional and
productive safety management system.
(C) Subcommittees.
(i) The committee may appoint subcommittees to
work independently on select safety issues.
(ii) A subcommittee shall report its finding or
recommendation to the committee chair.
(D) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its advice and recommendations to the participating agencies and the
Director of Traffic Operations.
(E) Duration. The committee is abolished September
1, 1999 [1997], unless continued in existence by affirmative vote of
the commission.
[(18) Transportation Systems Efficiency Advisory Com-
mittee.
(A) Purpose. The Transportation Systems Efficiency
Advisory Committee recommends specific actions to reduce the costs
of constructing, reconstructing, and maintaining the state highway
system without sacrificing the quality or safety of the state highway
system and its operation. The recommended actions shall reduce costs
either through direct cost reduction, or indirectly through practices
that might lead to longer-term reduction of maintenance costs or the
extension of expected life cycles of department projects.
(B) Duties. The committee shall recommend cost-
saving actions relating to:
(i) the acquisition and use of equipment;
(ii) the quality of roadway material;
(iii) the design of state highway improvements and
the preparation of plans, specifications, and estimates;
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(iv) contracting procedures; and
(v) other actions which would result in a cost-
saving to the taxpayers.
(C) Manner of reporting. The committee shall report
its recommendations to the executive director who will submit the
report with staff recommendations to the commission.
(D) Duration. The committee is abolished upon
submittal of its final recommendations to the executive director.]
(b) (No change.)
(c) Duration. Except as otherwise specified in this subsec-
tion, a committee created under this section is abolished September
1, 1999[1997], unless continued in existence by affirmative vote of
the commission.
This agency hereby certifies that the proposal has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be within the agency’s
legal authority to adopt.




Texas Department of Transportation
Earliest possible date of adoption: July 10, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463-8630
♦ ♦ ♦
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WITHDRAWN  RULES
An agency may withdraw a proposed action or the remaining effectiveness of an emergency action by filing a
notice of withdrawal with the Texas Register. The notice is effective immediately upon filling or 20 days
after filing as specified by the agency withdrawing the action. If a proposal is not adopted or withdrawn
within six months of the date of publication in the Texas Register, it will automatically be withdrawn by the
office of the Texas Register and a notice of the withdrawal will appear in the Texas Register.
TITLE 28. INSURANCE
Part I. Texas Department of Insurance
Chapter 3. Life, Accident and Health Insurance
and Annuities
Subchapter B. Individual Life Insurance Policy
Form Checklist and Affirmative Requirements
28 TAC §3.129
The Texas Department of Insurance has withdrawn from con-
sideration for permanent adoption the proposed amendment
to §3.129, concerning acceleration-of-life-insurance benefits
which appeared in the December 10, 1996, issue of the Texas
Register (21 TexReg 11809). The Department will propose new
rules on the same subject matter in the near future, which will
be based in part on amendments to Texas Insurance Code pro-
visions that govern certain acceleration-of-life-insurance bene-
fits and that become effective September 1, 1997. In this new
proposal, the Department intends to promulgate standards re-
lating to acceleration-of-life-insurance benefits that will apply to
all policies of life insurance offered in the State of Texas.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on May 30, 1997.
TRD-9707057
Caroline Scott
General Counsel and Chief Clerk
Texas Department of Insurance
Effective date: May 30, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463–6327
♦ ♦ ♦
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ADOPTED RULES
An agency may take final action on a section 30 days after a proposal has been published in the Texas
Register. The section becomes effective 20 days after the agency files the correct document with the Texas
Register, unless a later date is specified or unless a federal statute or regulation requires implementation of
the action on shorter notice.
If an agency adopts the section without any changes to the proposed text, only the preamble of the notice and
statement of legal authority will be published. If an agency adopts the section with changes to the proposed
text, the proposal will be republished with the changes.
TITLE 1. ADMINISTRATION
Part V. General Services Commission
Chapter 111. Executive Administration Division
Administration
1 TAC §111.5
The General Services Commission adopts new §111.5, con-
cerning complaints without changes to the proposed text as
published in the April 11, 1997, issue of the Texas Register (22
TexReg 3355).
The new §111.5 is being adopted to comply with the Texas Gov-
ernment Code, §2152.060, which directs the General Services
Commission to establish methods to notify consumers, service
recipients, and persons contracting with the commission of the
commission’s name, mailing address and telephone number for
directing complaints to the commission.
The new §111.5 designates the Customer Service Represen-
tative of the commission to be the recipient of complaints and
provides methods of notifying consumers, service recipients,
and persons contracting with the commission of where and to
whom complaints may be directed.
No comments were received regarding the adoption of new
§111.5.
The amendments are adopted under the Texas Government
Code, Title 10, Subtitle D, which provides the General Services
Commission with the authority to promulgate rules necessary
to accomplish the purpose of the Code.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.





Effective date: June 23, 1997
Proposal publication date: April 11, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463-3960
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 22. EXAMINING BOARDS




The Texas State Board of Examiners of Perfusionists (board)
adopts an amendment to §761.5, concerning the requirements
for examination of licensed Perfusionists and provisional li-
censed Perfusionists, without changes to the proposed text as
published in the February 18, 1997, issue of the Texas Reg-
ister (22 TexReg 1786), and therefore the section will not be
republished.
The amendment clarifies the examination requirement by spec-
ifying that the examination administered by the American Board
of Cardiovascular Perfusion is acceptable for licensure. Also,
the amendment establishes an alternative method of examin-
ing competency by the holding and maintaining of a Certified
Clinical Perfusionist certificate issue by the American Board of
Cardiovascular Perfusion.
No comments were received concerning the proposal during
the comment period.
The amendment is adopted under the Licensed Perfusionists
Act, Texas Civil Statutes, Article 4529e, §7, which provides
the Texas State Board of Examiners of Perfusionists with the
authority to adopt rules concerning the regulation and licensure
of Perfusionists.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on June 2, 1997.
TRD-9707099
James O. Fines III
Chairman
Texas State Board of Examiners of Perfusionists
Effective date: June 23, 1997
Proposal publication date: February 18, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 458-7236
♦ ♦ ♦
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TITLE 31. NATURAL RESOURCES AND
CONSERVATION
Part I. Texas Natural Resource Conserva-
tion Commission
Chapter 106. Exemptions from Permitting
Subchapter G. Combustion
30 TAC §106.183
The commission adopts new §106.183, concerning Boilers,
Heaters, and Other Combustion Devices. The new section is
adopted without changes to the proposed text as published in
the April 1, 1997, issue of the Texas Register (22 TexReg 3205).
EXPLANATION OF THE ADOPTED RULE. The commission re-
cently recodified exemptions from Chapter 116 into a new Chap-
ter 106. Standard Exemption 7, concerning Boilers, Heaters,
and Other Combustion Devices was inadvertently omitted. This
adoption reinstates the provisions of Standard Exemption 7 as
a new §106.183. The new section is an administrative transfer
of the requirements of Standard Exemption 7, without substan-
tial changes.
TAKINGS IMPACT ASSESSMENT. The commission has pre-
pared a takings impact assessment for this new section un-
der Texas Government Code, §2007.043. The following is a
summary of that assessment. The specific purpose of the new
section is to reinstate the provisions of Standard Exemption 7
for boilers, heaters, and other combustion devices. The com-
mission believes it is necessary to continue to authorize these
facilities through exemption. Promulgation and enforcement of
the new section will not affect private real property that is the
subject of the new section.
COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN. The commission has re-
viewed this rulemaking for consistency with the Coastal Man-
agement Program (CMP) goals and policies in accordance with
the regulations of the Coastal Coordination Council, and has
determined that the rulemaking is consistent with the applica-
ble CMP goals and policies.
PUBLIC HEARING AND COMMENTS. A public hearing on
this proposal was held on May 1, 1997. No comments were
received during the comment period, which closed on May 1,
1997.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY. The new section is adopted under
the Texas Health and Safety Code, Texas Clean Air Act
(TCAA), §382.017, which provides the commission with the
authority to adopt rules consistent with the policy and purposes
of the TCAA.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: June 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: April 1, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 116. Control of Air Pollution by Permits
for New Construction or Modification
Subchapter C. Permit Exemptions
30 TAC §116.213
The commission adopts the repeal of §116.213, concerning
Registration of Emissions. The repeal is adopted without
changes to the proposed text as published in the April 1, 1997,
issue of the Texas Register (22 TexReg 3206).
EXPLANATION OF THE ADOPTED RULE. The requirements
of this section were recodified into 30 TAC §106.6 in November
1996. Section 116.213 is a duplicate section and is no longer
needed.
TAKINGS IMPACT STATEMENT. The commission has pre-
pared a takings impact assessment for this adoption under
Texas Government Code, §2007.043. The following is a sum-
mary of that assessment. The specific purpose of the repeal
is to remove, from Chapter 116, those sections dealing with
standard exemptions. The relevant sections have already been
adopted into Chapter 106 and are not needed as duplicate re-
quirements in another chapter. Promulgation and enforcement
of this repeal will not affect private real property.
COASTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN. The commission has re-
viewed this rulemaking for consistency with the Coastal Man-
agement Program (CMP) goals and policies in accordance with
the regulations of the Coastal Coordination Council, and has
determined that the rulemaking is consistent with the applica-
ble CMP goals and policies.
PUBLIC HEARING AND COMMENTS. A public hearing on
this proposal was held on May 1, 1997. No comments were
received during the public comment period, which closed on
May 1, 1997.
STATUTORY AUTHORITY. The repeal is adopted under the
Texas Health and Safety Code, the Texas Clean Air Act
(TCAA), §382.017, which provides the commission with the
authority to adopt rules consistent with the policy and purposes
of the TCAA.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission
Effective date: June 18, 1997
Proposal publication date: April 1, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 239–1966
♦ ♦ ♦
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TITLE 40. SOCIAL SERVICES AND AS-
SISTANCE
Part I. Texas Department of Human Ser-
vices
Chapter 3. Income Assistance Services
Subchapter E. Household Determination
40 TAC §3.501
The Texas Department of Human Services (DHS) adopts an
amendment to §3.501, concerning household determination in
its Income Assistance Services rule chapter, with changes to
the proposed text as published in the March 14, 1997, issue of
the Texas Register (22 TexReg 2732).
The justification for the amendment is to implement severe
personal and economic hardship exemptions for time limits in
the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program.
The amendment will function by ensuring that DHS will be in
compliance with state legislation.
During the 30-calendar-day public comment period, the depart-
ment received written comments from Texas Legal Services
Center. Comments were also received during a public hearing
held on May 12, 1997.
Comment One: The commenter suggests that definitions for
the following five terms be added to the proposed rules at 40
TAC §3.501(b)(3)(B). The commenter uses these terms in the
comments provided.
Inform - DHS affirmatively knows the idiom is understood by the
person to whom the idiom is directed.
Affirmatively know - DHS receives an acknowledgment, either
orally or in writing, that the person understands the idiom used.
Suitable employment - Employment that the person’s education,
training, experience, health status, access to child care and
transportation, reasonably allow the person to perform, and
which, on the basis of a forty-hour work week, will provide the
person with an income at or above 185% of the federal poverty
income level for the size of household of which the person is a
member.
Independent job search - Job search directed by the person
seeking the job. If the person lacks telephone service, trans-
portation or child care necessary to conduct independent job
search, DHS addresses that lack either by allowing the person
to use telephone services on DHS premises, or by providing
the person with coins to make necessary telephone calls or
with a voucher for telephone service, or by otherwise affording
the person access to telephone service, and DHS makes ar-
rangements for necessary transportation and necessary child
care, to carry out independent job search.
Contact - Contact may be either by telephone, in writing, or in
person.
Response: The department addresses the terms "inform,"
"affirmatively know," and "suitable employment" in the response
to Comment Two. The department addresses the terms
"independent job search" and "contact" in the response to
Comment Five.
Comment Two: The commenter suggests specific wording
be added to the proposed rules at 40 TAC §3.501(b)(3)(B)
so that compliance with employment services requirements is
presumed during time-limited months unless: (1) DHS informs
the person required to comply with employment services at the
earliest time feasible and at each subsequent review of the case
with the person (whether or not termed a redetermination) that
failure to comply is considered an impediment to qualifying for
a hardship exemption, (2) failure to comply was knowing and
wilful, (3) there was not good cause at the time of the failure to
comply, (4) at the time of the request for a hardship exemption
there is not good cause to excuse the failure to comply,
(5) DHS and other state agencies have provided all support
services needed to prepare the person whose assistance is
proposed to be terminated for suitable employment, and (6)
DHS (i) informs the person whose compliance is questioned of
exceptions stated in numbers (1) through (5) of this comment, at
the time of considering a hardship exemption, and if that person
requests a fair hearing concerning the alleged non-compliance,
and (ii) carries the burden of proof regarding the matter at the
fair hearing.
A representative from the Association of Community Organiza-
tions for Reform Now (ACORN) agreed with this suggestion at
the public hearing.
Response: In response to exception (1) in Comment Two,
the department considered the commenter’s suggestion to
inform the household that non-compliance with employment
services requirements prevents the client from receiving a
hardship exemption during the five-year freeze-out period. The
department agrees to advise the household of this policy
at each AFDC application and face-to-face interview. The
commenter suggests that DHS "inform" clients in a way that
DHS "affirmatively knows" the person understands what is
explained. The department endeavors to ensure that every
recipient understands all information the state provides to them.
The recipient has the right to ask questions or request additional
explanation. Therefore, the department declines to include the
commenter’s definitions of "inform" and "affirmatively know" in
the proposed rules.
In response to (2), (3), and (4) in Comment Two, the depart-
ment is using the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills (JOBS)
employment services process that is currently in place. This
process has proven to protect the client and provides the client
ample opportunity to respond before a JOBS sanction for failure
to comply is imposed. In this process, the employment services
worker sends the client two separate notices. If the client re-
sponds, the employment services worker may grant good cause
for not participating. If good cause cannot be established, the
employment services worker offers the client a period of concil-
iation to help the client participate. All of these activities are
done prior to requesting that the eligibility worker impose a
sanction. When the sanction is imposed on the AFDC case,
the eligibility worker sends the client a notice of adverse action,
during which time the client may appeal and receive continued
benefits until a hearing decision is reached if the client believes
this action is in error.
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Because JOBS procedures provide both good cause and con-
ciliation opportunities prior to the sanction being imposed, the
procedures do not allow a good cause exemption at the time a
hardship exemption is sought. However, at the time the client
requests a hardship exemption, or at any time the client ex-
presses concern, the department will review any JOBS sanction
that the client believes was incorrectly imposed. Therefore, the
department declines the commenter’s suggestion to change this
process in the proposed rules. In response to (5), where the
commenter suggests that the rules include a statement requir-
ing the state to provide support services during the time-limited
months to prepare the client for "suitable employment" and that
the definition of the term "suitable employment" be added to the
proposed rules at 40 TAC §3.501(b)(3)(B), state statute already
prohibits the state from imposing a time limit on a client if sup-
port services are not available. In addition, neither the JOBS
program rules nor the department’s welfare reform waiver terms
and conditions approved by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services limit the state to only providing support ser-
vices to prepare the client for "suitable employment" as defined
by the commenter, especially in regard to the client earning in-
come at or above 185% of the federal poverty income level for
the household size. The department does not have the flexi-
bility to make the change suggested by the commenter without
modifying the welfare reform waiver terms and conditions. Mod-
ification would place the state in jeopardy of losing the protection
the waiver provides from the federal welfare reform legislation
requirements. Therefore, the department declines adding this
suggestion and the commenter’s definition of "suitable employ-
ment" to the proposed rules.
Comment Three: The commenter suggests that the period at
the end of 40 TAC §3.501(b)(3)(ii)(I) be replaced with a comma
and the word "or" added after the comma.
Response: The suggestion would clarify that local economic
hardship is met either when the client lives in a hardship
county or has done independent job search and cannot find
employment. As this is the intent, the department revises the
proposed rule to incorporate the suggestion.
Comment Four: The commenter suggests that the "county"
hardship exemption in 40 TAC §3.501(b)(3)(B)(ii)(I) be changed
to "area" hardship exemption, and this exemption also be
allowed when "the area has been determined by the U.S.
Department of Labor to be a labor surplus area."
A representative from ACORN agreed with these suggestions
at the public hearing.
Response: When developing the economic hardship exemption
policy, the department used the same criterion that is used to
determine the Food Stamp waiver counties; that is, counties
in which the unemployment rate exceeds 10%. Therefore, the
department declines to incorporate the commenter’s suggestion
in the proposed rules.
Comment Five: The commenter suggests that the reference to
"40 employers" in 40 TAC §3501(b)(3)(B)(ii)(II) be changed to
"20 employers unless the client’s circumstances are such that
a lesser number is appropriate" and that employer contacts
be counted toward meeting the client’s employment hardship
requirement whether they are made directly by the client or
by authorized others, such as employment agencies. The
commenter also suggests a client contact to an employment
service, employment recruiter, labor hiring hall, or other location
at which employment is offered through labor organizations
constitute an employer contact.
Response: Forty employer contacts are currently required by
the Texas Workforce Commission (TWC) for JOBS participants
who are engaged in job search activities. Based on input
from TWC, this requirement was included in the welfare reform
waiver. The commenter suggests that the definition of "contact"
be included in 40 TAC §3.501(b)(3)(B). The department agrees
to clarify the handbook and training material to state that
"contact" is possible in person or by telephone, but does not
agree it is necessary to be added to the proposed rules.
The department intends to count a client’s contact with an
employment agency, a labor hiring hall, or other similar contact,
and to count contacts made by the agency or group on behalf
of the client.
Comment Six: The commenter suggests that subparagraphs
(iii) and (v) in TAC 40 §3.501(b)(3)(B) be deleted and that
both the severe personal and employment hardship exemptions
be included in the subparagraph (iii) with the county hardship
exemption. This would allow each of the hardship exemptions
to be requested at any time during the client’s five-year freeze-
out period. The commenter states that the beginning of an
illness is difficult to determine and clients who try to remain self-
sufficient for longer than 90 days during the time of an illness,
loss of job, or reduction in hours would have a disincentive to
remain self-sufficient.
Response: The requirements to request an employment hard-
ship exemption within 90 days of exhausting a time limit, losing
a job or reduction in pay, or to request a severe personal hard-
ship exemption within 90 days of the onset of an illness, injury
or need for the individual to be responsible for providing care
in the home were included in the welfare reform waiver.
Comment Seven: The commenter suggests that a new sub-
paragraph (iv) be added to 40 TAC §3.501(b)(3)(B) to allow
a hardship exemption for up to two years to allow a client to
complete education or training begun before the time limit was
reached.
Response: The department believes that the need for this ex-
emption would seldom, if ever, occur for someone participating
in the JOBS program. A JOBS participant develops an initial
plan with the employment services worker. The plan is to be de-
signed so JOBS activities end when the time limit is exhausted.
Comment Eight: The commenter suggests that a new subpara-
graph (v) be added to 40 TAC §3.501(b)(3)(B) to prevent a client
from being disqualified due to time limit policies: (I) when there
is a child under age two whose needs are included in the grant;
(II) any sooner than when the person has reached age 18 plus
the number of months of the client’s time limit; (III) when the
person is pregnant (at any time during the freeze-out period);
(IV) when the person is a caretaker who has accepted the re-
sponsibility of caring for someone else’s child(ren) (at any time
during the freeze-out period); (V) unless DHS has affirmatively
determined that the time limit was based on an accurate as-
sessment of the person’s actual functional education level.
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Response: The department declines the commenter’s sugges-
tions in numbers (I-IV) because the department does not have
the flexibility to modify the welfare reform waiver. In number (V),
the commenter expresses concern about whether the client’s
time limit is based on an accurate assessment of the person’s
functional level. TWC staff act to intensify the client’s JOBS ac-
tivities for the last few months or assess the client to determine
if the time limit is correct, if an assessment has not already
been completed. The law in House Bill 1863 states the client’s
assessment is connected to a time limit. The department feels
there is no need to further clarify the proposed rule.
Also during the public comment period, DHS received two
requests for a public hearing from: Texas Legal Services
Center, and ACORN. The hearing was held on May 12, 1997,
in the Public Hearing Room of the John H. Winters Center, 701
West 51st Street, Austin, Texas. Eight individuals testified at the
public hearing. The following represents comments received at
the hearing which had not been previously received as written
comments during the 30-calendar-day public comment period.
Comment Nine: Request a second public hearing be held
because the street number listed in the Texas Register is
incorrect.
Response: The department submitted the address with an
incorrect street number. The address in the Texas Register
is John H. Winters Center, 710 West 51st Street. The correct
street address is 701 West 51st Street. The department has
reviewed the error and determined that a second public hearing
is not necessary.
Comment Ten: Discouraged workers should be included in the
10% unemployment figure when determining county hardship
exemptions.
Response: When developing the economic hardship exemption
policy, the department used the same criterion that is used to
determine the Food Stamp waiver counties; that is, counties
in which the unemployment rate exceeds 10%. Therefore, the
department declines to incorporate the commenter’s suggestion
in the proposed rules.
Comment Eleven: An important part of the job search process
is a follow-up contact after an interview. DHS should make
available to clients, typewriters, paper, envelopes, postage and
secretarial help, as needed, at each office.
Response: The department is not imposing a requirement on
clients to make follow- up contact, and the department will pro-
vide clients with available resources, when possible.
Comment Twelve: A representative from ACRON commented
that there is a difference between a job and a good job. When
requiring a client to look for work, consideration should be
given to the availability of a job that will support the family
at a level at least equal to AFDC. A mother of two earning
$7.00 an hour, now paying child care plus other expenses, and
losing benefits, will be in the same economic position as she
was when receiving welfare. Also, there is evidence that even
when the official unemployment rate is well below 10%, jobs for
people with a high school diploma, GED, or less, and little work
experience, are extremely limited.
Response: Job search is a requirement of the waiver terms
and conditions to obtain a hardship exemption. While the
department agrees that some recipients may only be able
to obtain relatively low-wage jobs initially, by gaining work
experience and developing work skills, clients’ opportunities to
enhance their earning capabilities are improved. In addition,
federal welfare reform restricts cash assistance to a five-year
lifetime limit, so it is in the client’s best interest to gain work
experience as quickly as possible.
Comment Thirteen: A representative from ACRON commented
that clients should not be required to provide employment
application forms as verification of job contacts because many
employers are not hiring and will not give out applications. A
client should not be required to provide verification that cannot
be obtained.
Response: The department agrees. Clients will only be
required to provide information on employers contacted.
Comment Fourteen: A representative from the Center for Public
Policy Priorities commented that when the federal government
approved the Texas waiver, it included the 40-employer contact
provision. Of all the waivers submitted, the most frequently
occurring exemption/exception is best effort to find work. Texas,
unfortunately, has the most specifically onerous and detailed
requirements and is stuck with the 40-employer requirement.
Compounding the problem is the state’s strict interpretation of
an area’s high unemployment rate. As a result, only a limited
number of counties will qualify for this hardship exemption. This
leaves many counties, or areas of counties, without enough
jobs for the clients. In many rural areas, there might not even
be 40 employers to contact. The sensitivities about changing
the waiver are understood; however, we need to find a way
to implement this policy, either through the recommendations
made earlier, and by considering the client who tried to find
work but could not. TWC should find a way to automate
the employer contact process and assist clients more directly
in making the contacts. We should utilize the TWC system
when implementing this policy. Theoretically, we have a one-
stop shopping system at TWC. Since trying to change the
40-employer contact requirement in the waiver may cause
problems, perhaps we could coordinate our system with TWC
to keep this requirement from becoming an onerous process.
Response: The department agrees with the suggestion to
encourage clients to utilize available resources to identify
employer contacts.
Comment Fifteen: A representative from East Houston Welfare
Rights and Houston Welfare Rights stated that there are many
people who need the benefits but won’t come testify at a public
hearing because they are afraid they will lose benefits.
Response: The department wants to stress that no one will
suffer a reduction of benefits as a result of testifying at a public
hearing. It is every individual’s right to make comments at these
public hearings.
Comment Sixteen: An individual commented that they support
most of the comments except about the JOBS program. As an
AFDC recipient, they participated in the JOBS program and felt
it was a waste of the state’s money. To receive day care for
two small children that are not mine, I was required to attend
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from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. and complete 20 job searches per day.
Some of the requirements are impossible.
Response: Concerns about the JOBS program will be for-
warded to TWC.
The department was required to implement hardship exemp-
tions as part of House Bill 1863. In developing the waiver re-
quest and negotiating the waiver terms and conditions, the de-
partment considered alternatives regarding definitions of hard-
ship and good cause exceptions. However, since the waiver
terms and conditions are now specified, the department does
not have flexibility to make modifications without jeopardizing
the protection the waiver provides from federal welfare reform
requirements.
The amendment is adopted under the Human Resources Code,
Title 2, Chapter 22, which provides the department with the
authority to administer public assistance programs.




(b) Aid to Families with Dependent Children. The following




(B) Once time limits are exhausted, the caretakers
and second parents are not eligible to receive AFDC cash benefits
for five years, unless they have complied with employment services
requirements during their time-limited months and meet one of the
following hardship criteria:
(i) Severe personal hardship is met if the client:
(I) has a terminal or permanently disabling ill-
ness or injury,
(II) is incapacitated by illness or injury for a
temporary period, or
(III) is needed in the home for more than 30
days to provide care for a close family member in or out of the
household who has a temporarily or permanently disabling illness or
injury, or terminal illness.
(ii) Local economic hardship is met if the client
(I) lives in a county which is classified by
DHS as economically depressed for purposes of AFDC time limits.
DHS determines a county is economically depressed if the county’s
unemployment rate exceeds 10%; or
(II) has done independent job search, contacting
at least 40 employers within a 30-day period, and cannot find
employment that replaces the sum of the individual’s grant amount
and the applicable work expense disregard. While exempt for
employment hardship, the client must contact at least 40 employers
during each month of the exemption period, unless good cause exists,
or no subsequent employment hardship exemption is allowed during
the client’s five-year freeze-out period.
(iii) Severe personal hardship must be requested
within 90 days after the illness or injury begins or the client is needed
in the home to care for a close family member.
(iv) County hardship may be requested at any time
during the client’s five-year freeze-out period.
(v) Employment hardship must be requested within
90 days after exhausting the AFDC time limit, loss of a job, or the




This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on May 29, 1997.
TRD-9707024
Glenn Scott
General Counsel, Legal Services
Texas Department of Human Services
Effective date: July 1, 1997
Proposal publication date: March 14, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 438-3765
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 19. Nursing Facility Requirements for




The Texas Department of Human Services (DHS) adopts an
amendment to §19.2106, without changes to the proposed text
as published in the April 25, 1997, issue of the Texas Register
(22 TexReg 3706). The text will not be republished.
Justification of the amendment is to protect the residents of
Texas nursing facilities by allowing the revocation of licenses of
providers who do not consistently provide high quality service
to the residents of their facilities.
The amendment will function by adding "failure to maintain
compliance on a continuous basis" to the circumstances for
which DHS can revoke a license. This provision already exists
in the rules regarding the denial of a license. The amendment is
necessary to provide consistency between the licensure denial
and the licensure revocation rules.
The department received a comment from the Texas Health
Care Association.
Comment: The rules will have an economic impact on state and
local governments and nursing facilities (NFs). Extra expense
could be incurred by state government with the state being
responsible to move residents out of a NF when the license is
revoked. There could be an impact on the Texas Workforce
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Commission’s unemployment wages if employees lose their
jobs.
In a rural area, the NF may be the largest employer and the
loss of the NF license could effect the entire economy of the
city, meaning the loss of school taxes, property taxes, state
franchise taxes, and even state and local sales taxes if payroll
is no longer being guaranteed and paid to employees. A NF
could be forced to default on loans or leases and its liability
insurance could be affected.
Response: In calculating the potential fiscal impact, the depart-
ment considered that the number of NFs likely to be affected
by these rules to be extremely small; therefore, there would be
no fiscal implications.
The amendment is adopted under the Health and Safety
Code, Chapter 242, which provides the department with the
authority to license nursing facilities; and the Human Resources
Code, Title 2, Chapter 22, which authorizes the department to
administer public assistance programs.
The amendment implements the Health and Safety Code,
§§242.001 - 242.268, and the Human Resources Code,
§§22.001-22.030.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on May 29, 1997.
TRD-9707025
Glenn Scott
General Counsel, Legal Services
Texas Department of Human Services
Effective date: July 1, 1997
Proposal publication date: April 25, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 438-3765
♦ ♦ ♦
TITLE 43. TRANSPORTATION
Part I. Texas Department of Transporta-
tion
Chapter 2. Environmental Policy
Subchapter C. Environmental Review and Public
Involvement for Transportation Projects
43 TAC §2.41, §2.45
The Texas Department of Transportation adopts amendments
to §2.41, concerning Definitions, and §2.45, concerning Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway Projects. Section 2.41 and section 2.45
are adopted with changes to the proposed text as published in
the February 11, 1997, issue of the Texas Register (22 TexReg
1606).
Transportation Code, Chapter 51, charges the commission,
through the department, with the responsibility of administering
the state’s nonfederal sponsorship of the Gulf Intracoastal
Waterway, including coordination with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for matters relating to the operation and maintenance
of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. House Bill 1536, 74th
Legislature, 1995, amended Chapter 51 of the Transportation
Code to allow the commission, through the department, to enter
into agreements with the Department of the Army to participate
in the cost of projects to beneficially use material dredged
from the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway. House Bill 1536 directed
the commission to adopt rules establishing eligibility criteria for
proposed beneficial use projects.
Section 2.41 is amended to provide a definition for beneficial
use projects, to provide a definition for jurisdiction in order to
specify which governing body has jurisdiction over a proposed
beneficial use project area, and amends the definition of
the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway Advisory Committee to add a
provision concerning beneficial use projects.
Section 2.45 is amended to specify that the department is au-
thorized to participate in beneficial use projects for material
dredged from the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway; to include ben-
eficial use projects in the environmental review and public in-
volvement requirements of Gulf Intracoastal Waterway projects;
to specify broad use categories in which the department will
participate in beneficial use projects; to specify the information
required to be sent in a proposal from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers for a proposed beneficial use project; to specify that
if a proposed beneficial use project requires the acquisition of
an interest in property, the commission will conduct a public
hearing on the desirability of the project before authorizing par-
ticipation; to specify the criteria for the commission’s approval
of department participation in a beneficial use project, including
the statutory requirements that the project can be accomplished
without unjustifiable waste of publicly or privately owned natural
resources and without permanent substantial adverse impact on
the environment, wildlife, or fisheries; and to specify the extent
of the department’s financial participation in a beneficial use
project.
The sections as amended are consistent with the Texas Coastal
Management Program goal of protecting, preserving, restor-
ing, and enhancing coastal natural resource areas as material
dredged from the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway may be benefi-
cially used for purposes such as beach nourishment, shoreline
stabilization and erosion control, and habitat development. The
amended sections are also consistent with the Coastal Man-
agement Program policy of requiring information necessary to
make an informed decision on a proposed action subject to the
Coastal Management Program and the policy of using dredged
material from dredging projects in commercially navigable wa-
terways beneficially. The section requires the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers to submit proposals for beneficial use projects
for material they dredge from the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway,
which include a description of the proposed project and its antic-
ipated benefits, a detailed estimate of project cost, and a plan
addressing the operation and maintenance of the facility cre-
ated by or benefiting from the project.
A hearing was held on February 25, 1997, for the purpose of
receiving comments relating to the amended sections. No oral
comments were received on the proposed amended sections.
However, written comments were received from the Texas
General Land Office (GLO), made on behalf of the Permanent
School Fund, and on behalf of the GLO as a member agency of
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the Texas Coastal Coordination Council to address consistency
of the proposed amended sections with the Texas Coastal
Management Program. Written comments were also received
from the Port of Corpus Christi and the National Marine
Fisheries Service. The department has also determined that
certain revisions should be made to the proposed amended
sections.
The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) stated it fully
supports the department’s proposed amendments. The NMFS
stated that it was its belief that most of the sediment dredged
from the GIWW is a resource that should be utilized for
beneficial uses where appropriate and that most beneficial use
projects planned to date will create emergent marsh habitats
utilized by NMFS’ trust resources.
The Port of Corpus Christi (Port) stated it had some concerns
regarding the potential composition of the task force (Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway Advisory Committee [GIWAC] task force)
appointed by the department to investigate disposal alternatives
and proposed beneficial use projects. The Port requested
the makeup of the task force include representatives of local
government or political subdivisions with economic and natural
resource interests that directly or indirectly will be affected
by decisions of the GIWAC. The Port also requested the
definition of GIWAC in §2.41 be amended to include members
representing state and local government agencies, and that
§2.45(d)(1) be amended to include representatives of local
government agencies in the composition of the task force.
In response, the department notes that the GIWAC charter
limits membership to state agencies which have jurisdiction
in the protection of the state’s natural, historic, and economic
resources to enable the state to function as a unit in addressing
problems and recommending solutions for the needs of the
GIWW. A GIWAC task force is of necessity limited to members
of the GIWAC and federal agencies with similar resource
protection responsibilities. However, the department sends
notices to numerous environmental groups, resource agencies,
and the waterway industry, inviting them to attend meetings
of the GIWAC and provide input. Therefore, the definition
of GIWAC and the composition of the task force will not be
changed. In order to provide notice of, and information about,
proposed beneficial use projects, the department is adopting
§2.45(d)(4) with a change to provide notice and a description
of the project and anticipated benefits to other governmental
bodies as well as the governing bodies of cities and counties.
Additionally, to provide additional opportunities for various
entities to provide input concerning proposed projects, the
proposed rules require the department to conduct its own public
involvement process.
The Port also asked who predevelops the proposals for a
beneficial use project submitted by the Corps to the department.
Section 2.45(b)(2)(B) requires the Corps to submit proposals
for beneficial use projects to the department. The rules do not
restrict who may predevelop a project proposal. Concepts for
proposals may be submitted to the Corps by any interested
party, including political subdivisions of the state. However,
interested parties would need to work with the Corps to develop
the proposal.
The Port further requests §2.45(b)(2)(B)(iv) be amended to
require that a proposal submitted by the Corps for a beneficial
use project include a detailed estimate of the total project
cost, including an estimate of the federal and non-federal
contributions to the project.
In response, the department notes that §2.45(b)(2)(B)(iv) states
that the Corps’ proposals must include a detailed estimate of
the project cost, including an estimate of the Corps’ financial
contributions to the project. By knowing the project cost and
the Corps’ financial contributions to the project, the non-federal
sponsor’s share may be estimated. The section will not be
revised.
The Port also states that any determination of significant impact
caused by a beneficial use project should include a financial
analysis, and believes that whether or not a proposed project
can be accomplished in an environmentally acceptable manner
should not be the only consideration. The Port states that
§2.45(g)(1)(A) should be amended to include as a criterion for
department participation in a dredged material disposal plan,
a requirement that it can be accomplished without unjustifiable
waste of publicly or privately owned natural and fiscal resources.
The department disagrees. As previously mentioned,
§2.45(b)(2)(B)(iv) requires a proposal submitted by the Corps
to include a detailed estimate of the project cost. Additionally,
§2.45(g)(2) requires funds to be available in order for the com-
mission to approve department participation in a project, and
also provides a cap on financial participation. This cap may
only be exceeded if the participation results in extraordinary
environmental or economic benefits or the costs are reasonably
comparable to the costs of providing property to accommodate
traditional upland disposal. In the department’s opinion, these
sections provide an adequate financial analysis of a proposed
project and an appropriate use of fiscal resources.
The Port finally suggests it may be appropriate to amend
§2.45(f) to make the department’s participation in its own public
involvement process permissive.
The department disagrees. Transportation Code, Chapter 51
requires the commission to conduct public hearings before
approving a disposal plan or beneficial use project involving
the acquisition of an interest in property. Acting as the state’s
nonfederal sponsor of the GIWW, and pursuant to state law, the
department is required to conduct its own public involvement
process in all GIWW projects, including disposal plans and
beneficial use projects.
The General Land Office (GLO) states that the terms
"landowner" and "land use agreement" are used consistently
throughout the revised rules and therefore should be defined.
The GLO recommends that landowner be defined in §2.41 as
"an owner of land on which, or adjacent to which, the U.S.
Corps of Engineers or the department plans to conduct a
beneficial use project. Landowner includes private and public
owners of real property."
In response, the department notes that it has certain responsi-
bilities relating to preliminary involvement of the public in dis-
posal plans and beneficial use projects outlined in §2.45(f)(1).
Department responsibilities include notifying a landowner of a
parcel’s environmental and operational suitability for a proposed
disposal plan or beneficial use project, offering to meet with the
landowner, and notifying the landowner of any public meeting or
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hearing. Under that paragraph, meetings, as one form of public
involvement, with affected property owners will be held when
the proposed disposal plan or beneficial use project does not
involve any adjacent landowners or the landowner requests a
meeting. Accordingly, "landowner," as used in that subsection,
does not include adjacent landowners. If a plan or project in-
volves adjacent landowners, a public meeting will be held under
§2.45(f)(2). However, the department has revised §2.45(f)(1)(A)
to clarify that the term "landowner," as used in this section, in-
cludes public as well as private landowners.
The GLO requests that "land use agreements" be defined as "an
easement, lease, or other instrument, approved by the School
Land Board, authorizing the use of Permanent School Fund
(PSF) land, or instrument authorizing the use of private or non-
PSF public land."
The department does not agree that a definition is necessary.
The department notes that the term "land use agreements" is
not used in the proposed beneficial use rules. Additionally, ap-
propriate agreements will be obtained from affected property
owners, if necessary, to develop a proposal for a proposed ben-
eficial use project, and to implement a project once commission
approval of department participation is received. These agree-
ments include agreements obtained for projects in which a lease
or easement is not required.
The GLO states that the department may be required to obtain
numerous approvals for a project, including Section 404 and
Section 401 permits, Endangered Species Act Section 10
permits, or a lease or easement from the GLO or School
Land Board (SLB). The GLO further states that since a local
sponsor cannot use landowner property under the navigational
servitude, any state owned tidelands dedicated to the PSF that
the department plans to use in association with the GIWW
must be acquired by the department under the Texas Coastal
Waterway Act (Act). In the GLO’s opinion, under the Act, the
department must obtain a lease or easement from the GLO or
SLB if dredged material will either be placed directly, or slump
or migrate, onto PSF land.
In response, the department reiterates that these rules provide
for department participation in the cost of developing and
constructing a beneficial use project. The actual construction of
the project will be the responsibility of the Corps. Accordingly,
the department is not required to obtain the referenced permits.
Additionally, in the department’s opinion, leases and easements
will not be needed for many beneficial use projects. Department
participation in beneficial use projects may include the acquisi-
tion, under the Coastal Waterway Act and these rules, of an
interest in property. If a new site is used, and the acquisition of
an interest in property is required for a disposal plan or a ben-
eficial use project, requirements in the rules related to public
hearings and obtaining any necessary leases, easements, and
agreements will be carried out. However, the Coastal Manage-
ment Program (CMP) and Coastal Coordination Council (CCC)
rules do not require the department to obtain a lease or ease-
ment from the SLB for any incidental slumping or migration of
dredged material onto PSF land. The CCC rules require, in 31
TAC §501.14(j)(6), for dredged material disposed of or placed
directly on the boundaries of submerged lands or at such a lo-
cation so as to slump or migrate across the boundaries of sub-
merged land, an agreement between the affected public owner
and the adjoining private owner or owners that defines the loca-
tion of the boundary or boundaries affected by the deposition of
the dredged material. It is anticipated that any proposed ben-
eficial use project will involve deposition of dredged material at
such locations, or will involve the use of devices such as geo-
textual tubes, so as to not result in any slumping or migration.
However, again, as part of commission approval of department
participation in a beneficial use project under §2.45(g), the de-
partment will obtain any necessary agreements or will ensure
they are obtained.
The GLO, in conjunction with the last comment, states the
time and resources of the department, the Corps, GIWAC, and
others is limited and should be focused only on those projects
that are reasonably certain of receiving all required permits
and approvals. The GLO believes that, before approving a
project, the department should clearly ascertain whether any
agency that must permit or approve the project believes there
is any fundamental problem that would prevent the project
from being permitted or approved. With respect to PSF land,
such problems could include actual or potential alterations
of boundaries that could divest the PSF of title, cloud PSF
title, or alter water levels, thereby precluding or impacting
the development of PSF minerals or commercially valuable
PSF acreage. The GLO requests that §2.45(g) of the rules,
relating to conditions for commission approval of participation,
be amended to require that each agency responsible for
permitting or approval has indicated that the project presents
no fundamental problems that will prevent its ultimate approval
and that cannot be resolved. The GLO further states that
projects that may not require a lease or easement from the
GLO or SLB because it is not on PSF land, may nevertheless
have indirect impacts on PSF land, which is directly relevant
to whether the department can participate in the project. In the
GLO’s opinion, a project has wasted public resources, and thus
does not meet the criteria under the Coastal Waterway Act, if
it diminishes the value of PSF land under the aforementioned
circumstances. The GLO requests that for projects for which
a lease or easement is not required, §2.45(g) should condition
department participation on a finding by the GLO or SLB that
the project will not diminish the value of any PSF land. The GLO
believes these tideland issues relate directly to consistency with
the goals and policies of the CMP, and that the CMP dredging
and dredged material disposal and placement policy addresses
alteration of submerged land boundaries.
Based on the foregoing, the GLO states that §2.45(a) should be
revised to specify that the commission should coordinate with
the SLB.
In response, the department notes that the language in §2.45(a)
reflects the mandate of the Coastal Waterway Act in Transporta-
tion Code, §51.004, which requires coordination with various
entities, including the Corps and all other appropriate state and
federal agencies, including the GLO and the SLB, and will re-
main unchanged.
The GLO further suggests that §2.45(c) be amended to specify
that early coordination will be conducted by the department with
the SLB, as well as appropriate state and federal agencies, to
develop a proposal for a disposal plan or beneficial use project.
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In response, the department again notes that the section as
written requires coordination with appropriate state and federal
agencies, including the GLO and the SLB and will remain
unchanged.
The GLO requests that §2.45(d)(4) be amended to require
the department to notify the SLB, as well as the governing
bodies of any city or county with jurisdiction over the proposed
project area of a proposed beneficial use project, provide a
description of the project and anticipated benefits, and request
these entities provide an adopted resolution or other official
document if they support the proposed project.
In response, the department agrees that the SLB and govern-
mental bodies other than those listed may have jurisdiction over
a proposed project area, and has revised that section to include
other governmental bodies.
The GLO requests that §2.45(g)(1)(A) be amended to include
as one of the criteria for commission approval of department
participation in a proposed dredged material disposal plan,
that the plan can be accomplished without adversely affecting
ownership or use of PSF land.
In response, the proposed rules state in §2.45(c) that there will
be early coordination with appropriate state and federal agen-
cies to develop a proposal for a disposal plan and in §2.45(d)(3)
state that proposed disposal plans will be reviewed by the GI-
WAC. During both the early coordination process and the GI-
WAC investigation and review process, the GLO will have the
opportunity to determine whether the proposed disposal plan
or beneficial use project adversely impacts ownership or use
of PSF land, and subsequently provide input concerning a pro-
posed project. Additionally, the GLO may also provide input
concerning a proposed disposal plan or beneficial use project
when the Corps conducts its public involvement process in ac-
cordance with the requirements of the Corps’ implementing reg-
ulations for the National Environmental Policy Act. Furthermore,
as previously mentioned, it is anticipated that proposed benefi-
cial use projects will be constructed in such a way as to prevent
any slumping or migration. The section will remain unchanged.
The GLO further requests that §2.45(g)(2)(B) be amended
to require that the commission obtain all required land use
agreements and determine that the proposed plan meet all
of the criteria specified in subparagraph (A) of that paragraph
before authorizing department participation.
In response, as previously noted, under this paragraph, after the
commission approves department participation in a project, the
department will obtain any agreements necessary to implement
the project or ensure they are obtained.
The GLO also requests that §2.45(g)(2)(A), relating to criteria for
commission approval of participation in a beneficial use project,
be amended to require the commission to obtain all required
land use agreements, and that the section specify that funds
must be available for the beneficial use project.
In response, the department reiterates it will ensure any
necessary agreements to implement a project are obtained.
The department does agree it is appropriate to specify that
funds must be available for the beneficial use project. Section
2.45(g)(2)(A) has been revised to include that language.
The GLO also states that the criterion relating to a project
being accomplished with no substantial adverse impact on the
environment, wildlife, or fisheries should include a requirement
that it be accomplished without adverse impact on ownership
or use of PSF land, as determined by the SLB.
For the reasons stated in the department’s response to the
GLO’s comments concerning §2.45(g)(1)(A), the department
disagrees.
The GLO further recommends adding a new §2.45(g)(2)(A)(vi),
to include as a criterion for participation, that if the SLB has
determined the beneficial use project will or may adversely
impact ownership of Permanent School Fund land, the project
is performed pursuant to a land use agreement protecting such
ownership.
In response, the department reiterates that the proposed rules
provide for early coordination with appropriate state and federal
agencies to develop a proposal for a beneficial use project
and provide for review by the GIWAC. During both the early
coordination process and the GIWAC investigation and review
process, the GLO will have the opportunity to determine
whether the proposed beneficial use project adversely impacts
ownership or use of PSF land, and subsequently provide input.
Additionally, all required agreements necessary for department
participation will be obtained. The section will not be revised.
The GLO next states that §2.45(b)(2)(B) should include a
monitoring plan, as they believe that the future of beneficial
use as a dredged material management technique depends
heavily on generating quality data. The GLO recommends that
§2.45(b)(2)(B)(vi) be added as follows: "a post monitoring plan,
designed by a coastal geologist, including an annual report to
the SLB if the beneficial use project is conducted on or adjacent
to PSF land."
The department disagrees. The Coastal Waterway Act, as
amended by Section 3, Chapter 505, Acts of the 74th Legisla-
ture, Regular Session, provides for the commission, through the
department, to enter into an agreement with the Department of
the Army to participate in the cost of a beneficial use project us-
ing material dredged from the GIWW. The department interprets
this to mean participating in the cost of developing or construct-
ing a beneficial use project. The CCC rules describe the use
of dredged material as dredged material disposal and place-
ment. In the department’s opinion, the placement of dredged
material means constructing a beneficial use project, not any
subsequent maintenance or monitoring of a project site.
The GLO next states that the department’s rules place no
categorical cap or percentage limits upon funding of traditional
disposal. However, proposed §2.45(g)(2)(B)(i) and (ii) would
place such limits on funding of beneficial use projects. In
the GLO’s opinion, if a beneficial use project will cost the
department about the same as non-beneficial disposal of the
material, there should be no barrier to full funding. The
GLO states that the rule should provide that the department
will pay all costs, and if a beneficial use project would cost
substantially more than non-beneficial disposal, the rule could
provide that the department pays only in proportion to the
benefits realized from the beneficial use project. In the GLO’s
opinion, this proposal would be consistent with the beneficial
use requirements set forth in the CMP.
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In response, the department notes that under the Transporta-
tion Code, §51.005(a), the commission is authorized to acquire
by gift, purchase, or condemnation any property or interest in
property of any kind or character deemed necessary by the
commission for dredged material disposal sites, referred to here
as traditional disposal. The funded amount for the department’s
upland site acquisitions is a set budget, based upon historical
fair market values of cost/acre and a projected number of acres
to be acquired per biennium and, therefore, is not an unlim-
ited amount. The Coastal Waterway Act allows the commis-
sion, through the department, to enter into agreements with the
Department of the Army to participate in the cost of a project
to beneficially use material dredged from the GIWW. The cap
of $125,000 per beneficial use project, set in §2.45 (g)(2)(B)(i)
of the proposed rules, was also based upon historical infor-
mation provided by the Corps concerning an average benefi-
cial use project size and cost of 25 acres and approximately
$250,000. State dollars can be maximized by utilizing available
federal funds through agreements under the Corps’s existing
federal programs, requiring a fifty percent or less cost-sharing
participation. Cost-sharing arrangements with other entities can
also provide the opportunity for interested parties to participate
in beneficial use projects where the benefits realized are par-
tially funded by the entities realizing the benefits. The cap also
serves to promote better management of program funds by en-
couraging multiple project opportunities within available funds.
However, to further the policy of the state, concerning taking
measures required to resolve identified coastal and transporta-
tion problems when the costs of the project are reasonably pro-
portionate to the benefits that will result, the department has
provided an exception to the cap on financial participation in
§2.45(g)(2)(B)(ii) of the proposed rules. If the commission de-
termines that additional participation will result in extraordinary
environmental or economic benefits or the costs are reasonably
comparable to the costs of providing property to accommodate
upland disposal, the financial cap may be exceeded. The com-
mission will take this policy into consideration when determining
whether to authorize department participation at levels exceed-
ing the cap. The section will not be revised.
The GLO further states that to promote beneficial use, agen-
cies must leave themselves enough flexibility to do what is
best under the circumstances of each individual case. The
GLO notes that §2.45(g)(2)(B)(iv) categorically prohibits the de-
partment from using funds for the operation and maintenance
of beneficial use projects. The GLO believes the use of de-
partment funds for operation and maintenance should be al-
lowed because: the department, for scientific and other rea-
sons, should monitor the effects of its actions; and, it may be
appropriate for some projects, as in cases where the funds
could be a crucial factor in the department’s ability to perform
the project. The GLO also believes that the proposed rule may
prevent necessary post-project monitoring and may create dis-
incentives to beneficial use. Instead of prohibiting department
funding for operation and maintenance, the GLO recommends
that department funds be allowed for this purpose, including
monitoring, subject to a case-by-case analysis and approval,
and recommends that §2.45(g)(2)(B)(iv) be revised as follows:
"department funding may be used for maintenance or opera-
tion, including monitoring, of a beneficial use project if it is de-
termined by the department that the funding is essential to the
performance of the proposed project."
For the reasons stated in the department’s response to the
GLO’s comments concerning §2.45(b)(2)(B), relating to a moni-
toring plan, the department’s cost participation is limited to par-
ticipating in the cost of developing and constructing a beneficial
use project. The section will not be revised.
The GLO next notes that the Texas Coastal Waterway Act re-
quirement that a project "can be accomplished without unjus-
tifiable waste of publicly or privately owned resources" is not
reflected in §2.45(g). Instead, that section provides that the
project must "represent a prudent and justifiable use of publicly
or privately owned resources." The GLO states that if the rule is
intended to reflect the statutory criterion, the statutory language
should be used. If not, the department needs to explain how
and why the rule varies from the statutory criterion.
In response, the department agrees that it is more appropriate
to use the statutory language and has revised the section.
The GLO finally states that with respect to the requirement for
a hearing referenced in Section 2.45(f)(3), use of PSF land
"requires the acquisition of an interest in property" (i.e., a lease
or easement from the GLO or SLB). Therefore, in the GLO’s
opinion, the rule should acknowledge that the department’s use
of PSF land for a project triggers the requirement in the Texas
Coastal Waterway Act for a public hearing.
In response, the department agrees that a beneficial use project
constructed on PSF land will require the acquisition of an
interest in that land. Section 2.45(f)(3) requires a public hearing
under Transportation Code, Chapter 51 if a disposal plan or a
beneficial use project requires the acquisition of an interest in
property. The section will not be revised.
The department has determined that §2.45(g)(2)(A)(v), relating
to the evidence of substantial local support required for commis-
sion approval of department participation in a proposed benefi-
cial use project, is unacceptably vague in relation to which gov-
erning body must provide a resolution or other official document
in support of a project. In order to clarify the department’s inten-
tions in that regard, §2.41 and §2.45 have both been revised.
The sections have been revised to clarify the department’s orig-
inal intent and to ensure that the city or county with jurisdiction
over a project area is in support of a proposed beneficial use
project.
Regarding §2.41, a definition for jurisdiction has been added to
clarify when a city or county has jurisdiction over a project area.
Regarding §2.45, subsection (g)(2)(A)(v) of that section has
been revised to specify that a resolution or other official
document from the governing body of the city or county with
jurisdiction over the project area must be provided. For project
areas involving multiple jurisdictions, the resolution or other
official document must come from the governing body of the
city or county within which the majority of the project area is
located, in consultation with the other involved jurisdictions.
The amendments are adopted under Transportation Code,
§201.101, which provides the Texas Transportation Commis-
sion with the authority to promulgate rules for the conduct of
the work of the Texas Department of Transportation, and Trans-
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portation Code, Chapter 51, which authorizes the commission
to enter into agreements with the Department of the Army to
participate in the cost of projects to beneficially use material
dredged from the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and directs the
commission to adopt rules establishing the eligibility criteria for
proposed beneficial use projects. The amendments are subject
to the Texas Coastal Management Program and must be con-
sistent with all applicable Coastal Management Program poli-
cies.
§2.41. Definitions.
The following words and terms, when used in this subchapter shall
have the following meanings, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise.
Beneficial use project - The productive and positive use of dredged
material as proposed by the United States Army Corps of Engineers.
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway Advisory Committee (GIWAC) - An in-
teragency committee, made of members appointed by the department
to represent state agencies having jurisdiction in the protection of
the state’s natural, historic, and economic resources. The GIWAC is
created for the purpose of advising and assisting the department:
(A) in developing a unified method to address problems
and recommend solutions for the needs of the GIWW, for the
protection of the environment and the state’s natural and historic
resources affected by the waterway, and for the promotion of the
economic welfare of the state’s interest in the GIWW;
(B) in developing proposals for a disposal plan or a
beneficial use project that will address dredged material disposal
involving a segment of the GIWW identified by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers as in need of maintenance dredging; and
(C) on the acquisition of disposal sites in an environmen-
tally sensitive and operationally suitable manner.
Jurisdiction - For purposes of §2.45 of this title (relating to Gulf
Intracoastal Waterway Projects), this term shall mean:
(A) for a city, the area within the incorporated city limits
and a city’s extraterritorial jurisdiction; and
(B) for a county, any area within the boundaries of
that county, excluding incorporated areas and areas within a city’s
extraterritorial jurisdiction.
§2.45. Gulf Intracoastal Waterway Projects.
(a) Non-federal sponsorship. The commission, pursuant to
Transportation Code, Chapter 51, is charged with the responsibility
of administering the state’s nonfederal sponsorship of the Gulf In-
tracoastal Waterway (GIWW), including coordination with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, all other appropriate federal and state agen-
cies, navigation districts and port authorities, counties, and other ap-
propriate persons.
(b) Disposal of dredged material.
(1) Disposal plan. The department may participate in the
development of a disposal plan for dredged material.
(2) Beneficial use project. The department may partici-
pate in the development of a beneficial use project for dredged ma-
terial.
(A) Proposals. The department will accept from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers proposals for beneficial use projects




(iv) parks and recreation;
(v) agriculture, forestry and horticulture;
(vi) strip mine reclamation and solid waste manage-
ment;
(vii) shoreline stabilization and erosion control;
(viii) construction and industrial use;
(ix) material transfer (fill, dikes, levees, parking
lots, roads); and
(x) multiple purposes (the combination of cate-
gories on a single dredging project).
(B) Submittal of proposals. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers shall submit proposals in writing to the executive director
or his or her designee. The proposals shall include:
(i) a description of the proposed beneficial use
project and anticipated benefits;
(ii) a map delineating the location or locations of
the proposed beneficial use project;
(iii) a proposed project schedule including an an-
ticipated completion date;
(iv) a detailed estimate of the project cost, including
an estimate of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ financial contri-
butions to the project; and
(v) a plan addressing the operation and maintenance
of the facility created by or benefitting from the beneficial use project.
(c) Early coordination. Early coordination with appropriate
state and federal agencies will be conducted by the department to
develop a proposal for a disposal plan or a beneficial use project
involving a segment of the GIWW identified by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers as in need of maintenance dredging. Any proposed plan
shall address the dredged material disposal needs of maintaining the
GIWW in Texas. The department is responsible for initiating and
overseeing early coordination.
(d) Investigation of disposal alternatives.
(1) The department will appoint a task force of the
GIWAC to investigate disposal alternatives and beneficial use projects
involving a segment of the GIWW identified by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers as in need of maintenance dredging and evaluate the
environmental and operational suitability of each. The task force
will include representatives from state and federal agencies having
jurisdiction in the protection of the state’s natural, historic, and
economic resources.
(2) The department will lead any field investigations.
The task force agencies will be requested to participate in field
investigations and to provide to the department written evaluations
of the disposal alternatives and beneficial use projects investigated.
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(3) The GIWAC will review the investigations and dis-
cuss with the department any proposed disposal plans or beneficial
use projects.
(4) After review by the GIWAC, the department will
notify the governing bodies of any city or county or any other
governmental body with jurisdiction over a proposed project area
of a proposed beneficial use project. The department will provide the
governing bodies a description of the proposed project and anticipated
benefits and will request that the governing bodies provide an adopted
resolution or other official document if the governing body supports
the proposed project.
(e) Federal coordination.
(1) After review by the GIWAC, the department will re-
quest the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to coordinate the environ-
mental analysis pursuant to 42 United States Code §§4321 et seq.
(2) If the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ environmental
analysis determines a finding of no significant impact for the
proposed disposal plan or beneficial use project, the division will
then review the environmental document and findings. If the division
determines that the proposed disposal plan or beneficial use project
can be accomplished in an environmentally acceptable manner, the
department will then proceed with public involvement.
(f) Public involvement. Public involvement will be accom-
plished primarily through the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ environ-
mental and public involvement procedures; however, the department
will conduct its own public involvement process.
(1) Preliminary involvement.
(A) The department will notify a public or private
landowner of a parcel’s environmental and operational suitability for
the proposed disposal plan or beneficial use project, and offer to
meet with the landowner to answer any questions about the proposed
disposal plan or beneficial use project.
(B) The department will also notify the landowner of
any public meeting or public hearing on the proposed disposal plan
or beneficial use project.
(C) Meetings, as one form of public involvement,
with affected property owners and residents will be held pursuant to
§2.43(b)(2)(A) of this title (relating to Highway Construction Projects
- State Funds), when the proposed disposal plan or beneficial use
project does not involve any adjacent landowners or the landowner
requests a meeting.
(D) Public meetings, as another form of public
involvement may be held pursuant to §2.43(b)(2)(B) of this title
(relating to Highway Construction Projects - State Funds).
(2) Public Meetings. A notice of public meeting will be
advertised through legal notices published once a week for three
successive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation, published in
the county seat of each county in which any such proposed dredged
material disposal plan or beneficial use project is located.
(3) Public Hearings. A public hearing, when required,
will be conducted by the commission pursuant to Transportation
Code, Chapter 51. A hearing is required under Transportation Code,
Chapter 51 if a disposal plan or beneficial use project requires the
acquisition of an interest in property.
(A) Prior to the hearing, the commission shall publish
notice of a public hearing, indicating date, time, and place of such
hearing, at least once a week for three successive weeks in a
newspaper of general circulation published in the county seat of each
county in which any such proposed dredged material disposal plan
or beneficial use project is located.
(B) The commission shall also publish notice of such
hearing in at least one edition of the Texas Register.
(C) The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ environmen-
tal documents and findings will be on display at the public hearing.
(D) Comments, testimony, or evidence shall be given
in person or in writing during the public hearing or may be submitted




(A) After the public hearing and receipt of all
evidence and testimony, the commission will determine whether
such proposed dredged material disposal plan can be accomplished
without unjustifiable waste of publicly or privately owned natural
resources and without permanent substantial adverse impact on the
environment, wildlife, or fisheries.
(B) If the commission determines that the proposed
plan meets the criteria described in subparagraph (A) of this para-
graph, it will authorize the department to proceed with the necessary
actions to accomplish the disposal plan.
(2) Beneficial use projects.
(A) Approval. After any required public involvement,
and receipt of all evidence and testimony, the commission will
approve department participation in a beneficial use project provided
funds are available for the beneficial use project, the applicable
requirements of NEPA have been satisfied by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, and the project:
(i) is proposed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engi-
neers;
(ii) proposes one or more beneficial use activities
having a direct relationship of function or impact to the GIWW;
(iii) can be accomplished without permanent sub-
stantial adverse impact on the environment, wildlife, or fisheries;
(iv) can be accomplished without unjustifiable
waste of publicly or privately owned natural resources;
(v) has substantial local support, as evidenced
through the public involvement process and documentation, includ-
ing, at a minimum, a resolution or other official document from
the governing body of the city or county with jurisdiction over the
project area (for project areas involving multiple jurisdictions, the
governing body of the city or county within which the majority of
the project area is located, in consultation with the other involved
jurisdictions, must provide the resolution or other official document);
(vi) is limited to a logical unit of work and is
capable of being implemented and completed within a reasonable
time as determined by the department; and
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(vii) is consistent with the Texas Coastal Manage-
ment Program.
(B) Financial participation.
(i) Except as provided in clause (ii) of this subpara-
graph, the commission will establish an eligible cost of the proposed
beneficial use project by calculating the total estimated cost of the
project in excess of the established federal standard for dredged ma-
terial disposal. The department’s financial participation in the project
will not exceed 50% of eligible cost (up to a maximum of $125,000
per beneficial use project).
(ii) The commission may authorize participation at
levels exceeding 50% (and/or $125,000) if the commission determines
the additional participation will result in extraordinary environmental
or economic benefits or the costs are reasonably comparable to
the costs of providing property to accommodate traditional upland
disposal.
(iii) If approved under this paragraph the commis-
sion will enter into an agreement with the Department of the Army to
participate in the cost of a project to beneficially use material dredged
from the GIWW.
(iv) Department funding shall not be used for
maintenance or operation of a beneficial use project.
(v) All project expenditures must conform to appli-
cable provisions of state and federal law.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.




Texas Department of Transportation
Effective date: June 23, 1997
Proposal publication date: February 11, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463-8630
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 18. Motor Carriers
Subchapter G. Vehicle Storage Facilities
43 TAC §§18.80-18.82, 18.84, 18.86-18.89, and 18.91-18.93
The Texas Department of Transportation adopts amendments
to §§18.80-18.82, 18.84, 18.86-18.89 and 18.91-18.93, con-
cerning vehicle storage facilities. Section 18.87 and section
18.93 are adopted with changes to the proposed text as pub-
lished in the March 11, 1997, issue of the Texas Register (22
TexReg 2593). Sections 18.80-18.82, 18.84, 18.86, 18.88,
18.91 and 18.92 are adopted without changes and will not be
republished.
Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6687-9a (Vehicle Storage Facil-
ity Act), requires the department to adopt rules establishing
requirements for the licensing of persons to operate vehicle
storage facilities to ensure that licensed storage facilities main-
tain adequate standards for the care of stored vehicles. These
sections are amended to: reorganize for uniformity; provide
greater protection to owners of stored vehicles and ensure cus-
tomer access to information relating to storage facilities; provide
greater protection to licensees, simplify licensee requirements,
decrease licensee paperwork, and facilitate licensee compli-
ance; expedite the department’s auditing and penalty assess-
ment processes; and, provide greater protection for the integrity
of department records.
Section 18.80 is amended to confirm the department’s commit-
ment to provide vehicle storage facility procedures and policies
which protect parties from unfair, unreasonable and deceptive
practices.
Section 18.81 is amended to clarify a vehicle storage facility’s
responsibilities for maintaining a current license issued by the
department and for providing proof regarding the consent status
of a towed vehicle.
Section 18.82 is amended by adding new definitions for "Af-
fidavit of Right of Possession and Control," "immediate fam-
ily," and "main entrance," and also amending the definition of
"preservation."
Section 18.84 is amended to specify that vehicle storage facil-
ity licenses are non-transferrable and non-assignable between
persons or entities, and clarifies when and how license appli-
cations, renewals, fees, and name/address changes must be
submitted.
Section 18.86 is amended to outline responsibilities for filing
proper insurance forms with the department and describe
coverage requirements using conventional insurance industry
terminology.
Section 18.87 is amended to clarify notification requirements
and specify information to be included in customer notifications.
In addition, the proposed amendments will simplify notification
requirements.
Section 18.88 is amended to clarify licensee record retention
requirements, to allow for the consolidation of documents
in order to meet these requirements, and to require that a
licensee maintain records regarding the type of identification
and identification number provided by an individual to whom a
vehicle is released.
Section 18.89 is amended to specify that written complaint
procedure information provided to the customer be legible,
and further specifies that the required complaint procedure
notification sign comply with §18.91(d) of this subchapter.
To protect owners of stored vehicles and expedite the depart-
ment’s audit process, §18.91 is amended to specify that no two
vehicle storage facilities may operate within the same fenced
area. To ensure that customers have access to vital informa-
tion and to facilitate the department’s audit procedures, pro-
posed amendments specify sign requirements.
To protect customers and licensees and ensure that customers
have access to vital information, the proposed amendment to
§18.92 specifies identification requirements for persons claim-
ing stored vehicles, specifies that the licensee must provide the
owner of a stored vehicle the name, address, and telephone
number of the justice of the peace or magistrate from whose
jurisdiction the vehicle was removed, requires licensees to pro-
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vide customers with the facility’s insurance information upon
request, prohibits the use of stored vehicles without the vehicle
owner’s written permission, and differentiates "reasonable stor-
age efforts" from "preservation" efforts.
Section 18.93 is amended to specify when a notification fee may
not be charged, and requires that the written bill for services
explain the exact services performed if the licensee assesses
a preservation fee.
One individual commented that §18.87(a) and §18.93(1)(C)
could be clarified by changing that a towing or vehicle storage
operator is not required to send notice to the vehicle owner if
the vehicle is removed by the owner within 24 hours "after the
date" the operator receives the vehicle to 24 hours "from the
time" the vehicle is received. The department concurs and has
revised those sections to reflect the change.
The amended sections are adopted under Transportation Code,
§201.101, which provides the Texas Transportation Commis-
sion with the authority to establish rules for the conduct of
the work of the Texas Department of Transportation, and more
specifically Texas Civil Statutes, Article 6687-9a (Vehicle Stor-
age Facility Act), which authorizes the department to establish
requirements for the licensing and operation of vehicle storage
facilities.
§18.87. Notifications Regarding Towed Vehicles.
(a) Applicability. If a vehicle is removed by the owner within
24 hours from the time the operator receives the vehicle, notification
as described in subsections (b)-(e) of this section does not apply.
(b) Notification to owners of registered vehicles. Registered
owners of towed vehicles shall be notified in the following manner.
(1) Vehicles registered in Texas. After accepting for
storage a vehicle registered in Texas, the VSF must notify the
vehicle’s last registered owner and all recorded lienholders by
certified/registered mail within five days, but in no event sooner than
within 24 hours of receipt of the vehicle.
(2) Vehicles registered outside of Texas. After accepting
for storage a vehicle registered outside of Texas, or outside of the
United States, the VSF must notify the vehicle’s last registered owner
and all recorded lienholders by certified/ registered mail within 14
days, but in no event sooner than within 24 hours of receipt of the
vehicle. It shall be a defense to an action initiated by the department
for violation of this section that the facility has attempted, in writing,
but been unable to obtain information from the governmental entity
where the vehicle is registered.
(3) Vehicle registrant unknown. If the identity of the last
registered owner cannot be determined, if the registration contains
no address for the owner, or if it is impossible to determine with
reasonable certainty the identity and address of all lienholders, notice
in one publication in one newspaper of general circulation in the area
where the vehicle was towed from is sufficient.
(c) Unclaimed or undeliverable notices. Regardless of place
of vehicle registration, if the certified/registered letter is returned
unclaimed, refused, or moved, left no forwarding address, publication
in a newspaper is not required.
(d) Date of notification. Notification will be considered
to have occurred when the United States Postal Service places its
postmark upon the written notice.
(e) Form of notifications. All notifications shall state:
(1) the full registered name of the VSF where the motor
vehicle is located, its street address and telephone number, and the
hours the vehicle can be released to the vehicle owner;
(2) the daily storage rate, the type and amount of all other
charges assessed, and the statement, "Total storage charges cannot be
computed until vehicle is claimed. The storage charge will accrue
daily until vehicle is released."
(3) the date the vehicle will be transferred from the VSF
and the address to which the vehicle will be transferred, if the operator
will be transferring a vehicle to a second lot due to the vehicle not
being claimed within a certain time period;
(4) the date the vehicle was accepted for storage and from
where, when, and by whom the vehicle was towed;
(5) the VSF number preceded by the words "Texas De-
partment of Transportation Vehicle Storage Facility License Number"
or "TxDOT VSF Lic. No.";
(6) a notice of the towed vehicle owner’s right under
Transportation Code, Chapter 685, to challenge the legality of the
tow involved; and
(7) the name, mailing address, and toll-free telephone
number of the Motor Carrier Division for purposes of directing
questions or complaints.
(f) Non-consent towed vehicle towed from private property.
A VSF accepting a non-consent towed vehicle towed from private
property must report that tow to the local law enforcement agency
from the area where the vehicle was towed. This report must be made
within two hours of receiving the vehicle, giving the vehicle’s license
plate number and issuing notification of state, vehicle identification
number, and location from which it was towed. Facility records must
indicate specifically to whom the stated information was reported and
in what manner, as well as the time and date of the report.
§18.93. Storage Fees/Charges.
The fees outlined in this section have precedence over any conflicting
municipal ordinance or charter provision.
(1) Notification fee.
(A) A VSF operator may not charge an owner more
than $25 for notification under §18.87 of this title (relating to
Notification Regarding Towed Vehicles).
(B) If a vehicle is removed by the owner within 24
hours after the date the operator receives the vehicle, notification
is not required under §18.87 of this title (relating to Notification
Regarding Towed Vehicles).
(C) If a vehicle is removed by the owner before
notification is sent, or within 24 hours from the time the operator
receives the vehicle, a notification fee may not be charged to the
owner by the VSF operator.
(2) Daily storage fee. A VSF operator may not charge
less than $5.00 or more than $15 for each day or part of a day for
storage of a vehicle. A daily storage fee may be charged for a day
regardless of whether the vehicle is stored for 24 hours of the day,
except that a daily storage fee may not be charged for more than one
day if the vehicle remains at the VSF less than 12 hours. For the
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purposes of this paragraph, a day is considered to begin and end at
midnight.
(3) Preservation fee. A VSF operator may charge an
owner no more than $10 for preservation of a stored motor vehicle,
if such preservation is performed in accordance with §18.92(g) of
this title (relating to Technical Requirements). If the VSF operator
charges a fee for preservation, the written bill for services must
specify the exact services performed for that fee and the dates such
services were performed.
(4) Additional fees. A VSF operator may not charge
any additional fees that are similar to notification, preservation, or
administrative fees.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
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Effective date: June 23, 1997
Proposal publication date: March 11, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463-8630
♦ ♦ ♦
Chapter 22. Use of State Property
Subchapter B. Use of State Highway Right-of-
Way
43 TAC §22.11, §22.16
The Texas Department of Transportation adopts an amendment
to §22.11, concerning Definitions, and new §22.16, concerning
Memorial Markers, without changes to the proposed text as
published in the March 11, 1997, issue of the Texas Register
(22 TexReg 2599) and will not be republished.
Transportation Code, §201.103, requires the commission to
plan and make policies for the location, construction, and
maintenance of a comprehensive system of state highways and
public roads. Transportation Code, §203.002, empowers the
commission to construct, maintain, and operate a modern state
highway system. Pursuant to that authority, the commission has
adopted rules governing certain private uses of state highway
right-of-way which serve a public purpose and are consistent
with the safety and convenience of the traveling public. The
Department of Public Safety is charged by statute with policing
the state highway system and administering state laws relating
to traffic and safety on the public roads. Pursuant to that
responsibility, a number of Department of Public Safety troopers
have lost their lives in the line of duty. The commission
determines it to be in the public interest to allow the placement,
along state highway right-of-way, of privately funded memorials
honoring Department of Public Safety troopers killed in the line
of duty.
Section 22.11 is amended to provide definitions relating to
Department of Public Safety memorials.
New §22.16 describes who may erect memorials; provisions
and terms of the agreement; details of filing a request with
the department; the department’s action in responding to a
request; appeal of a decision; specifications of the memorial;
and location, installation, and termination of an agreement.
No comments were received on the proposed amendments.
The amended and new sections are adopted under Transporta-
tion Code, §201.101, which provides the Texas Transporta-
tion Commission with the authority to promulgate rules for the
conduct of the work of the Texas Department of Transporta-
tion; Transportation Code, §201.103, which requires the Texas
Transportation Commission to plan and make policies for the
location, construction, and maintenance of a comprehensive
system of state highways and public roads; and Transporta-
tion Code, §203.002, which empowers the Texas Transporta-
tion Commission to lay out, construct, maintain, and operate a
modern state highway system.
This agency hereby certifies that the adoption has been re-
viewed by legal counsel and found to be a valid exercise of the
agency’s legal authority.
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Proposal publication date: March 11, 1997
For further information, please call: (512) 463-8630
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Agencies with statewide jurisdiction must give at least seven days notice before an impending meeting.
Institutions of higher education or political subdivisions covering all or part of four or more counties
(regional agencies) must post notice at least 72 hours before a scheduled m eting time. Some notices may be
received too late to be published before the meeting is held, but all notices are published in the Texas
Register.
Emergency meetings and agendas. Any of the governmental entities listed above must have notice of an
emergency meeting, an emergency revision to an agenda, and the reason for such emergency posted for at
least two hours before the meeting is convened. All emergency meeting notices filed by governmental
agencies will be published.
Posting of open meeting notices. All notices are posted on the bulletin board at the main office of the
Secretary of State in lobby of the James Earl Rudder Building, 1019 Brazos, Austin. These notices may
contain a more detailed agenda than what is published in the Texas Register.
Meeting Accessibility. Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, an individual with a disability must have
an equal opportunity for effective communication and participation in public meetings. Upon request,
agencies must provide auxiliary aids and services, such as interpreters for the deaf and hearing impaired,
readers, large print or braille documents. In determining type of auxiliary aid or service, agencies must give
primary consideration to the individual's request. Those requesting auxiliary aids or services should notify the
contact person listed on the meeting summary several days prior to the meeting by mail, telephone, or
RELAY Texas (1-800-735-2989).
State Office of Administrative Hearings
Monday, June 16, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




A Prehearing Conference is scheduled for the above date and time
in SOAH DOCKET Number 473–97–1114–Application of U.S.
METROLINE SERVICES, INC. For a Service Provider Certificate
of Operating Authority (PUC Docket Number 17349).
Contact: William G. Newchurch, 300 West 15th Street, Suite 502,
Austin, Texas 78701–1649, (512) 936–0728.
Filed: June 4, 1997, 9:13 a.m.
TRD-9707205
♦ ♦ ♦
Tuesday, October 21, 1997, 10:00 a.m.




A Hearing on the Merits is scheduled for the above date and time
in SOAH DOCKET Number 473–97–1035–Application of NRPT
COMMUNICATIONS, INC. for a Certificate of Convenience and
Necessity to Provide Telecommunications Service within Crawford,
Forsan, Trent, and Willow City Exchanges and Application of
Crawford Telephone Company for a Certificate of Convenience
and Necessity to Provide Telecommunications Service within the
Crawford Exchange (PUC Docket Number 15367).
Contact: William G. Newchurch, 300 West 15th Street, Suite 502,
Austin, Texas 78701–1649, (512) 936–0728.
Filed: June 4, 1997, 9:13 a.m.
TRD-9707206
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Thursday, June 12, 1997, 9:00 a.m.





Call to order; approval of April 17, 1997 minutes; chairman’s
repoert; executive director’s report; public comment; information
items; National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) video and Web
page; Information items: Sunset Update, budget, strategic plan, and
prevention update; action items/information item: agreed orders in
the matter of Kelly Taylor Beck and Paula J. Heller, proposals for
decision and final orders in the matter of Edmond “Tracy” Maxon,
III, Kris A. Stoll, Davie J. Channault, and Fred L. Mitchell, Jr. and
report on Harry Boswell; action item: Regional Advisory Consortium
(RAC) by-laws; action items: proposal for new §§144.1, 144.11,
144.21.144.101–107, 144.121–14.124, 144.131–144.133, 144.141,
144.142, 144.201, 144.202, 144.211–144.216, 144.311–144.313,
144.321–144.325, 144.401, 144.411–144.415, 144.431–144.435,
144.441–144–448, 144.501,144.511, 144.512, 144.521–144.525,
144.531–144.533, 144.541–144.544, 144.551–144.554, 148.3,
148.119, 148.148, 148.236, 148.331, and 148.332, proposed
amendments to §§148.1, 148.2, 148.21–148.27, 148.61, 148.71–
148.73, 148.111, 148.113–148.117, 148.143, 148.147, 148.161,
148.171, 148.181–148.183, 148.185, 148.202, 148.2119144.214,
148.231–148–235, 148.261, 148.262, 148.267, 148.281–148.283,
148.291, 148.301, 148.303, 148.304, 148.322, and 148.323, and
proposed repeal of §§144.1, 144.11, 144.21–144.29, 144.31–144.34,
144.41–144.44, 144.51,-144.54, 144.61–144.65, 144.71–144.74,
144.211–144.215, 144.221–144.227, 144.231–144.233, 144.235–
144.239, 144.241–144.245, 144.251–144.256, 144.261–144.265,
144.271, 144.281–144.283, 144.301, 144.311–144.316, 144.321,
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144.322, 144.333, 144.341–144.346, 144.351, 144.352, 144.355,
144.356, 144.361, 144.401, 144.411–144.427, 144.431–144.435,
144.441–144.444, 144.451, 144.452, 144.511, 144512, 144.521–
144.531, 144.611–144.615, 144.621–144.624, 144.631–144.633,
144.711–144.714, 144.721–144.727, 144.731, 144.732, 148.3,
148.75, 148.131, 148.132, 148.325 and 148.372; adjourn.
Contact: Terry F. Bleier, 9001 North IH35, Suite 105, Austin, Texas
78753–5233, (512) 349–6602.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 2:41 p.m.
TRD-9707126
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Boll Weevil Eradication




Call to Order. Opening Remarks and Introductions. Summary of
Legislation. Swearing in of Board. Election of Officers. Discussion
and Action on: surety bonds; insurance; financial reports; APHIS
funds; initiation of eradication activities in statutorily activated zones
including approval of notices, budgets, assessment rates, and debt ap-
portioning for counties in South Texas/Wintergarden zone; adminis-
trative office budget; appointment of committees and subcommittees;
proposal by Plains cotton Growers to implement eradication activities
in Southern High Plains/Caprock zone, referenda to be conducted in
Southern High Plains-Caprock, South Texas Wintergarden, Southern
Rolling Plains and Rolling Plains Central zones; and approval of TB-
WEF procurement plan. Discussion of collection issues. Reports and
program update. Other business.
REASON FOR AGENDA: Urgent public necessity to continue
the activities of the Texas Boll Weevil Eradication Foundation in
accordance with SB 1814, 75th Regular Legislative Session, 1997,
which was signed into law on May 30, 1997.
Contact: Katie Dickie, P.O. Box 12847, Austin, Texas 78711, (512)
463–7593.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 4:10 p.m.
TRD-9707136
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Bond Review Board
Tuesday, June 10, 1997, 10:00 a.m.




I. Call to Order
II. Approval of Minutes
III. Consideration of Proposed Issues
A. Texas Department of Housing and Community Affairs-
Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds, 1997 Series A
Single Family Mortgage Revenue Refunding Bonds, 1997 Series B
Taxable Single Family Mortgage Revenue Bonds, 1997 Series C
B. Texas State Affordable Housing Corporation — mortgage servic-
ing line of credit
IV. Other Business
V. Adjourn
Contact: Albert L. Bacarisse, 300 West 15th Street, Suite 409, Austin,
Texas 78701, (512) 463–1741.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 2:02 p.m.
TRD-9707124
♦ ♦ ♦
Children’s Trust Fund of Texas Council
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 8:30 a.m.
8929 Shoal Creek Boulevard, Suite 200
Austin
AGENDA:
Call to Order, approve April 11, 1997 minutes
Discuss and take action:
• On the Subjects of the riders imposed on the CTF Appropriation
for FY 1998–1999.
• Healthy Families San Angelo request for funding
• Greater Houston Collaboration for Children Partnership
• Executive Director’s Compensation
Discuss and take possible action:
• Family PRIDE regional support structure
• Child Abuse and Youth Sports, A Comprehensive Risk Management







Set next board meeting date
Adjourn
Contact: Sarah Winkler, 8929 Shoal Creek Boulevard, Suite 200,
Austin, Texas 78757–6854, (512) 458–1281.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 4:24 p.m.
TRD-9707195
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Commerce
Tuesday, June 17, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
1700 North Congress Avenue, Third Floor, Room 300A
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Austin
Texas Manufacturing Institute Board
AGENDA:
10:00 a.m. Call to Order
Action Item: 10:05 a.m. — Adoption of Minutes from meeting of
February 6, 1997
Information Items
10:10 a.m.- Director’s Report
10:40 a.m.- TMI Transition Report
11:40 a.m.- Nominating committee Report
12:00 noon- Adjourn
Contact: Lena Chiu, 1700 North Congress, Austin, Texas 78701,
(512) 936–0234.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 8:10 a.m.
TRD-9707142
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Criminal Justice
Thursday, June 12, 1997, 9:30 a.m.




I. Tour of Human Resources and Staff Development Headquarters
II. Tour of Equal Employment Opportunity Headquarters
III. Tour Selected Unit Facilities
Persons with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and who
need auxiliary aids or services as interpreters for persons who are
deaf or hearing impaired, readers. large print or Braille, are required
to contact the agency prior to the meeting so that appropriate
arrangements can be made.
Contact: Meredith Johnson, P.O. Box 13084, Austin, Texas 78711,
(512) 475–3250.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 12:57 p.m.
TRD-9707118
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Education Agency (TEA)
Tuesday, June 17, 1997, 1:30 p.m.





This is a regular meeting of the Texas Ed-Flex Committee. The
agenda is as follows: (1) call to order; (2) approval of minutes; (3)
recommendations on specific district and campus waiver requests;
(4) discussion of evaluation of Ed-Flex; (5) discussion of waivers
applicable to the state education agency; (6) schedule of meetings for
1997–1998 school year; (7) status report on Ed-Flex activities; and
(8) adjourn.
Contact: Madeleine Draeger Manigold, 1701 North Congress Avenue,
Austin, Texas 78701, (512) 463–9077.
Filed: June 4, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
TRD-9707218
♦ ♦ ♦
Advisory Commission on State Emergency Com-
munications
Thursday, June 12, 1997, 1:00 p.m.
333 Guadalupe Street, Tower I, Room 1264
Austin
Poison Center Coordinating Committee
AGENDA:
The Committee will Call the Meeting to Order and Recognize Guests;
Hear Public Comment; Hear Reports; Discuss and take Committee
Action, as Necessary: Approval of the December 5, 1997 and
March 6, 1997 Meeting Minutes; Roundtable; Subcommittee Reports:
A. Report of the Subcommittee on Operations, B. Report of the
Subcommittee on Education, C. Report of the Medical Directors
Subcommittee, D. Report of the Research Subcommittee; FY’98
Grants/Contracts; Outside Funding for Public Education Materials;
TPCN Conference: 1997, 1998; Training Conference Review; Other
Business; Set Next Meeting Date. Adjourn.
Persons requesting interpreter services for the hearing and speech-
impaired should contact Velia Williams at (512) 305–6933 at least
two working days prior to the meeting.
Contact: Velia Williams, ACSEC, 333 Guadalupe Street, Austin,
Texas 78701, (512) 305–6933.
Filed: June 4, 1997, 10:13 a.m.
TRD-9707220
♦ ♦ ♦
Employees Retirement System of Texas
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 9:00 a.m.
ERS Auditorium-ERS Building 18th and Brazos
Austin
ERS Board of Trustees
AGENDA:
Finalist Presentations for Active Value Equity Portfolio Advisor
Services; Finalist Presentations for Active Core Fixed Income
Portfolio Advisor Services; Discussion of Fixed Income Strategy;
Adjournment.
Contact: William S. Nail, 18th and Brazos, Austin, Texas 78701, (512)
867–3336.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 1:47 p.m.
TRD-9707121
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♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 1:00 p.m.
ERS Auditorium-ERS Building 18th and Brazos
Austin
ERS Board of Trustees Audit Committee
AGENDA:
Discussion on Control Self-assessment Audit Format; Discussion
on Audit Report Presentation and Distribution to Audit Committee;
Future Meeting Date: Adjourn.
Contact: William S. Nail, 18th and Brazos, Austin, Texas 78701, (512)
867–3336.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 1:48 p.m.
TRD-9707122
♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 1:30 p.m.
ERS Auditorium-ERS Building 18th and Brazos
Austin
ERS Board of Trustees
AGENDA:
Review and Approval of the Minutes to April 17, 1997 board
of Trustees Meeting; Selection of Active Value Equity Portfolio
Advisor; Selection of Active Core Fixed Income Portfolio Advisor
and Determination of Fixed Income Strategy; Proposed Amendment
to Fiscal Year 1997 Operating Budget for Investment Advisory
Contracts; Claims Administrator Selection for Flexible Benefits
(Cafeteria Plan) Program; Executive Director’s Report; Appeals of
Contested Cases; Next Date of ERS Board of Trustees Meeting;
Adjourn.
Contact: William S. Nail, 18th and Brazos, Austin, Texas 78701, (512)
867–3336.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 1:48 p.m.
TRD-9707123
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Health (TDH)
Saturday, June 14, 1997, 11:00 a.m.
7800 Airport Boulevard, William P. Hobby Airport, Cloud Room,
Main Lobby (Adjacent to the Visitor’s Information Booth)
Houston
Texas Board of Health Search Firm Committee
AGENDA:
The committee will discuss and possibly act on: executive session to
review candidates for the position of the Commissioner of Health.
To request an accommodation under the ADA, please contact
Suzzanna Currier, ADA Coordinator in the Office of Civil Rights
at (512) 458–7627 or TDD at (5120 458–7708 at least two days prior
to the meeting.
Contact: Kris Lloyd, 1100 West 49th Street, Austin, Texas 78756,
(512) 458–7484.
Filed: June 4, 1997, 10:02 a.m.
TRD-9707216
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 10:00 a.m.





Discussion of the following projects: University of Houston-Victoria-
Purchase 4 tracts of land with improvements on the Victoria College
campus; University of Houston — Reapprove Music Building; Capi-
tal Renewal/Deferred Maintenance for Fiscal 1998; and Communica-
tion Disorders/Psychology Building (First Reading); The University
of Texas Health Science Center-Houston — Indoor Air Quality Up-
grades (Committee); The University of Texas at Austin — College of
Business Administration Building renovations; (Committee) and An-
imal Resources Center HVAC System renovations (Committee); and
The University of Texas at Dallas-McDermott Library renovations.
Contact: Don Brown, P.O. Box 12788, Capitol Station; Austin, Texas
78711, (512) 483–6101.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 1:42 p.m.
TRD-9707120
♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 10:00 a.m.





Discussion of the following projects: Lamar University-Orange-
Purchase of two lots (Committee).
Contact: Don Brown, P.O. Box 12788, Capitol Station; Austin, Texas
78711, (512) 483–6101.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 2:04 p.m.
TRD-9707183
♦ ♦ ♦
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 1:15 p.m.
University of Houston, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, LeMaistre




Discussion of the following projects: The University of Texas M.D.
Anderson Cancer Center, Combined Backfill renovations- Phases I
and II; Bone Marrow Transplant/Good Manufacturing Lab Practices;
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The University of Texas at Austin — Reapprove Track and Field/
Soccer Stadium and Parking Facility; and The University of Texas
Health Science Center-San Antonio- New Research Building in Texas
Research Park.
Contact: Don Brown, P.O. Box 12788, Capitol Station; Austin, Texas
78711, (512) 483–6101.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 1:42 p.m.
TRD-9707119
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Life, Accident, Health and Hospital Ser-
vice Insurance Guaranty Association
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 9:30 a.m.




Consideration and possible action on: 1) Approval of minutes; 2)
1997 Assessment; 3) Various assessment issues; and 4) Next meeting.
Contact: C.S. LaShelle, 301 Congress, #500, Austin, Texas 78701,
(512) 476–5101.




Monday, June 9, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




According to the agenda summary, the Texas Lottery Commission
will call the meeting to order; approval of minutes of the march
17, 1997, March 18, 1997, May 9, 1997, May 20–21, 1997
Commission meetings; consideration of and possible action on Travis
county District Attorney’s Office contract; Commission may meet in
Executive Session; return to open session for further deliberation
and possible action on any matter discussed in Executive Session;
return to open session for further deliberation and possible action
on any matter discussed in Executive Session; report by Bingo
Advisory Committee chair and possible discussion and/or action on
Bingo Advisory Committee activities; consideration of and possible
action, inclduing emergency rulemaking and/or proposed rulemaking,
on a rule or rules relating to the distribution of bingo proceeds for
charitable purposes; status report, possible discussion, and possible
action on the RFP for lottery operator consultant; status report,
possible discussion, and possible action on the RFP for audit servcies
to audit the lottery operator; status report, possible discussion, and
possible action on the RFP for the lottery operator; report and
possible action, including implementation, on proposed legisltion;
consideration of the status and possible entry of an order in any
contested case if a proposal for decision has been received from the
assitgtned administrative law judge and the time period has lapsed for
the filing of exceptions and replies; report by the Acting Executive
Director and possible discussion and/or action, and adjourn.
For ADA assistance, call Michelle Guerrrero at (512) 344–5113 at
least two days prior to meeting.
Contact: Michelle Guerrero, P.O. Box 16630, Austin, Texas 78761–
6630. (512) 344–5113.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 4:02 p.m.
TRD-9707134
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commis-
sion
Wednesday, June 11, 1997, 8:30 a.m.




The Commission will consider approving the following matters on
the attached agenda: Rules; Executive Session; the Commission
will consider items previously posted for open meeting and at such
meeting verbally postponed or continued to this date. With regard
to any item, the Commission may take various actions, including but
not limited to rescheduling an item in its entirety or for particular
action at a future date or time.
Contact: Doug Kitts, 12100 Park 35 Circle, Austin, Texas 78753,
(512) 239–3317.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 2:11 p.m.
TRD-9707186
♦ ♦ ♦
Friday, June 13, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
12015 Park 35 Circle, Building F, Room 2210
Austin
Municipal Solid Waste Management and Resource Recovery Advi-
sory Council
AGENDA:
The meeting will open with introductions, approval of the February
28, 1997 meeting highlights and discussion of resignations on the
council. The morning agenda will continue with an update on the
M.S.W. Operator Certification Program, legislative update, Municipal
Solid Waste Division Director’s report, Financial Assurance/Pay-in-
Trust presentation and public comments.
The afternoon agenda will include the Waste Planning and Assess-
ment Division Director’s report, Pollution Prevention and Recycling
Division Director’s report, an update on the Waste Tire Program and
public comments.
Contact: Gary W. Trim, P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711–3087,
(512) 239–6717.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 4:04 p.m.
TRD-9707177
♦ ♦ ♦
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Wednesday, August 6, 1997, 9:30 a.m.




Docket Number 97–0257–DIS. Petition by Champions Glen, L.P. for
creation of HARRIS COUNTY MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT
Number 367, filed under Article XVI, §59 of the Texas Constitution,
Chapters 49 and 54 of the Texas Water Code, 30 Texas Administra-
tive Code, Chapter 293, on the procedural rules of the Commission.
The proposed District would contain approximately 377.9410 acres
of land in Harris County, Texas, approximately 22 miles northwest of
downtown Houston and approximately 1.5 miles east of State High-
way 249, and would be bounded on the south by Spring-Cypress
road, on the west by a railroad fee strip, and on the north by a pro-
posed collector street and lake. Access to the proposed district (which
will be developed primarily as a single-family community with some
recreational, commercial, and unrestricted reserves) will be provided
by Sping-Cypress road. All of the area within the proposed District
lies entirely within the corporate limits or extra-territorial jurisdiction
of any other city.
Contact: Water Utilities District Administration Section, Mail Code 152,
P.O. Box 13087, Austin, Texas 78711–3087, (512) 239–6161.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 4:37 p.m.
TRD-9707197
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Board of Physical Therapy Examiners
Friday, June 13, 1997, 10:00 a.m.




II. Approval of Minutes of March 25, 1997 board meeting
III. Election of board officers/committee appointments
IV. Appointment of representatives to the Executive Council of Phys-
ical Therapy and Occupational Therapy Examiners
V. Committee Reports
A. Investigation Committee
1. Review and possible action on Agreed Order numbers 97051,
97072, 97123, 97087, 96159, 97041, 97097, 97053, 97131, 97133
2. Discussion of general investigation activities
3. Discussion of April 12, 1997 and May 3, 1997 Committee
Meetings
B. Education Committees
1. Discussion of May 13, 1997 Committee Meeting
2. Review and possible action on proposed revision of §329.1
regarding applications
3. Review and possible action on proposed revision of §329.5,
regarding foreign trained applicants
4. Review and possible action on proposed revision of §343.3,
referral requirements
5. Review and possible action on proposed revision of §329.3
regarding temporary licenses (PTA)
C. Applications Review Committee
1. Discussion of April 4, 1997 Committee Meeting
VI. PT Coordinator’s Report
VII. Executive Director’s Report
VIII. Presiding Officer’s Report
IX. Act on executive session item as required in open session
X. Adjourn
Contact: Gerard Swain, 333 Guadalupe, Suite 2–510, Austin, Texas
78704, (512) 305–6900.
Filed: June 2, 1997, 4:41 p.m.
TRD-9707140
♦ ♦ ♦
Structural Pest Control Board
Tuesday, June 10, 1997, 9:00 a.m.





I. Approval of Board Minutes of March 6, 1997
II. Public Comment and Public Hearing on §595.6, Pest Control Sign;
§595.7, Consumer Information Sheet; §595.8, Responsibilities of Un-
licensed Persons for Posting and Notification; §595.14, Reduced Im-
pact Pest Control Service; and 599.4, Termite Treatment Disclosure
Documents
III. Consider for Adoption §595.6, Pest Control Sign
IV. Consider for Adoption §595.7, Consumer Information
V. Consider for Adoption §595.8, Responsibilities of Unlicensed
Persons for Posting and Notification
VI. Consider for Adoption §595.14, Reduced Impact Pest Control
Service
VII. Consider for Adoption §599.4, Termite Treatment Disclosure
Documents
VIII. Consider Proposal for Decision on Docket Number 472–97–
0382, Ernesto Marinelarena DBA Ernest Pest Control
IX. Report on Termite Baits from Termite Task Force Working Group
X. Discussion of Possible Amendments to Continuing Education
Regarding CEU Self-Study
XI. Review Agreed Administrative Penalties and Consent Agreements
XII. Consider Approval of Customer Service Standards Policy
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XIII. Executive Director’s Report
XIV. Board Meeting Set for August 12, 1997
Contact: Benny Mathis, 1106 Clayton Lane, Austin, Texas 78723,
(512) 451–7200.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 11:13 a.m.
TRD-9707172
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas On-Site Wastewater Treatment Research
Council
Thursday, June 12, 1997, 10:00 a.m.




The Council will act on the minutes of the previous meeting. The
Chairman and the Executive Secretary will provide their reports
followed by discussion and possible action on the draft budget
proposal for FY98. Public comments will be welcomed as the next
items on the agenda. Mr. Glendon Eppler of the TNRCC’s Office
of administrative Services will provide a presentation on grants and
contracts procedures. Notification of Interested Parties will be the
topic of the report from the Request For Proposal (RFP) Committee.
Other items on the agenda will include: discussion and possible
action on: the draft RFP for consulting services for a comparative
study requested by Representative Tracy King; funding for NOWRA
meeting items; a conference planner for the 1998 Annual Conference;
the setting of Council priorities and goals; the adjustment to the
contract with the Texas Water Resource Institute’s request to transfer
funds within the contract to purchase a printer. The scheduling of
future meetings will end the meeting.
Contact: Annette Maddern, TNRCC, MC 178, P.O. Box 13087, Austin,
Texas 78711–3087, (512) 239–5304.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 1:59 p.m.
TRD-9707179
♦ ♦ ♦
The Texas A&M University System
Wednesday, June 18, 1997, 9:15 a.m.





The purpose of this meeting is to discuss the approach to take with
the newly formed committee.
Contact: Vickie Burt, The Texas A&M University System, College Sta-
tion, Texas 77843, (409) 845–9600.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 10:34 a.m.
TRD-9707163
♦ ♦ ♦
The University of Texas System
Monday, June 9, 1997, 9:30 a.m.
Ashbel Smith Hall, 9th Floor, 201 West Seventh Street
Austin
Board of Regents’ Health Affairs Committee
AGENDA:
The Health Affairs committee will meet in Open Session to review
and consider the development and impact of Managed Care Programs
on the missions of the University of Texas System health components
and in Executive Session for consultation with attorneys regarding
contemplated litigation related to Physicians at Teaching Hospitals
and federal audit programs.
Contact: Arthur H. Dilly, 201 West Seventh Street, Austin, Texas
78701–2981, (512) 499–4402.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 1:21 p.m.
TRD-9707178
♦ ♦ ♦
Board of Vocational Nurse Examiners
Monday-Tuesday, June 9–10, 1997, 9:00 a.m.




IX. New Business: C. Rule Changes
3. Rule 235.48 — Reactivation of a License
4. Rule 237.19 — Relicensure Process
REASON FOR EMERGENCY: Discovered inconsistency in rules.
Need to amend prior to printing of New Rules and Regulations
Manual.
Contact: Marjorie A. Bronk, 333 Guadalupe, Suite 3–400, Austin,
Texas 78701, (512) 305–8100.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 4:44 p.m.
TRD-9707199
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Council on Workforce and Economic
Competitiveness
Thursday, June 12, 1997, 8:30 a.m.
Joe C. Thompson Conference Center, Room 2–120, 26th Street and
Red River
Austin
Apprenticeship and Training Advisory Committee
AGENDA:
8:30 a.m.- Call to Order, Welcome, Announcements, Public Com-
ment, Approval of Minutes of February 19, 1997; 8:45 a.m.- Leg-
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islative Updates: State and Federal; 9:15 a.ml.- Discussion Top-
ics: Update on Texas Workforce Commission Apprenticeship Train-
ing Program; Discusison on FY98 Apprenticeship Training Program
Guidelines; 10:00 a.m.- Greak; 10:30 a.m.- Action Item: “Utilize
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) FUnds for TANF
Recipients in Apprenticeship Training;’, 11:15 a.m.- Closing Com-
ments, Set time for future meeting; 12 )Noon- Adjourn.
Notice: Persons with disabilities qho plan to attend this meeting and
who may need auxiliary aids or services should contact Val Blaschke,
(512) 936–8103, (or Relay Texas 800–735–2988), at least two days
prior to meeting to that appropriate arrangements can be made.
Contact: Val Blaschke, TCWEC, P.O. Box 2241, Austin, Texas 78768,
(512) 936–8103.
Filed: June 3, 1997, 11:12 a.m.
TRD-9707171
♦ ♦ ♦
Thursday- Friday, June 12–13, 1997, 1:00 p.m. and 8:30
a.m. respectively





The items not addressed on June 12 will be addressed on June 13.
Thursday, June 12, 1997 — Call to Order, Announcements, Public
comment, Approval of Minutes, Executive Director’s Report: “State
of the Texas Workforce System”, Legislative Appropriation Report,
Update on Texas Skill Standards board; Exeutive Committee Report:
Action Item- Ratification of March 13, 1997, Executive Committee
Approval of the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) Between the
Texas Workforce Commission and the Texas Council on Workforce
and Economic Competitiveness on Performance and Evaluation; Ac-
tion Item- Ratification of April 17, 1997, Executive Committee Ap-
proval of the North Central Texas Workforce Development Board
Plan, Action Item- Ratification of April 17, 1997, Executive Com-
mittee Approval of the following PY 97 JTPA Policies and Plans:
Approval of the Section 123 (8%) Policy; Approval of the Older
Individuals Policy; Approval of the Title IIB Summer Youth Em-
ployment and Training Program (SYETP) Plans for DService Deliv-
ery Areas (SDAs); Action Item- Ratification of Program Policy and
Oversight Committee Action on the Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) Regarding the Workforce Juvenile Justice system Between
the Texas Youth Commission, the Texas Workforce Commission and
the Texas council on Workforce and Economic Competitiveness; Ac-
tion Item- Ratification of May 22, 1997, Executive Committee Ap-
proval on the following Items: Texas Work-Flex Proposal; south
Plains Local Workforce Development Plan; Action Item: considera-
tion of Possible Action Regarding Recommendations to the Gover-
nor on Strategic and Operational Plans Submitted by Local Workforce
Devlopment Boards; Action/Briefing Item: Consideration of Possible
Action on Issuance of Council Waivers for Local Workforce Boards
to Operate as Policy Boards and Operational Entities; Action Item:
JTPA PY 96–97 Plan Midification/Employement Services PY Con-
solidated State Plan (Governor’s Coordination and Special Services
Plan); Action Item: Consideration of Approval of the Local PY 97
JTPA Plan Modifications for Title IIA Adult, Title IIC Youth and Ti-
tle III Disclocated Worker Program; Action Item: Consideration of
Approval of the JTPA Title III Governor’s Reserve Fund Policy; Ac-
tion Item: Consideration of Approval of the Incentive/Performance
Standards Policy; Briefing Item: Report on the Apprenticeship and
Training Advisory Committee; Action Item: Consideration of Ap-
proval of the Proposal to “Utilize Temporary Assistance for Needy
Families (TANF) FUnds for TANF Receipients in Apprenticeship
Training;” Briefing Item: Report on the Technical Advisory Com-
mittee on Adult Literacy; Action Item: Consideration of Approval
of a Plan for A coordinated Adult Literacy Component Within the
Texas Workforce System; Action Item: Consideration of Approval
of the Welfare-to-Work Strategy for State Agencies; Briefing Item:
Update on the Development of Performance Targets for the Work-
force System; Action Item: Governor’s Colonias Initiative; Briefing
Item: Federal Legislative Update; Briefing Item: State Legislative
Update; 12 Noon- Adjourn.
Notice: Persons with disabilities who plan to attend this meeting and
who may need auxiliary aids or services should contact Val Blaschke,
(512) 936–8103, (or Relay Texas 800–735–2988), at least two days
prior to meeting to that appropriate arrangements can be made.
Contact: Val Blaschke, TCWEC, P.O. Box 2241, Austin, Texas 78768,
(512) 936–8103.




Meetings filed June 2, 1997
Austin Travis County MHMR Center, Public Relations Committee,
will meet at 1430 Collier Street, Board Room, Austin, June 12, 1997
at Noon. Information may be obtained from Sharon Taylor, 1430
Collier Street, Austin, Texas 78704, (512) 440–4031, TRD-9707115.
Deep East Texas Council of Governments, Board of Directors and
Grants Application Review Committee Meeting, will meet at 200
North Fredonia Street, The Fredonia Hotel, Nacogdoches, June 26,
1997 at Noon. Information may be obtained from Walter G. Diggles,
274 East Lamar Street, Jasper, Texas 75951, (409) 384–5704. TRD-
9707113.
District Judges’ Meeting, 36th, 156th and 343rd District Courts,
met at 400 West Sinton Street, Sinton, June 6, 1997, 10:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Joel B. Johnson. P.O. Box 1568,
Beeville, Texas 78104, (512) 364–3258. TRD-9707117.
Gregg Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, met at 1333 East
Harrison Road, Longview, June 6, 1997 at 8:30 a.m. Information
may be obtained from Marvin F. Hahn, Jr., 1333 East Harrison Road,
Longview, Texas 75604–5537, (903) 238–8823. TRD-9707135.
Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council, Hidalgo County
Metropolitan Planning Organization, met at TxDOT District Office,
600 West Expressway, U.S. 83, Pharr, June 5, 1997 at 7:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Edward L. Molitor, 311 North
15th Street, McAllen, Texas 78501–4705, (210) 682–3481. TRD-
9707138.
Tri County Special Utility District (SUD), Board of Directors, met at
Highway Seven East, Marlin, June 9, 1997 at 7:30 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Patsy Booher, P.O. Box 976, Marlin, Texas
76661, (817) 803–3553. TRD-9707133.
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Meetings filed June 3, 1997
Bexar- Medina- Atascosa Counties Water Control and Improvement
District One, Board of Directors, met at 226 Highway 132, Natalia,
June 9, 1997, at 8:30 a.m. Information may be obtained from John
W. Ward, P.O. Box 170, Natalia, Texas 78059, (210) 665–2132.
TRD-9707191.
Canyon Regional Water Authority, Regular Board Meeting, met
at Guadalupe Fire Training Facility, 320 Fire Field Road, New
Braunfels, June 9, 1997 at 7:00 p.m. Information may be obtained
from Gloria Kaufman, 850 Lakeside Pass, New Braunfels, Texas
78130–8233, (210) 609–0543. TRD-9707182.
Capital Area Planning Council, Executive Committee, will meet at
3401 South IH35, Austin, Texas 78704, June 11, 1997 at 10:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Betty Voights, 2512 IH35 South,
Suite 220, Austin, Texas 78704, (512) 443–7653. TRD-9707144.
Colorado County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, will meet at
400 Spring Street, Grand Jury Room, Columbus, June 10, 1997 at
1:30 p.m. Information may be obtained from Billy Youens, P.O. Box
10, Columbus, Texas 78934, (409) 732–8222. TRD-9707145.
Cypress Springs Water Supply Corporation, Board of Directors, will
meet at the Office of Cypress Springs Water Supply Corporation,
4430 Highway 115, South of Mount Vernon, June 10, 1997 at 7:00
p.m. Information may be obtained from Richard Zachary, P.O. Box
591, Mount Vernon, Texas 75457, (903) 860–3400. TRD-9707162.
Dallas Housing Authority, Board of Commissioners, will meet at
the Melrose Hotel, 3015 Oaklawn Avenue, Dallas, June 12, 1997 at
8:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Mattye Jones, 3939
North Hampton Road, Dallas, Texas 75212, (214) 951–8302. TRD-
9707147.
Elm Creek WSC, Board, met at 508 Avenue E, Moody, June 9, 1997
at 7:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Rita Foster, 508
Avenue E, Moody, Texas 76557, (817) 853–3838. TRD-9707192.
Erath County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, will meet
at 1390 Harbin Drive, Stephenville, June 10, 1997 at 9:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Edna Vara, 1390 Harbin Drive,
Stephenville, Texas 76401, (817) 965–5434. TRD-9707198.
Garza Central Appraisal District, Board of Directors, will meet at
124 East Main, Post, June 10, 1997 , at 9:00 a.m. Information may
be obtained from Billie Y. Windham, 124 East Main, Post, Texas
79356, (806) 495–3518. TRD-9707146.
Leon County Central Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board,
met at 103 North Commerce, Corner Highway Seven and 75,
Centerville, June 6, 1997 at 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained
from Jeff Beshears, P.O. Box 536, Centerville, Texas 75833–0536,
(903) 536–2252. TRD-9707173.
Nolan County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, will meet at
Nolan County Courthouse, Third Floor, 100 East Third, Sweetwater,
June 10, 1997 at 7:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Patricia
Davis, P.O. Box 1256, Sweetwater, Texas 79556, (915) 235–8421.
TRD-9707185.
Red Bluff Water Power Control District, Board of Directors Meeting,
met at 111 West Second Street, Pecos, June 9, 1997 at 1:00 p.m.
Information may be obtained from Jim Ed Miller, 111 West Second
Street, Pecos, Texas 79772, (915) 445–2037, TRD-9707175.
Sharon Water Supply Corporation, Special Called Meeting, met at
Office of Sharon Water SupplyCorporation, Route 5, Winnsboro,
June 5, 1997, at 7:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from
Gerald Brewer, Box 50361, Winnsboro, Texas 75494, (903) 342–
3525. TRD-9707141.
South Plains Association of Governments, Executive Committee, will
meet at 1323 58th Street, Lubbock, June 10, 1997 at 9:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Jerry D. Casstevens, P.O. Box
3730, Freedom Station, Lubbock, Texas 79452–3730, (806) 762–
8721. TRD-9707180.
South Plains Association of Governments, Board of Directors, will
meet at 1323 58th Street, Lubbock, June 10, 1997 at 10:00 a.m.
Information may be obtained from Jerry D. Casstevens, P.O. Box
3730, Freedom Station, Lubbock, Texas 79452–3730, (806) 762–
8721. TRD-9707181.
South Texas Workforce Development Board, Merit Board, will meet
at 4717 Daugherty, Laredo, June 10, 1997 at 5:30 p.m. Information
may be obtained from Myrna V. Herbst, P.O. Box 1757, Laredo,
Texas, 78044–1757, (210) 722–0546. TRD-9707190.
Tyler County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, will meet at 806
West Bluff, Woodville, June 10, 1997, 10:00 a.m. Information may
be obtained from Tyler Cad, P.O. Drawer 9, Woodville, Texas 75979,
(409) 283–3736. TRD-9707160.
Meetings filed June 4, 1997
Erath County Appraisal District, Board of Directors, will meet at 1390
Harbin Drive, Stephenville, June 10, 1997 at 8:00 a.m. Information
may be obtained from Angi Couch, 1390 Harbin Drive, Stephenville,
Texas 76401, (254) 965–5434. TRD-9707203.
Erath County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, will meet
at 1390 Harbin Drive, Stephenville, June 10, 1997, at 10:00 a.m.,
rescheduled from 9:00 a.m. Information may be obtained from Edna
Vara, 1390 Harbin Drive, Stephenville, Texas 76401, (817) 965–
5434. TRD-9707222.
Gregg Appraisal District, Board of Directors, met at 1333 East
Harrison Road, Longview, June 10, 1997, at 11:00 a.m. Information
may be obtained from Marvin F. Hahn, Jr., 1333 East Harrison Road,
Longview, Texas 75604, (903) 238–8823. TRD-9707201.
Zapata County Appraisal District, Appraisal Review Board, will meet
at Seventh Street and Hidalgo Boulevard, Zapata, June 12, 1997 at
3:00 p.m. Information may be obtained from Olivia Arambula, P.O.
Box 2315, Zapata, Texas 78076, (210) 765–9988. TRD-9707210.
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IN ADDITION
The Texas Register is required by statute to publish certain documents, including applications to purchase
control of state banks, notices of rate ceilings, changes in terest rate and applications to install remote
service units, and consultant proposal requests and awards.
To aid agencies in communicating information quickly and effectively, other information of general interest to
the public is published as space allows.
Texas Department of Agriculture
Notice of Designation and Board Appointments
In accordance with the Texas Agriculture Code, Chapter 74, Sub-
chapter D, as amended by Senate Bill 1814, 75th Legislature, 1997
(Chapter 74, Subchapter D), the Commissioner of Agriculture has
designated and recognizes the Texas Boll Weevil Eradication Foun-
dation, Inc., (TBWEF) a Texas nonprofit corporation chartered by the
secretary of state on September 14, 1993, as the entity to plan, carry
out, and operate eradication and diapause programs to eliminate the
boll weevil and the pink bollworm from cotton in Texas, under the
supervision of the Texas Department of Agriculture, as provided by
Chapter 74, Subchapter D. In accordance with §74.107 of Chapter
74, Subchapter D, the Commissioner of Agriculture has appointed a
board of directors for the TBWEF from a variety of cotton-growing
regions of the state of Texas. Members of the board are as follows:
Woody Anderson of Colorado City, James C. Brown of Midland,
Tommy Chapman of Wall, Kenneth Gully of Eola, Rick Hardcastle
of Vernon, John Inman of Childress, Mike McHugh of Uvalde, Tryne
Mengers of Tynan, Carey Niehues of Garden City, Jesse Pinkerton
of Plainview, Craig Shook of Corpus Christi, Donald Stolte of Tay-
lor, Larry Turnbough of Balmorhea, and Mike Wright of Wolfforth.
Board members’ terms may not exceed four years.




Texas Department of Agriculture
Filed: June 4, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Public Hearing
In accordance with the Texas Commodity Referendum Law, the
Texas Agriculture Code, Chapter 41, §41.012, the Texas Department
of Agriculture (the department) will hold a public hearing to consider
a request for certification to conduct a referendum to establish a sheep
and goat commodity board, as submitted by the Texas Sheep and Goat
Raisers Association. The hearing will be held on Wednesday, June
11, beginning at 9:00 a.m., at the Research and Extension Center,
7887 US Highway 87 North, San Angelo, Texas.
For more information, please contact Katie Dickie, Texas Department
of Agriculture, Special Assistant for Producer Relations, P.O. Box
12847, Austin, Texas 78711, (512) 463-7593.




Texas Department of Agriculture
Filed: June 3, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Coastal Coordination Council
Notice and Opportunity to Comment on Requests for Consis-
tency Agreement/Concurrence under the Texas Coastal
Management Program
On January 10, 1997, the State of Texas received federal approval
of the Coastal Management Program (CMP) (62 Federal Register pp.
1439-1440). Under federal law, federal agency activities and actions
affecting the Texas coastal zone must be consistent with the CMP
goals and policies identified in 31 TAC 501. Requests for federal
consistency review were received for the following projects(s) during
the period of May 30, 1997, through June 3, 1997:
FEDERAL AGENCY ACTIONS:
Applicant: Reading & Bates Development Company; Location: East
Breaks, Block 642/643, Lease OCS-G 9183/9184, OCS Federal
Offshore Waters, Gulf of Mexico; Project Number: 97-0146-F1;
Type of Application: Initial Plan of Exploration, Title 30 CFR 250.33
(f) and (h).
Pursuant to §306(d)(14) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of
1972 (16 U.S.C.A. §§1451-1464), as amended, interested parties are
invited to submit comments on whether a proposed action should be
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referred to the Coastal Coordination Council for review and whether
the action is or is not consistent with the Texas Coastal Management
Program goals and policies. All comments must be received within
30 days of publication of this notice and addressed to Ms. Janet
Fatheree, Council Secretary, 1700 North Congress Avenue, Room
617, Austin, Texas 78701-1495.
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Texas Education Agency
Request for Applications Concerning the Public Charter
School Program, 1996–1997
Eligible Applicants. The Texas Education Agency (TEA) is request-
ing applications under Request for Applications (RFA) #701-97-015
to support the planning, design, and initial implementation of either
program or campus charters as defined in Chapter 12, Texas Educa-
tion Code, and/or open-enrollment public charter schools in accor-
dance with the adopted State Board of Education (SBOE) guidelines.
Eligible applicants include school districts and/or other entities, such
as public or private colleges or universities, organizations that are
exempt from taxation under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (20
United States Code, §501(c)(3)), or governmental entities.
Description. In accordance with the purpose of the federal Charter
School Grant Program and in support of Chapter 12, Texas Educa-
tion Code, the objectives of the program are to: (1) provide incen-
tives and support for the planning and development of campus char-
ters designed to serve populations of predominately educationally-
disadvantaged students and to enable students to meet the state ed-
ucation standards of performance; (2) assist in the development and
initial implementation of several different models of public charter
schools as provided under state law and/or SBOE guidelines, serving
elementary, middle school, and high school level students in urban,
suburban, and rural areas; and (3) document, evaluate, and dissemi-
nate information identifying effective practices used in campus and/or
open-enrollment public charter schools that result in notable academic
gains by educationally- disadvantaged students and other students.
Funds received from this grant may be applied to support the planning
and development of public school campus charters, campus program
charters, and open-enrollment public charter schools. The open-
enrollment public charters must be established in accordance with
the adopted SBOE guidelines. Any public charter school applicant
must comply with federal requirements addressing the requirement
that at least 25% of the student population to be served be comprised
of educationally-disadvantaged students.
The evaluation of public charter schools will be based in large part
on the outcomes of the statewide accountability system for students
served by the charter schools funded under this grant. Therefore, a
related program objective will be for the grant recipients to demon-
strate how a significant increase in performance for educationally-
disadvantaged students served by the charter schools over a three-
year planning and implementation period will be attained.
Dates of Project. The federal Public Charter Schools Program will be
implemented during the 1996-1997 school year. Applicants should
plan for a starting date of no earlier than July 15, 1997, and an ending
date of no later than September 30, 1997.
Project Amount. Funding will be provided for approximately 25
charter schools. These charter schools can be campus or campus
program charter schools or open-enrollment public charter schools.
Each project will receive an amount not to exceed $25,000 for the
grant period. Project funding may be available through reapplication
in the second or third year based on satisfactory progress of the
first- or second-year objectives and activities, and approval by the
SBOE, the commissioner of education, and the federal government.
This project is funded 100% from the Public Charter Schools federal
grant.
Selection Criteria. Applications will be selected based on the ability
of each applicant to implement all requirements contained in the
RFA. The charters will be selected to receive a grant under the
federal Public Charter Schools Program based on the quality and
completeness of the applications.
To be considered for a grant, a charter must indicate that at
least 25% of the student population to be served is comprised
of educationally-disadvantaged students. In the selection process,
preference will be given to charters that will serve the highest
percentage of educationally-disadvantaged students that fall in the
various categories. The TEA reserves the right to select from the
highest ranking applications those that address all requirements in
the RFA.
The TEA is not obligated to approve an application, provide funds,
or endorse any application submitted in response to this RFA. This
RFA does not commit TEA to pay any costs before an application is
approved. The issuance of this RFA does not obligate TEA to award
a grant or pay any costs incurred in preparing a response.
Requesting the Application. A complete copy of RFA #701-97-015
may be obtained by writing to: Document Control Center, Room
6-108, Texas Education Agency, William B. Travis Building, 1701
North Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas 78701, or by calling (512)
463-9304. Please refer to the RFA number in your request.
Further Information. For clarifying information about the RFA,
contact Brooks Flemister, Division of School/Community Support,
Texas Education Agency, (512) 463-9575.
Deadline for Receipt of Applications. Applications must be received
in the Document Control Center of the Texas Education Agency by
5:00 p.m. (Central Standard Time), Wednesday, July 9, 1997, to be
considered.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on June 4, 1997.
TRD-9707215
Criss Cloudt
Associate Commissioner for Policy Planning and Research
Texas Education Agency
Filed: June 4, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Department of Health
Correction of Errors
22 TexReg 5702 June 10, 1997 Texas Register
The Texas Department of Health adopted an amendment to 25 TAC
§133.52. The rule appeared in the May 13, 1997, issue of theTexas
Register, (22 TexReg 4208).
Subsection (a) was opened during final adoption to clarify the
language; however paragraphs (1) and (2) under subsection (a) were
inadvertently left unaccounted for, they should read “(1)-(2) (No
change.)”.
♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Health and Human Services Commission
Excluded Medicaid Providers
In compliance with the Medicare and Medicaid Patient Protection Act
of 1987, the following list provided by the Texas Health and Human
Services Commission (HHSC), identifies providers or employees
of providers who are excluded from state and federal health care
programs since April 11, 1997.
Providers excluded from the Medicaid and Title XX programs must
not order or prescribe services to clients after the date of exclusion.
Services rendered under the medical direction or under the prescribing
orders of an excluded provider will also be denied. Providers who
submit cost reports cannot include the salaries/wages/benefits of
employees who have been excluded from Medicaid. Additionally,
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In compliance with the Medicare and Medicaid Patient Protection Act
of 1987, the following list provided by the Texas Health and Human
Services Commission (HHSC), identifies providers or employees
of providers who are excluded from state and federal health care
programs since April 11, 1997.
Providers excluded from the Medicaid and Title XX programs must
not order or prescribe services to clients after the date of exclusion.
Services rendered under the medical direction or under the prescribing
orders of an excluded provider will also be denied. Providers who
submit cost reports cannot include the salaries/wages/benefits of
employees who have been excluded from Medicaid. Additionally,
excluded employees are not permitted to provide Medicaid services
to any patient/client.
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In compliance with the Medicare and Medicaid Patient Protection Act
of 1987, the following list provided by the Texas Health and Human
Services Commission (HHSC), identifies providers or employees
of providers who are excluded from state and federal health care
programs since April 11, 1997.
Providers excluded from the Medicaid and Title XX programs must
not order or prescribe services to clients after the date of exclusion.
Services rendered under the medical direction or under the prescribing
orders of an excluded provider will also be denied. Providers who
submit cost reports cannot include the salaries/wages/benefits of
employees who have been excluded from Medicaid. Additionally,
excluded employees are not permitted to provide Medicaid services
to any patient/client.
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In compliance with the Medicare and Medicaid Patient Protection Act
of 1987, the following list provided by the Texas Health and Human
Services Commission (HHSC), identifies providers or employees
of providers who are excluded from state and federal health care
programs since April 11, 1997.
Providers excluded from the Medicaid and Title XX programs must
not order or prescribe services to clients after the date of exclusion.
Services rendered under the medical direction or under the prescribing
orders of an excluded provider will also be denied. Providers who
submit cost reports cannot include the salaries/wages/benefits of
employees who have been excluded from Medicaid. Additionally,
excluded employees are not permitted to provide Medicaid services
to any patient/client.
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Texas Information and Referral Network Invitation to Submit
Proposal
The Health and Human Services Commission (HHSC) is responsible
for overseeing and coordinating the Texas Information and Referral
Network. The Network is a public-private partnership among HHSC,
non-profit organizations, state agencies, and other local or regional
organizations.
The Texas Information and Referral Network (I&R) is currently in
the planning phase of developing the information infrastructure to
electronically connect the I&R providers to each other, to service
providers and to consumers of information and referral services. This
information infrastructure will provide standards for management,
data collection and distribution, data records and taxonomy of subject
terms, data transfer protocol, training and technical support.
The Health and Human Services Commission requires assistance from
an experienced Vendor to review, validate and enhance the functional
and operational requirements that have been defined and to design
the information infrastructure to support an automated integrated
information network.
The procurement will be conducted in accordance with the provisions
of the Texas Government Code, Chapter 2157, and the rules
promulgated by the General Services Commission (GSC) of the GSC
catalogue purchasing process. For more information please contact
Judy Windler, Project Director, 512-424-6540.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commis-
sion
Public Notice
The Executive Director of the Texas Natural Resource Conservation
Commission (TNRCC) has issued a public notice of the selection
of a proposed remedial action for a State Superfund Site which
constitutes an imminent and substantial endangerment due to a release
of hazardous substances into the environment. The notice appeared
in the June 6, 1997, edition of theMission Progress Times.
In accordance with 30 Texas Administrative Code (TAC)
§335.349(a), concerning requirements for the remedial action and
the Texas Health and Safety Code, Chapter 361.187 Solid Waste
Disposal Act, concerning the proposed remedial action, a public
meeting regarding the proposed remedial action for the Munoz
Burrow Pit State Superfund site must be held at least 45 days after
publishing a notice in the Texas Register and a local newspaper.
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The public meeting is scheduled for July 29, 1997, at 7:00 p.m. in
Council Chambers of Mission City Hall located at 900 Doherty in
Mission, Texas.
The site for which a remedy has been selected, the Munoz Burrow Pit
State Superfund Site, was originally proposed for listing on the State
Registry of Superfund sites at public meetings in Corpus Christi,
Texas on August 26, 1986, and in Austin, Texas on August 28,
1986. The Munoz site originally appeared on the State Registry of
Superfund Sites in the January 16, 1987 edition of theTexas Register
(12 TexReg 205).
The Munoz site is located in Mission, Texas on the east side of FM
1016, one-tenth of a mile south of U.S. Highway 83. The site is
located on the southern portion of an approximately 7.86 acre tract
of land. The residence of the landowner occupies the northern portion
of the property.
The contaminated area occupied an irregularly shaped area approx-
imately 400 by 600 feet on the southern side of the property. The
site was originally bounded on the north by the Munoz residence,
on the east by an approximately 20 acre "borrow pit" pond, on the
south by a railroad spur of the Missouri Pacific Railroad, and on the
west by FM 1016. The Munoz pond lies in the center of the tract.
Through the years surface water run off and/or human activities had
apparently spread some of the contaminated soil south of the railroad
tracks.
A residential area is located south of the railroad spur. Historically
the site has been used for residential purposes. The area where the
contaminants were first found was originally intended for equestrian
events.
A Removal Action, which consisted of excavation and offsite
disposal of all soil contaminated above Remediation Goals, has
been completed and the TNRCC proposes that no further action is
necessary for the soils at the Munoz Borrow Pits State Superfund Site.
Therefore the Proposed Remedial Action for the soils is no further
action. Deed recordation and restriction accompanied by groundwater
monitoring is the Proposed Remedial Action for shallow groundwater.
The public meeting will be legislative in nature and not a contested
case hearing within the meaning of Texas Government Code, Chapter
2001.
Persons desiring to submit comments on the proposed remedial action
of the facility and the identity of additional potentially responsible
parties are encouraged to do so prior to the public meeting. The public
comment period began June 6, 1997, and ends at the completion
of the public meeting on July 29, 1997. Written comments should
be submitted to Mr. Jeffrey E. Patterson, Superfund Investigation
Section, MC 143, Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission,
P.O. Box 12100, Austin, Texas 78753.
The public records/site repository for this site are available for public
review during regular business hours at the Speer Memorial Library,
801 East 12th Street in Mission, Texas, telephone (210) 580-8755 or
at the Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, P.O. Box
12100 , Building D, Austin, Texas 78753, (512) 239-2927. Copying
of file information is subject to payment of a fee.
For further information, please call: 1 (800) 633-9363 (within Texas
only) or (512) 239-3844.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department
Battleship TEXAS Advisory Board Meeting
The Battleship TEXAS Advisory Board will meet June 23, 1997 at
10:00 AM, in the Admiral’s Cabin aboard the battleship.
Any questions about the meeting should be directed to Charlie
Davenport at (281) 479-4414.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Public Utility Commission of Texas
Notices of Application to Amend Certificate of Convenience
and Necessity
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas an application on May 15, 1997, to amend
a certificate of convenience and necessity pursuant to §§1.101(a),
2.201, 2.101(e), 2.252, and 2.255, of the Public Utility Regulatory
Act of 1995. A summary of the application follows.
Docket Title and Number: Application of the Central Power and
Light Company to Amend Certificated Service Area Boundaries
(Service Area Exception) within Brooks County, Docket Number
17452 before the Public Utility Commission of Texas.
The Application: In Docket Number 17452, Central Power and Light
Company requests approval to allow Medina Electric Cooperative,
Inc. to serve a 1,647.70 acre ranch approximately 14 miles southwest
of Falfurrias, due to Medina Electric Cooperative Inc.’s facilities
being closer.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326, or call the commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512)936-7120 within 15 days of this notice. Hearing and
speech-impaired individuals with text telephone (TTY) may contact
the commission at (512) 936-7136.
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Filed: June 2, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas of an application on May 23, 1997, to amend
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a certificate of convenience and necessity pursuant to §§1.101(a),
2.201, 2.101(e), 2.252, and 2.255, of the Public Utility Regulatory
Act of 1995. A summary of the application follows.
Docket Title and Number: Application of the City of College
Station to Amend Certificated Service Area Boundaries within Brazos
County, Docket Number 17498 before the Public Utility Commission
of Texas.
The Application: In Docket Number 17498, the City of College
Station requests approval to update its certifcated area to include
the following areas that were annexed by College Station into its
corporate limits in 1996: (1) the undeveloped and vacant portion of
Nantucket Subdivision; (2) right-of-way (ROW) State Highway 6;
(3) the Pebble Creek area owned by Thousand Oaks Development
Co. and Global Natural Resources; (4) Ellington tract; (5) Wellborn
Road ROW; and (6) Arrington Road area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326, or call the commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512) 936-7120 within 15 days of this notice. Hearing and
speech-impaired individuals with text telephone (TTY) may contact
the commission at (512) 936-7136.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Application for Service Provider Certificate of Op-
erating Authority
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas an application on May 30, 1997, for a service
provider certificate of operating authority (SPCOA), pursuant to
§3.2532 of the Public Utility Regulatory Act of 1995. A summary
of the application follows.
Docket Title and Number: Application of Tele-One Communications,
Inc. for a Service Provider Certificate of Operating Authority, Docket
Number 17517 before the Public Utility Commission of Texas.
Applicant intends to provide all telecommunications services cur-
rently provided and those that will be provided in the future by South-
western Bell Telephone Company.
Applicant’s requested SPCOA geographic area includes the entire
State of Texas.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, at P.O. Box 13326, Austin,
Texas 78711-3326, or call the commission’s Office of Consumer
Affairs at (512) 936-7120 no later than June 13, 1997. Hearing and
speech-impaired individuals with text telephone (TTY) may contact
the commission at (512) 936-7136.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Intent to File Pursuant to Public Utility Commis-
sion Substantive Rule 23.27
Notice is given to the public of the intent to file with the Public
Utility Commission of Texas an application pursuant to P.U.C.
SUBSTANTIVE RULE 23.27 for a new PLEXAR-custom service
for Northside ISD in San Antonio, Texas.
Tariff Title and Number. Application of Southwestern Bell Tele-
phone Company for a New PLEXAR-Custom Service for Northside
ISD in San Antonio, Texas, Pursuant to P.U.C. SUBSTANTIVE
RULE 23.27. Tariff Control Number 17529.
The Application. Southwestern Bell Telephone Company is request-
ing approval for a new PLEXAR-custom service for Northside ISD in
San Antonio, Texas. The geographic service market for this specific
service is the San Antonio local access and transport area.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P.O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120. Hearing and speech-
impaired individuals with text telephones (TTY) may contact the
commission at (512) 936-7136.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Notice of Petition for Temporary Stay of Requirements of
Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.12(b)(2)
Notice is given to the public of the filing with the Public Utility
Commission of Texas on May 6, 1997, a petition for temporary stay
of the requirements of Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule
23.12(b)(2).
Docket and Title Number. Application of El Paso Electric Company
for Extension of Time to File 1996 Earnings Report Required by
Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.12(b)(2). Docket
Number 17423.
The Application. El Paso Electric Company (EPEC) filed a petition
seeking a 45 day extension of the time to file its 1996 annual
earnings report required by Public Utility Commission Substantive
Rule 23.12(b)(2). EPEC reports it cannot finalize the information
and data contained in its 1996 earning report until its Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) Form Number 1 “Annual Reports
of Major Electric Utilities, Licensees and Others” is complete. EPEC
has been granted a 30 day extension of time to file its FERC Form
Number 1 report.
Persons who wish to comment upon the action sought should contact
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, by mail at P.O. Box 13326,
Austin, Texas, 78711-3326, or call the Public Utility Commission
Consumer Affairs Section at (512) 936-7120 on or before June 16,
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1997. Hearing and speech-impaired individuals with text telephones
(TTY) may contact the commission at (512) 936-7136. Please
reference Docket Number 17423.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Petition for Authority to Surcharge Under-Recoveries of Fuel
Expenses and for a Related Good Cause Waiver
On May 1, 1997, Southwestern Public Service Company filed with
the Public Utility Commission of Texas, a petition for authority to
surcharge under-recovery of fuel expenses and related interest and
for a related good cause waiver. All classes of Southwestern Pub-
lic Service Company’s Texas retail customers will be affected by the
proposed surcharge factors to recover approximately $17,428,546 and
related interest charges. These charges will be subject to final review
by the Public Utility Commission of Texas in Southwestern Public
Service Company’s next fuel reconciliation proceedings. Southwest-
ern Public Service Company is also seeking a good cause waiver of
Public Utility Commission Substantive Rule 23.23(b)(3)(C)(v) to per-
mit recovery of the surcharge over twelve months rather than in one
lump sum. The petition has been designated Docket Number 17410.
Persons who wish to intervene in the proceeding or comment upon
the action sought should contact the Public Utility Commission of
Texas, William B. Travis Building, 1701 N. Congress Avenue,
P.O. Box 13326, Austin, Texas 78711-3326, or contact the Public
Utility Commission Office of Consumer Affairs at (512) 936-7120
by June 22, 1997. Hearing and speech-impaired individuals with
text telephones (TTY) may contact the Public Utility Commission of
Texas at (512) 936-7136. All correspondence should refer to Docket
Number 17410.
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♦ ♦ ♦
Workshop for Rulemaking on Procedural Requirements for
Baskets I, II, and III
The Public Utility Commission of Texas (PUC) has initiated Project
Number 17472 to establish the procedural format for PUC review of
pricing flexibility filings made by Subtitle H companies pursuant to
the Public Utility Regulatory Act of 1995 (PURA95) §§3.353, 3.355,
and 3.356, Texas Revised Civil Statutes Annotated article 1446c-0
(Vernon 1997).
The PUC staff invites parties to participate in this project by attending
a staff workshop designed to define the key issues in this project.
The staff will conduct a public workshop in Project Number 17472
on Wednesday, June 18, 1997. The workshop will be held from
9:30 a.m. until 12:30 p.m. in room 1-100, first floor, 1701 North
Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas 78701. The topics for discussion
at the workshop will be the procedural format for PUC review of
pricing flexibility filings made by Subtitle H companies (such as the
time frame, effective date, necessity of commission approval, notice,
cost support, protective agreements, and intervention).
For more information contact Ms. Lynne LeMon at (512) 936-7382.
All inquiries should reference Project Number 17472.
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♦ ♦ ♦
The University of Texas System
Requests for Information (RFI)
The University of Texas System (U. T. System) requests information
from law firms interested in representing U. T. System and its
component institutions in intellectual property matters. This RFI is
issued to establish (for the time frame beginning September 1, 1997
to August 31, 1998) a referral list from which U. T. System, by and
through its Office of General Counsel, will select appropriate counsel
for representation on specific intellectual property matters as the need
arises.
Description. The U. T. System comprises six health institutions and
nine academic institutions located in eleven cities in Texas. Research
activities and other educational pursuits at each institution produce
intellectual property that is carefully evaluated for protection and
licensing to commercial entities. U. T. System will engage outside
counsel to prepare, file, prosecute, and maintain patent applications in
the United States and other countries; secure copyright protection for
computer software; and to prepare, file and prosecute applications
to register trademarks and service marks in the United States and
other countries. U. T. System also will engage outside counsel
from time to time to pursue litigation against infringers of these
intellectual property rights. U. T. System invites responses to this
RFI from qualified firms for the provision of such legal services under
the direction and supervision of U. T. System’s Office of General
Counsel.
Responses. Responses to this RFI should include at least the
following information: (1) a description of the firm’s or attorney’s
qualifications for performing the legal services, including the firm’s
prior experience in intellectual property-related matters, the names,
experience, and scientific or technical expertise of the attorneys who
may be assigned to work on such matters, and appropriate information
regarding efforts made by the firm to encourage and develop the
participation of minorities and women in the provision both of the
firm’s legal services generally and intellectual property matters in
particular; (2) the submission of fee information (either in the form
of hourly rates for each attorney who may be assigned to perform
services in relation to U. T. System’s intellectual property matters, flat
fees, or other fee arrangements directly related to the achievement of
specific goals and cost controls) and billable expenses; (3) disclosures
of conflicts of interest (identifying each and every matter in which
the firm has, within the past calendar year, represented any entity or
individual with an interest adverse to the U. T. System or to the State
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of Texas, or any of its boards, agencies, commissions, universities, or
elected or appointed officials); and (4) confirmation of willingness to
comply with policies, directives and guidelines of the U. T. System
and the Attorney General of the State of Texas.
Format and Person to Contact. Two copies of the response are
requested. The response should be typed, preferably double spaced,
on 8 1/2 x 11 inch paper with all pages sequentially numbered, and
either stapled or bound together. They should be sent by mail or
delivered in person, marked "Response to Request for Information,"
and addressed to Georgia K. Harper, Section Manager for Intellectual
Property, Office of General Counsel, The niversity of Texas System,
201 West 7th Street, Austin, Texas 78701 (telephone (512) 499-4462
for questions).
Deadline for Submission of Response. All responses must be received
by the Office of General Counsel of U. T. System at the address set
forth above no later than 5:00 p.m., Monday, July 7, 1997.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on June 4, 1997.
TRD-9707213
Arthur H. Dilly
Executive Secretary to the Board of Regents
The University of Texas System
Filed: June 4, 1997
The University of Texas System (U. T. System) requests information
from law firms interested in representing U. T. System and its
component institutions in tax-exempt bond matters. This RFI is
issued for the purpose of establishing (for the time frame beginning
September 1, 1997 to August 31, 1998) a referral list from which U.
T. System, by and through its Office of General Counsel, will select
appropriate counsel for representation on specific bond matters as the
need arises. These needs include the usual and necessary services
of a bond counsel in connection with the issuance, sale and delivery
of bonds and notes on which the interest is excludable from gross
income under existing federal tax law.
Description. The U. T. System comprises six health institutions and
nine academic institutions located in eleven cities in Texas. Public,
tax-exempt bond issuance is conducted under two major programs
and is rated by three major rating agencies. Bonds are issued under
authority granted the U.T. System in Article VII, Section 18 of
the Texas Constitution (Permanent University Fund). A variable
rate demand note program is frequently used to raise new funds
in support of the capital improvement program. During the 1998
fiscal year, one such note sale is anticipated in the approximate
amount of $40 million. Bond sales are normally conducted once
or twice each year. Fixed rate bond sales occur each two to three
years in the amount of approximately $100 million to refund variable
rate notes. Advance refunding of Permanent niversity Fund bonds
are conducted periodically based on potential savings opportunities.
Under authority granted in Chapter 55, Texas Education Code and
Vernon’s Annotated Texas Civil Statutes, Articles 717k and 717q,
and other applicable laws, the U. T. System issues revenue bonds
for capital improvements. A tax-exempt variable rate note program
is used for interim financing with long term fixed rate bonds sold to
provide more permanent financing. The variable rate note program,
currently in a commercial paper mode, is presently authorized up to
$250 million and has approximately $150 million outstanding. A
fixed rate bond sale of approximately $100 million in size will likely
occur during fiscal year 1998. The U. T. System employs a revenue
bond program which offers a combined pledge of all legally available
revenues with certain exceptions (the "Revenue Financing System").
Advance refunding of bonds and escrow restructures of previously
defeased bonds, based on market timing, may be expected. Federal
tax related matters regarding bonds issued by the U. T. System,
including strategies and management practices in the conduct of an
exempt debt program requires a close working relationship with bond
counsel. Contact is frequent, particularly in regard to the Revenue
Financing System program due to the significant level of capital
improvements anticipated throughout the system over the next two
years. U. T. System invites responses to this RFI from qualified
firms for the provision of such legal services under the direction and
supervision of U. T. System’s Office of General Counsel.
Responses. Responses to this RFI should include at least the
following information: (1) a description of the firm’s or attorney’s
qualifications for performing the legal services, including the firm’s
prior experience in bond issuance matters, the names, experience,
and technical expertise of the attorneys who may be assigned to
work on such matters, and appropriate information regarding efforts
made by the firm to encourage and develop the participation of
minorities and women in the provision both of the firm’s legal
services generally and bond matters in particular; (2) the submission
of fee information (either in the form of hourly rates for each attorney
who may be assigned to perform services in relation to U. T. System’s
bond matters, flat fees, or other fee arrangements directly related
to the achievement of specific goals and cost controls) and billable
expenses; (3) disclosures of conflicts of interest (identifying each and
every matter in which the firm has, within the past calendar year,
represented any entity or individual with an interest adverse to the
U. T. System or to the State of Texas, or any of its boards, agencies,
commissions, universities, or elected or appointed officials); and (4)
confirmation of willingness to comply with policies, directives and
guidelines of the U. T. System and the Attorney General of the State
of Texas.
Format and Person to Contact. Two copies of the response are
requested. The response should be typed, preferably double spaced,
on 8 1/2 x 11 inch paper with all pages sequentially numbered,
either stapled or bound together. They should be sent by mail or
delivered in person, marked "Response to Request for Information,"
and addressed to Ray Farabee, Vice Chancellor and General Counsel,
Office of General Counsel, The University of Texas System, 201
West 7th Street, Austin, Texas 78701 (telephone (512) 499-4462 for
questions).
Deadline for Submission of Response. All responses must be received
by the Office of General Counsel of U. T. System at the address set
forth above no later than 5:00 p.m., Monday, July 7, 1997.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on June 4, 1997.
TRD-9707214
Arthur H. Dilly
Executive Secretary to the Board of Regents
The University of Texas System
Filed: June 4, 1997
Requests For Proposal (RFP)
The University of Texas System (U. T. System) requests information
from law firms interested in representing U. T. System and its
component institutions in certain federal tax matters. This RFP is
issued for the purpose of establishing (for the time frame beginning
September 1, 1997 to August 31, 1998) a referral list from which U.
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T. System, by and through its Office of General Counsel, will select
appropriate counsel for representation on specific federal tax matters
as the need arises.
Description. The U. T. System comprises six health component
universities and nine academic component universities supported
by legislative appropriations, tuition, fees, income from auxiliary
enterprises, the Permanent University Fund, the Available University
Fund, grants, gifts, sponsored research and other sources of revenues,
all of which may be impacted by the Internal Revenue Code and
Regulations of the Internal Revenue Service. For assistance with
such issues, U. T. System will engage outside legal counsel to provide
legal counsel and advice to the U. T. System on matters pertaining
to federal income, estate, gift, employment, and excise taxes. This
legal counsel and advice will include, but not be limited to, the
following: dealings with the I.R.S. in audits, I.R.S. appeals, U.S.
Tax Court, and other tax matters. Also Benefits such as the Optional
Retirement Program, 403(b) and 457(a) and (f) plans. Income Tax
matters will also include unrelated business income tax as it relates
to universities; and federal tax matters regarding compensation issues
related to university hospitals and physicians. The law firm must be
admitted to practice before the United States Tax Court.
U. T. System invites responses to this RFP from qualified firms for the
provision of such legal services under the direction and supervision
of U. T. System’s Office of General Counsel.
Responses. Responses to this RFP should include at least the
following information: (1) a description of the firm’s or attorney’s
qualifications for performing the legal services, including the firm’s
prior experience in federal tax-related matters including experience
handling state pension issues and plans available only to universities,
the names and experience of the attorneys who will be assigned
to work on such matters, the availability of the lead attorney and
others assigned to the project, and appropriate information regarding
efforts made by the firm to encourage and develop the participation
of minorities and women in the provision of legal services; (2) the
submission of fee information (either in the form of hourly rates for
each attorney who may be assigned to perform services in relation
to U. T. System’s federal tax matters, comprehensive flat fees, or
other fee arrangements directly related to the achievement of specific
goals and cost controls) and billable expenses; (3) a comprehensive
description of the procedures to be used by the firm to supervise the
provision of legal services in a timely and cost-effective manner; (4)
disclosures of conflicts of interest (identifying each and every matter
in which the firm has, within the past calendar year, represented any
entity or individual with an interest adverse to the U. T. System or
to the State of Texas, or any of its boards, agencies, commissions,
universities, or elected or appointed officials); and (5) confirmation
of willingness to comply with policies, directives and guidelines of
the U. T. System and the Attorney General of the State of Texas.
Format and Person to Contact. Two copies of the response are
requested. The response should be typed, preferably double spaced,
on 8 1/2 x 11 inch paper with all pages sequentially numbered, and
either stapled or bound together. They should be sent by mail or
delivered in person, marked "Response to Request for Proposal," and
addressed to David W. Lacy, Attorney, Office of General Counsel,
The University of Texas System, 201 West 7th Street, Austin, Texas
78701 (telephone (512) 499-4462 for questions).
Deadline for Submission of Response. All responses must be received
by the Office of General Counsel of U. T. System at the address set
forth above not later than 5:00 p.m., Monday, July 7, 1997.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on June 4, 1997.
TRD-9707211
Arthur H. Dilly
Executive Secretary to the Board of Regents
The University of Texas System
Filed: June 4, 1997
The University of Texas (U. T. System) requests proposals from law
firms interested in representing U. T. System and its health compo-
nent institutions regarding Medicare/Medicaid/Managed Health Care
questions, Medicare/Medicaid, third party reimbursement matters and
appeal of adverse Medicare reimbursement decisions. This RFP is
issued for the purpose of establishing (for the time frame beginning
September 1, 1997 to August 31, 1998) a health care panel from
which U. T. System, by and through its Office of General Counsel,
will select appropriate counsel for representation and advice of legal
issues raised by complex managed care arrangements and third party
reimbursement matters, including certified non-profit health corpora-
tions, fraud and abuse issues, and antitrust concerns.
Description. The U. T. System operates six health institutions
located in Houston, Dallas, Galveston, San Antonio and Tyler, Texas.
University physician and hospital services are provided by fee for
service and through a broad range of contractual arrangements with
Health Maintenance Organizations, Preferred Provider Organizations,
Medicare, Medicaid, private health insurance carriers, as well as
directly with employers. These managed care arrangements may
be impacted by state and federal laws and regulations governing
insurance, third party reimbursement, antitrust matters, and fraud and
abuse issues. For this purpose, U. T. System will engage outside
counsel with experience in establishing certified non-profit health
delivery corporations and other complex managed care contracting
arrangements. In addition, outside counsel must have a working
knowledge of state and federal laws and regulations governing safe
harbors, antitrust matters, Medicare and Medicaid regulations, and
appeals of adverse determinations by third party payor intermediaries.
U. T. System invites responses to this RFP from qualified firms for the
provision of such legal services under the direction and supervision
of U. T. System’s Office of General Counsel.
Responses. Responses to the RFP should include at least the
following information: (1) a description of the firm’s or attorney’s
qualifications for performing the legal services, including the firm’s
prior experience in complex health delivery and reimbursement
matters, the names, experience, and expertise of the attorneys who
may be assigned to work on such matters, the availability of the
lead attorney and others assigned to the project, and appropriate
information regarding efforts made by the firm to encourage and
develop the participation of minorities and women in the provision
of legal services; (2) the submission of fee information (either in
the form of hourly rates for each attorney who may be assigned to
perform services in relation to U. T. System’s complex health delivery
and reimbursement matters, comprehensive flat fees, or other fee
arrangements directly related to the achievement of specific goals and
cost controls) and billable expenses; (3) a comprehensive description
of the procedures to be used by the firm to supervise the provision of
legal services in a timely and cost-effective manner; (4) disclosures
of conflicts of interest (identifying each and every matter in which
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the firm has, within the past calendar year, represented any entity or
individual with an interest adverse to the U. T. System or to the State
of Texas, or any of its boards, agencies, commissions, universities, or
elected or appointed officials); and (5) confirmation of willingness to
comply with policies, directives and guidelines of the U. T. System
and the Attorney General of the State of Texas.
Format and Person to Contact. Two copies of the proposal are
requested. The proposal should be typed, preferably double spaced,
on 8 1/2 x 11 inch paper with all pages sequentially numbered, and
either stapled or bound together. They should be sent by mail or
delivered in person, marked "Response to Request for Proposal,"
and addressed to R. Carlton Presley, Office of General Counsel,
The University of Texas System, 201 West 7th Street, Austin, Texas
78701 (telephone (512) 499-4462 for questions.)
Deadline for Submission of Response. All proposals must be received
by the Office of General Counsel of U. T. System at the address set
forth above no later than 5:00 p.m., Monday, July 7, 1997.
Issued in Austin, Texas, on June 4, 1997.
TRD-9707212
Arthur H. Dilly
Executive Secretary to the Board of Regents
The University of Texas System
Filed: June 4, 1997
Texas Water Development Board
Applications Received
Pursuant to the Texas Water Code, §6.195, the Texas Water
Development Board provides notice of the following applications
received by the Board:
City of Brownsville, 1425 Robinhood Drive, Brownsville, Texas,
78520, received May 5, 1997, application for financial assistance in
the amount of $24,000,000 from the State Water Pollution Control
Revolving Fund.
Terrell County Water Control & Improvement District Number 1,
P.O. Box 4810, Sanderson, Texas, 79848, received April 24, 1997,
application for financial assistance in the amount of $2,951,599
from the Economically Distressed Areas Program of the Water
Development Fund.
Gulf Coast Water Authority (City of Galveston Project I), 3630 High-
way 1765, Texas City, Texas, 77591-4824, received April 29, 1997,
application for financial assistance in the amount of $ 10,350,000
from the Water Supply Account of the Water Development Fund.
Panhandle Ground Water Conservation District Number 3, P.O.
Box 637, White Deer, Texas, 79097, received May 21, 1997,
application for financial assistance in the amount of $185,000 from
the Agricultural Water Conservation Loan Program.
First Colony Municipal Utility District Number 9, 2907 Calendar
Lake, Missouri City, Texas, 77459, received March 27, 1997,
application for financial assistance in the amount of $3,490,000 from
the State Water Pollution Control Revolving Fund.
City of West, P.O. Box 97, West, Texas, 76691-0097, received
May 1, 1997, application for financial assistance in the amount of
$1,350,000 from the Water Supply Account of the Water Develop-
ment Board.
City of Rio Hondo, 121 North Arroyo, Rio Hondo, Texas, 78583,
received April 25, 1997, application for financial assistance in the
amount of $523,916 from the Economically Distressed Areas Program
of the Water Development Fund.
Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council, 311 North 15th
Street, McAllen, Texas, 78501-4705, received May 22, 1997,
application for additional financial assistance in an amount not to
exceed $250,000 from the Border Regionalization Fund.
Additional information concerning this matter may be obtained from
Craig D. Pedersen, Executive Administrator, P.O. Box 13231, Austin,
Texas, 78711.




Texas Water Development Board
Filed: June 4, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
Request for Proposals for Flood Protection Planning
The Texas Water Development Board (Board) requests, pursuant to
31 Texas Administrative Code (TAC), §355.3, the submission of
proposals leading to the possible award of contracts to develop flood
protection plans for areas in Texas from political subdivisions with
the legal authority to plan for and abate flooding and which participate
in the National Flood Insurance Program.
Flood protection planning applications may be submitted by eligible
political subdivisions from any area of the State and will be
considered and evaluated. In addition, applicants must supply a map
of the geographical planning area to be studied.
Description of Planning Purpose and Objectives. The purpose of
the flood protection planning grant program is for the State to
assist local governments to develop flood protection plans for entire
major or minor watersheds (as opposed to local drainage areas)
that provide protection from flooding through structural and non-
structural measures as described in 31 TAC, §355.2. Planning for
flood protection will include studies and analyses to determine and
describe problems resulting from or relating to flooding and the
views and needs of the affected public relating to flooding problems.
Potential solutions to flooding problems will be identified, and the
benefits and costs of these solutions will be estimated. From the
planning analysis, feasible solutions to flooding problems will be
recommended. Solutions for localized drainage problems are not
eligible for grant funding.
Description of Funding Consideration. Up to $600,000 has been
initially authorized for FY 98 assistance for flood protection planning
from the Board’s research and planning fund. Up to 50% funding
may be provided to individual applicants, with up to 75% funding
available to areas identified in 31 TAC, §355.10(a) as economically
disadvantaged. In the event that acceptable proposals are not
submitted, the Board retains the right to not award contract funds.
Deadline, Review Criteria, and Contact Person for Additional Infor-
mation. Ten double-sided copies on recycled paper of a complete
flood protection planning grant application including the required at-
tachments must be filed with the Board prior to 5:00 p.m., August
19, 1997. Proposals can be directed either in person to Ms. Phyl-
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lis Lightner-Gaynor, Room 447, Texas Water Development Board,
Stephen F. Austin Building, 1700 North Congress Avenue, Austin,
Texas or by mail to Ms. Phyllis Lightner-Gaynor, Texas Water De-
velopment Board, P.O. Box 13231, Austin, Texas 78711-3231.
Applications will be evaluated according to 31 TAC, §355.5. All
potential applicants must contact the Board to obtain these rules
and an application instruction sheet. Requests for information, the
Board’s rules and instruction sheet covering the research and planning
fund may be directed to Ms. Phyllis Lightner-Gaynor at the preceding
mailing address, or by email at phyllis@TWDB.state.tx.us or by
calling (512) 463-7926. This information can be found on the
Internet at the following address: http://www.twdb.state.tx.us/www/
twdb/planning/rfp.html.




Texas Water Development Board
Filed: June 4, 1997
♦ ♦ ♦
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Texas Register
Services
TheTexas Registeroffers the following services. Please check the appropriate box (or boxes).
Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission, Title 30
❑ Chapter 285 $25 ❑ update service $25/year(On-Site Wastewater Treatment)
❑ Chapter 290$25 ❑ update service $25/year(Water Hygiene)
❑ Chapter 330$50 ❑ update service $25/year(Municipal Solid Waste)
❑ Chapter 334 $40 ❑ update service $25/year(Underground/Aboveground Storage Tanks)
❑ Chapter 335 $30 ❑ update service $25/year(Industrial Solid Waste/Municipal
 Hazardous Waste)
Update service should be in❑ printed format❑ 3 1/2” diskette ❑ 5 1/4” diskette
Texas Workers Compensation Commission, Title 28
❑ Update service $25/year




Texas Administrative Code (512) 463-5565
Inf ormation For Other Divisions of the Secretary of State’s Office
Executive Offices (512) 463-5701
Corporations/
Copies and Certifications (512) 463-5578
Direct Access (512) 463-2755
Information (512) 463-5555
Legal Staff (512) 463-5586






Notary Public (512) 463-5705
Public Officials, State (512) 463-6334
Uniform Commercial Code
Information (512) 475-2700
Financing Statements (512) 475-2703
Financing Statement Changes (512) 475-2704
UCC Lien Searches/Certificates (512) 475-2705
Please use this form to order a subscription to theTexas Register, to order a back issue, or to
indicate a change of address. Please specify the exact dates amd quantities of the back issues
required. You may use your VISA or Mastercard. All purchases made by credit card will be suject
to an additional 2.1% service charge. Return this form to the Texas Register, P.O. Box 13824,
Austin, Texas 78711-3824. For more information, please call (800) 226-7199.
❐ Change of Address ❐ New Subscription (Yearly)
Printed ❐ $95
❐ Back Issue Diskette ❐ 1 to 10 users $200
________ Quantity ❐ 11 to 50 users $500
Volume ________, ❐ 51 to 100 users $750
Issue # ________ ❐ 100 to 150 users $1000
(Prepayment required ❐ 151 to 200 users $1250
for back issues) More than 200 users--please call
Online BBS ❐ 1 user $35
❐ 2 to 10 users $50
❐ 11 to 50 users $90
❐  51 to 150 users $150
❐ 151 to 300 $200




CITY, STATE, ZIP __________________________________________________
Customer ID Number/Subscription Number ______________________________
(Number for change of address only)
❐ Bill Me ❐ Payment Enclosed
Mastercard/VISA Number ____________________________________________
Expiration Date ___________ Signature ________________________________
Please make checks payable to the Secretary of State. Subscription fees are not refundable.






and additonal entry offices
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
